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PREFACE. 

THE Author presents this Grammar to the Public, 
not as a critical or minute digest of the Gujarati 
Language but as a practical -work, expounding its 
great principles and copiously illustrating them. The.  
Author, although ignorant of Sanscrit, and only par-
tially acquainted with Mahratta and HindUstani, 
and at the same time suffering from the absence of 
all effective Native aid, was constrained in the midst 
of other duties to write this work, by the fact of 
there being no Grammar extant, sufficiently clear or 
correct, or illustrative to satisfy the student who 
might be desirous to become a thorough proficient. 
It was moreover with the especial desire of assist-
ing the Missionary in his arduous work, that this 
Grammar was composed. 	The Author does not 
challengp criticism in every minute particular, nor 
does he claim for the work an authoritative charac-
ter. The piess of other more important work pie-
vented his paying minute attention to several sub- 

   
  



ii. 	 PREFACE. 

jects, which may be elucidated in a future Edition. 
He takes this opportunity of expressing his thanks 
to the American Mission Press for the handsome 
mode in which the work has been executed, and es-
pecially for their diligence in cutting out the types 
of new letters, single and double—expressly for this 
work. 

Much hitherto remains undone in the department 
of Orthography. The improvements in this work 
are to be considered only as specimen of what may 
be done, and not as a determinate fixing of the 
principles of Gujarati Orthography, 	' 

This can only be a work of time and talent, ex-
pended by the Gujarati Scholar on the operations of 
the Press itself. 	He must be present to have the 
types cut out under his own inspection, before he 
can present a fixed Orthography. 

11r. B. 	The Profits of this work are to be devoted 
unreservedly to the furtherance of Missionary oper-
ations in Gujarat, in connection with the "Baroda 
Mission." 	Subscribers therefore, by promoting the 
sale of this work, will not only encourage Literature, 
but will be positively promoting the cause of Evange- 
lization of the Heathen. 	An enlarged sale is on these 
grounds especially desirable. 

   
  



GRAMMAR 
OF THE 

GUJARA.TI- LANGUAGE. 

i. ORTHOGRAPHY. 

1. The Gujarati language is written in two characters. 	The 
one is called Balbodh or Shastri, the other is called Gujarati. The 
latter is but a modified and defective form of the-former. 

2. The Gujarati character is used for purposes of corres- 
pondence and all mercantile transactions. 	It is therefore the 
character with which the people generally are conversant. 

Several metrical compositions exist in it and some translations 
from the Sanscrit. 

The Christian Scriptures are also published in it. 
' 3. 	The Balbodh character is cultivated by. the Bramans. Sev-

eral literary works have been published in it by the Native Edu- 
, eation Society. 	It is Commonly taught in the Government 

Schools. 	It promises therefore to become the universal charac-
ter for the purpose of education in the high branches of literature 
and science., 

4. 	The Balbodh alphabet is alone a competent representative 
of the sounds of the oral language. 	Its orthography is also uni- 
form. 
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2 	 A GRAMMAR OF THE 

5. The Gujarati character is exceedingly defective for the 
above object, having no appropriate symbols of several sounds 
which are of common recurrence in the language. 	Its orthogra- 
phy likewise varies almost in every composition. 

6. Hence, it is easy to read in the Bhlbodh character, after 
its alphabet has been once mastered, while it is impossible to 
read correctly in- the Gujarati without a teacher or a previous 
knowledge of the oral sounds. 

7. The letters of the Bhlbodh alphabets are fifty-two. 	Of 
these, sixteen are reputed vowels, and thirty-six are consonants, of 

•• which ten are aspirates. 	This reputed number is capable of re- 
duction. 	 - 

It may be doubted whether w 4 	t are vowels at all. 	The 
anusvara is not strictly a vowel, but the symbol of a nasal sound, 
which may be attached to any vowel. 
The visarg, representing a mere aspirate, is also questionable as 

a vowel, being the representative of a final 6 ha. The consonants 
kr a are compound, and have no right to insertion in the al- 
phabet. 	. 	 . 

8. The letters of the Gujarati as here given are thirty-nine. 
Of these, nine are vowels inclusive of the point. No fixed number 
of letters can be assigned, inasmuch as Balbodh letters are now 

'lithographed in Gujarati composition. 4 ya and 4 sa have not 
hitherto been typographed. As the literature of Gujarat improves, 
it will be nesessary to render the Gujarati alphabet equivalent 
to the Balbodh. 	Attempts at a correct orthography° are useless 
without adopting this measure. 	Lithography has already advan- 
ced to this point. 	It remains for typography, to do the same. 

   
  



GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 8 

BALBODH AND GUJARA.TI ALPHABETS. 

. .a 
o 

cal .._ 

• *-0 
ri 
0 

':•' 
 

ha 0 	ra -. 	a)— ro 
0 0 0 a. a. 
0  .= 

Q 
.4  0  To 

 VOWELS. 
.0 E 
"§ 	..t?  71/44;  4 0 o 

00 	0 
Power in English Letters. 

BT 
31T 

T  

T 

aq 
•)il, 

_ r  
t. 

6.  

. 

.. 
a..xt  

A 
bi,  t 
A 
. 

a or u 

a  

e or i 

e or ee 
u or oo 

u or oo 

a 

i 	or ie 

o 

ou 

1. a short as in America. 2. u as in fun. 

1. a long as in farce. 2. broad as in warm 

1. e short as in deceive. 2..i short as in chip 

e long as in adhere, or ee as in meet. 
u short as in full, or oo as in good. 

u long as in rude, or oo as in food. 

See Remarks on Pronunciation. 
),- 

1 7 

1. a long as in name. 2. a short as in 
Thames. 	 ' 
nearly i as in ice or ie as in die.  
1. o long as in bone. 2. o short as in pro-1  
nounce. 

nearly ou as in house. 
a nasal sound (see Remarks on Pro- 

nunciation). . 
a final aspirate (see Remarks on Pro- 

nunciation). 

a, A * 

6, a 

i, I 

i 
u 

ii 

ru 

ru 
lu 
hi 

e, e 
ai 

o 

a u 
ng 4 n 
m 

. 

W 

W 

g. 

7 
-q. 
it 
4" 

: 

* Let the reader carefully observe the power of the Roman letter, lest he should 
be deceived by the analogy of sounds of the English vowels. 

The Roman letters, let him observe, nearly correspond in power to those 
used on the continent of Europe. 
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A GRAMMAR OF THE 

CON SONANTS. 

Represented 
Class. Bilbodh. Gujarati. English Let- 

tern. by Roman by 
Letters. 

1 	W k ka * k 

cc 
t 1 

q 
71 

"vi 
31, 

kha 
ga 

kh 
g 

-I-'  
L-'
4=>.  

4 

1 	T 
t I • 

t 
gha 
nga 

gh 
ng 

I 	9' M cha ch 
0 q chha cha ,r

d 
 

4 a jaorza j or z 
Pa U A jha jh 

q # nya n 

ri3 ,--, cd :. 
E.  
Z.  

a 
I 

ta 
tha  

t 
th 

,a. 
U 

g 
a' 
QT RI 

S 
ei 
9. 

d a, 
dha 
gna 

d  
411 
P,  

zn ,— 
a 
q.  

ti, 
24. 

ta 
tha 

t 
'th 

..F.1 	. = T S da d 

A)  q 
q 

i, 
41, 

dha 
na 

dh 
n 

* 	Read a with the short sound as belonging to the vowel us . 

Thus read ka as ca in America, ga as in Malaga, and so on with all the conso- 

nants. 	 0 
• , 

t 	Represented by the Anusvara or by tfie dental et. 

t 	Represented by the Anusvara or by the dental et• 	 f 

   
  



GUJARATI LANGL.a.u-xi. 	 5 

CONSONANTS.—Continued. 

Represented by 
Class. . Balboa. Gujarati. Name in Eng- 

lish Letters. 
Roman Letters  

in this work. 

Co
m

po
un

ds
. 	

M
isc

el
la

ne
ou

s.
 	

La
bi

al
s.  

• 
4, 
X 

pa 
pha 

P 
ph 

n ba b 

nri, 
li. 

bha 
ma 

bh 
m 

24 ya Y 
k 
ei 

ra 
la 	• 

r 
1 

ci, 
n 

vo 
sha 

v 	V. 
* 

* sha sh 
as ;,i, sa s 

ha h 

t 
la 1 

$ 	. ksha ksh 
ii dnya any 

* 	This is occasionally represented by ut: and by t. 

t 	This is represented by ert. 
t 	This is represented frequently by vi, or ki.t R.I. 

11 	Sometimes represented by at and I. 

\>13114/4, 
,\ .,b CF THE 

0 13CM7 ',Y 
-<7  

   
  



6 	 A GRAMMAR OF THE 

. 	 . 
Remarks on pronunciation of the letters. 

1. 	VOWELS. 	., 
B. 	G. 	R. 

N. 5g 	vt ,vi 	a A. ' This vowel sound is inherent in every 
consonant sounded singly: 	It is met with in its appropriate form 
generally as an initial either of a word br of a syllable. 

I. 	When it is a negative particle * or when it is followed by 
4, or .by any letter of the cerebral class and occasionally by 	, 
or when the consonant in which it inheres, is itself a particle f, 
or in whatever case it may be considered either alone or as inher-
ent in the consonant to constitute a syllable, it has the short sound 
of a, as we find it expressed in a-going, a-head, a-way, &c. 
when sounded quickly as in conversation, or of the French e in the 
article' Le. 	 . 

2. When followed by any one of the vowels wn g 61 'a7x1 t ", 
the above sound is somewhat modified according to the parti-
cular vowel so as to apprOach, when blended with either of those 
vowels, .to a diphthong. 

3. When it is followed by any consonant not mentioned above 
into which it is resolvable in the same syllable, or when it is head-
ed by a nasal that is not followed by A cerebtal, or when in any 
case it may be considered as an element of a syllable, it has the short 
sound of u in cupboard. 	This sound is exceedingly frequent in • 
pure Gujarati words, especially in verbal roots. 

.> 
. 	 • 
* 	7.4 is 	a negative affix in Sanscrit words. 

t 	E. G. k is a. Gujarati affix signifying bad. 

   
  



GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 7 

, This vowel is used in the Gujarati for q, but it is utterly inade-
quate to represent it and its discontinuation is desirable. 

There are other forms of this letter but not in type. 	They are 
used chiefly by. Vaniyas. 

E. G. wiq4 asiidh, impure ; .2451 angg, body. 
B. 	G. 	_ 	R. 

aif 311 	all ail, t 	a a. 	Is not correctly represented by the En- 
glish a, being sounded less broadly than it, like the French a in 
La. 	Its length however depends somewhat on the presence or 
absence of accent.* 	 . 

2. When followed by a final c, especially when this is followed 
by a labial, or headed by an anfisvara, it has frequently a broader 
sound than the above, approaching to the circumflexed 6.- 

3. When it is followed by the vowels tf.  GI Wit, or by the semi- 
vowel 4, it undergoes some modification for the sake of eupho-
ny, and nearly coalescei with the succeeding letter so as to form 
a diphthong. 

The peculiar modification can only be attained from a correct 
speaker. 	There are other forms of this letter, corresponding to 
those of wt. 

E. 	G. wiRt apo, give apii, chamadfing, leather. 
B. 	G. 	R.  

W 	6 	i 1. Has the short sound of e _in decay. In several po- 
sitions, especially when it is followed by .a double consonant, dr 
headed by a nasal not followed by a cerebral, it has the short sound 
of i in cinder. 	Popular use however is not uniform. 

E. G. .nt siso, bottle; zflht chinta, care.- 

*, 	Let it be observed that accent in Gujarati does not involve so great a 
stress as is laid on syllables in English. 

   
  



8 	 A GRAMMAR OF THE 

B. 	G. 	R. 
t 	J 	i i. Is the above lengthened, as e in adhere, or . ea 

	

in seared. 	. 
The reader in Gujarati can decide only by the ear as to the 

length of the tt, as there is no distinction in the character. 	. 
E. 	G. i'irr iSvar, God; wt lavi poet. 
B. 	G. 	G. 

2..1, 	é e. 	Is the English a as in name, perhaps somewhat 
less broad and full. It is in some few words, especially monosyl-
lables, somewhat clipped in pronunciation ; as a in Thames. 

E. G. Rice sevak, servant ; ,TY'2-1 jem, as. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
't 	Zi, 	ai. 	Is a diphthongal sound. 	It is nearly like the 

English i in ice, or is in isle; or ie in die. This diphthong does not 
consist of wit & tS, in which case it would be like the ai in aisle, 
but of .2-4, & i. 	The Scotch accent in the pronunciation of guile, 
find, &c. gives the force of this vowel ; also the German ei. When 
the vowels m & f meet in Gujarati composition they are sound-
ed as this vowel, with the exception that the latter sound is more 
lengthened. 	This vowel is therefore seldom used. 

E. G. ti pai, a pie ;_tikit paiso, a pice. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
41 	Al O. Is reputed a diphthong, but is questionable as such. 

It/as the long sound of o in bone, and when the accent.  is not in 
it, it has the short sound of ,o in pronounce. It never has the short 
sound of o in hot, lot, &c. which is uncongenial to the language, 
and which cannot be presented nearer than by the vowel wit. 

E. G. 	.-4i.els osacl, medicine ; .i jo, if. 

	

B. 	G. 	-R. - 

	

. 	..7...,. 
WE 	-$11 	au. 	Is a diphthong composed of •At & @I. 

   
  



GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 9 

It is not so full a sound nor so mouthed (so to speak) as the 
English ou or ow, but the organs are more compressed in its ar- 
ticulation ; ou in the verb house approaches the sound. 	If pro- 
nounced with the Scotch accent, it more nearly corresponds. It is 
said to be represented properly by the German au ;'t & 61 when 
they meet are sounded as this diphthong with the exception that 
the latter sound is more lengthened. 	This vowel is therefore of 
unfrequent use. 

E. G. Its kaus,. parenthesis. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
. 	. 	ng. (final.) 	Is called in Sanscrit anusvara, and in 

Gujarati, mindu, a point. 	It is the symbol of a nasal sound, which 
is attachable to any of the vowels when expressed, or the wt un- 
expressed but inherent in the consonant. 	This sound cannot 
well be represented by English letters. 	When heading a vowel 
not followed by a consonant, it is approached by the mp in aide de 
camp as generally sounded, or the n in the French bon., It is ra- 
ther softer than the ng in sang. 	Its pronunciation is not uniform- 
ly observed, nor when observed is it with uniform distinctness. 
The anusvara is also a representative of the five nasal conso- 
nants. 	(See Consonants). 

E. G..24 fing, wit ang qr ung, "Zit ong, &c. &c. 
B. 
: Is called visurg. It is a final aspirate, corresponding in sound 

to a soft h. It may be expressed in Gujarati by 6. It is occasionally 
changed into an k. 

E. G. 	Ai: Rt4 is in Gujarati written and pronounced 'a4clk- 
Rq. 	It may be represented by ah in Roman letters. 

2 

   
  



10 	 A GRAMMAR OF THE 

2, CONSONANTS. 

Obs. 1. 	Although words are frequently compounded by pre-
positions, &c. and are written as one word, they are to be consid-
ered for the purposes of pronunciation as perfectly independent. 

E. G. Nikvotitft consists of liive, and Iii and 41, and their res- 
pective finals are u. mi. tt.l. 	 _ 

' 	When initials and finals are treated of, this principle is to be 
remembered. 

Obs. 2. 1. 	Every consonant sounded individually has in it.the 
sound of the vowel m expressed subsequently to the consonan-
tal sounds. 

2. If the consonant be blended with another consonant, (see 
the second.Table) this vowel is not sounded. 

3. If the consonant be final and single, this vowel is not sounded. 
Exception.—It is sounded slightly after a compound consonant, 

of which 	the first element is not sibilant, or after a final q and 
final q. Words containing such elements are of Sanscrit origin. 

Obs. 3. 	When the vowel sound q inherent in the nasal con- 
sonants, is designed to be dropped, it is represented by the anu- 

*swara. 	Strictly speaking, the power of this point when followed 
by a classed consonant in the same word, is that of the nasal of £Le 
Vass to which that consonant belongs. 	Custom, however, is not 
exactly conformable to this Principle. 

When followed by an unclassed consonant, its power approach-
es as nearly as possible to that of such consonant ; (see the third 
Table) i. e. the same organs are used in the pronunciation of both. 

Obs. 4. 	The aspirate letters of each class are articulated by 

   
  



	

GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 11 

	

breathing out their respective consonants. 	No interval of time 
should elapse between the articulation of the consonant and its as-
pirate, nor should any new configuration of the organs take place. 

The sound is to be emitted at once, so as to form an unbroken ar-
ticulation, as of an individual letter. 

GUTTURALS. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
% 	ka. 	Has the sound of the English k, or of the hard 

c; as in kernel, caprice, &c. 
E. G. hIli kap, cut; ufikclh bihik, fear. 

B. 	G. 	'IL 
tai' 	'1 	kha. 	Is the above aspirated (see Obs. 4), • 

'It is used occasionally, as well as the preceding for the Per-
sian (3, and is sounded accordingly by the learned in that lan-
guage but not by the common people. 

E. G. *JAI akho, whole ; 'troll makhi, fly. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
ii 	31, 	ga. 	Is the English hard g, as in gun. 

This letter is used to represent E in Persian words and is sound-
ed by the learned accordingly. 

E. G. .3104 	gol, round; 1.13R magar, alligator. 
B. 	G. 	R. 

. Er 	tzt 	gha. 	Is the above aspirated. 
E. G. cart vagh, tiger; titki ghas, grass. 
B. 	G. 	R. 

et nga. This is the nasal of the class and therefore guttit- 
ral; it is pronounced nearly as ng in wrung. 

E. G. 	3tAt ringgaro, painter ; ,i'l pangkho, fan, 

PALATALS. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
q. 	At cha. Is pronounced as ch in church. 	.It has not two 

   
  



12 	 -A GRAMMAR OF THE 

sounds as in Marathi, but is sounded more or less as a sharp by 
different speakers. 

E. G. ..tt. t chokho, pure ; qtat lanch, bribe. 
B. 	G. 	R. 	 • 

U 	t9, 	chha. 	Is its aspirate!' 
E. G. -6:tt chokaro, boy ; BA chekz  utterly. 
B. ' G. 	R. 
4 	'61 	ja. Is the English j pronounced more or less softly by 

different speakers. In pure Gujarati words it has this sound alone, 
but it is used for ' the Persian 3 and is then sounded like the 
English z. e. g. 411-116-v nimaz, religious service. 	This sound, 
however,-is uncommon where there is no Persian or Hindustivnl 
spoken. 

E. G. 611Q1 jan, know ; .4114t sajo, sane, sound. 

	

B. 	G. 	R. 

	

i 	A 	jha. 	Is its aspirate; another Gujarati form is 
.E. G. qus jhad, tree; lei jlifil, swing. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
51 	.1 	h. _Is the nasal of this class. 	It is pronounced on the 

palate and is softer than the guttural. 	It sounds like a nasal 
y, the n being made very nasal, by the suppression of the breath 
in the nostrils. 

E. G. kAt saficho, machine; kt16-4 panjariing, cage. 

I 
- 	 CEREBRALS. 

The cerebrals (so called from the fact that they when sounded 
seem to proceed from the cerebrum), are articulated by turning 
the tip of the tongue back and applying it to the palate.. A hol-
low consonant-sound is thereby produced,—unknown in the 

   
  



GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 13 

English alphabet, so that there, are no perfect representatives 
of this class. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
F 	4 	ta. 	This letter differs from the English t, in that it is 

not like it pronounced on the osseous part of the gums near the 
teeth, but above it with the tongue turned back towards the palate 
according to the nature of the class. 

E. G. q tatli, a poney ; 4c4i tIllav6ng, to move away. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
3 	t, 	tha. 	Is the aspirate of the above.. 

E. G. }tilt math°, bad; 4114 sfi.th, sixty..  
B. 	G 	R. 
Z' 	. 	da. Differs from theEnglish d, in the way peculiar to the 

class. 	It has two sounds. 	When it is initial or when it follows 
the point, it is a distinct d as above described. 	In other position 
it is between the above d, 'and an r; this sound being produced by 
the quick withdrawment of the tongue from the position requisite 
for the pronunciation of the former. 	As a general rule, its 
greater or less distinctness depends on the vowel which pre-
cedes it. 

E. G. sso•R climar, pitch; wars Bechac.1, (name); *ttS1 gfidi, car- 
riage. 	. 

B. 	G. 	R. . 
C 	4 	dha. 	Is the aspirate of the above, and is always 

Sounded with great force. 	 , 
E. G. 6101 	dhfil, shield; et: At dhAndhero, instrument of music. 

B. 	G. 	R: 
Tr (Tr 	q! 	na.. 	Is the nasal of the class pronounced, somewhat 

like the French gne in Charlemagne. 
E. G. 	Hoak prarnitne, like to; wrIgHttft nisfini, sign..  

   
  



14 	 A GRAMMAR OF THE 	• 

DENTALS. 

The dentals do not correspond to the English dentals. 	Those 
are sounded by placing the tongue on the osseous gum near the 
teeth, whereas the Gujarki are sounded by the tongue placed be-
tween the teeth, not protruding but resting on the root of the up-. 
per row. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
1 	ci ta. 	Is the English t, pronounced as above ; tin tube, 

nearly approaches to it. 
E. G. %.Zu mete, clerk; wt sat, seven, 
B. 	G. 	R. 
tr 	4 	tha. 	Is the aspirate of the above. 	. 

E. G. 	Itt hath, hand ; c,i..fi jathei, troop, 
B. 	G. 	R. 
4" 	S 	da. 	Is the English d, pronounced as above. 

Thud in dupe nearly approaches to it. 
E. G. tict dant, tooth; kat sado, plain. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
hT 	t 	d h a . 	Is the aspirate of the above. 

E. G. YlP,'{"qt kidhelo, done ; GIttlk With., loan. 
B., 	G. 	R. 
q 	Qt 	na. 	Is the nasal of the class nearly approaching the 

English n. 	e. g. .11(.411;tk nailer, cocoanut; taMt chino, secret. 

• LABIALS. 

B. 	G. 	R.  
q 	kt pa. 	Is the English p. 
E. G. -titgl pothi, book ; kutt sap, snake. 

. B. 	G. 	IL 
• cfi' 

	
. 	pha.- 	Is the above aspirated. 

E. G.- x% phiil, fruit; rt phul, flower. 

   
  



• GUJARATI LANGUAGE. 	 15 

Parsis sound it like f; it may be right to sound it so, when re-
presenting the Persian, but this sound is not congenial to Gujarati 
and is to be considered as impure. 

B. 	G. 	IL 
4 	ot 	ba. 	Is the English b. 

E. 	G. atliel bamano, double ; ciPu lambo, long. 
B. 	G. 	R. , 

IT IT 	al 	bha. 	Is the aspirate of the above. 
E. G. ii'llsvdi bhojan, meal ; 6It bho, fear. 
B. 	G. 	R. • 	 . 
IT 	'n 	ma. 	Is the English m, it is also the nasal of its class, 

and is represented by the anusvara. 
E. G. 'attk mar, beat ; crnli nam, name. 

INDIVIDUAL CONSONANTS. 

B. 	O. 	R. 
IT 	24 	ya. 	Has the power of the English y. 

It is a palatal and semi-vowel when final. 	It is not yet adopted 
in Gujarati composition, although the recurrence of the sound in 
every past tense of a verb, renders its use indispensable to correct 
orthography. 	This letter occurring in Sanscrit words, is often 
corrupted in Gujarati into j. 	e. g. T414-i.  is corrupted into .a.R6vttt 
respect, 	ZilqI into ortcRt pilgrimage. 	. 

E. G. littit maya, delusion; 	--z4t kAnya, virgin. 
B. 	G. 	R. 
K 	2. 	ra. 	Has the power of the English r, it is sometimes 

a semi-vowel being resolvable into the following consonant. This 
power is signified in Balbodh by inserting it in a shortened form, 
over the cdnsonant into whose sound it resolves: This distinction 
cannot be made in Gujarati. 

E. G. kst rad, weep; iiiik,f1 ordi, room. 
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B. 	G. 	R 
R 	et 	la. 	Is a dental, sounded on, not between, the teeth. 
E. G. "Q le, take ; .01 salo, brother-in-law. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
q. 	t 	va. 	Is .a dento-labial; it is not the exact equivalent 

of either v or w. It is sounded by the teeth without their compress-
ing the lip as done in sounding v, and also by the lips in a more 
contracted form than is necessary to articulate w. 	It is sounded 
with the teeth, the under lip being drawn in, upon the under teeth, 
but not made to meet the upper teeth. 	The uneducated approx- 
imate the sound to w, and the educated to v. 	When initial, it 
more nearly approaches to u ; and when final, to a w. 

E. G. tact pay, quarter ; .faccersu sa'valo, right, 	in order. 
B. 	G. 	R. 

	

V 63 	9.1 	sa. 	Is a sibilant proceeding from the palate; it is ar- 
ticulated by applying the lip of the tongue to the forepart of the 

	

palate. 	It approaches to the English sh, but is not so sibyllant. 
E. G. .Riat shbda, word ; .44tk siinsar, world. 	_ 
B. 	R. 
9' 	sha. 	Is a cerebral ; it has the power of the English sh in- 

shock, if sounded high on the palate softly. In Gujarati the sound 
is corrupted into that of 41. e. g. atm, and this character is ac- 
cordingly used. 	It is sometimes also corrupted into •u.i. 

B. 	G. 	R. 
3 fr. 	34 .4 	sa. 	Is a dental. 	It has the power of the English s. 

The form most commonly in Gujarati use is .n; 4 is-adopted by , 
the Bramins. e. g. 	 t'o:"q 	soe, needle ; 3IN 	sadhfi, saint. 

B. 	G. 	B. 	 , 

g. 	kS• 	ha. 	Is an aspirate. It may be expressed by the Eng- 
lish h, but is more - of a guttural character. 	It is represented 
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at the end of a word in Balbodh composition by - the two 
points. 

E. G. Akt biro, diamond; VY't b6jo, water-drawer. 
B. 	R. 
a 	la. 	Is a cerebral I, sounded further back in the palate 

than the other cerebrals. There is a lythographed Gujarati form 
but it is generally represented by ti, 	• 	_ 

E. G. ;11<44 bolavung, to dip. 
B. 	R. 
4T ksha. 	Is a compound in sound, and it is supposed in form 

of WT. 	In Gujarati few, save the learned, pronounce it. 	It is 
generally corrupted into ,-,,t or -uRi. 

E. G. 01-  is corrupted into 'oral. 	A student should not adopt 
such corruptions. 

B. 	R. 
r 	dnya. 	Is never met with, but in Sanscrit words. 

VOWELS COALESCENT WITH CONSONANTS. 

It has been seen that every consonant sounded by itself has in it 
the sound of -the vowel wt. . It becomes necessary to represent 
consonants in a state of immediate combination with other vowel 
sounds save that of wi. 	To accomplish this, an imperfect form of 
the vowel is employed, which coalesces with the consonant. 
The consonant then drops its own inherent vowersound, and 
adopts the sound of the vowel thus subjoined.* 

The vowel as represented in the alphabet is in its isolate 
form. 	This may be called its perfect form. 	In this form it is 
either initial, or follows a vowel either expressed or inherent in the 

* 	Whether this thedty exactly corresponds to fact or not, it presents per-
haps the most satisfactory elucidation to the student. 

3 	• 
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consonant. 	As represented below, it is in its coalescent form. 
This may be called its imperfect form. This form is never employ- 
ed save when following a consonant which drops its own vowel sound. 

Balbodh Isolate and Coalescent Vowels. 

AT 	K" 	i 	'ai 	W W 7 NI il 
1 	1 /4c 	c. 	c 	., 	14 

T 	r 	 ). 	't - 
Gujarati Isolate and Coalescent Vowels. 

ill 	4 	il 	)t 	i)....,i t 	
At 

t 	1 	,z 	.. 	;,, 	t 	.. t 
Balbodh Consonant w with Coalescent Vowels. 

W 	Wr 	r* 	qr 	%. 	T 	k. 	 4.. ‘., %). 	it 
And so on throughout the Alphabet. 

GUJARATI ALPHABET WITH COALESCENT VOWELS.*  

. 	 ' TABLE 	1. 

kti ht ki Yi kut • ke 1 kai 1 ko It kau It 
kha -utt khi ,41 khu ,i4 khe khai ,ti kho .1 khan At 

á ott gi 3  il gu ge Si gai 31 go Sit gau It 
gha alt ghi ta ghu 1 ghe l ghai 4 gho 4t  ghau ii lg  
cha att chi 41 chu l' the i chai 4 cho '41 chau Slt 
chha ts.it chhi ft chhu t  chhe .'i'.% chhai q chho At ,chhau tat 

* 	The mastering of the above table will renderithe task of reading easy. 
Let the reader refer to the alphabet for the correct sound of the Roman letters. 

t 	u either with or without an accent. 
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'a tm ji v ju 04 *e 6'Y' jai 'ts'y jo ;1)1 jau 6;'ti 
jha At jhi sTa jhu g jhe 3t jhai ,-1 jho :At jhau , t 
to at ti S1 tu 4 to .2 tai 'i to .2t tau It 
tha St thi ft thu i the 1 thai 3 tho It thau It 
da st di 11 du i de 3 d a i ''',s' do -It dam 'It 
diii 41 dhi It dhu ,t d he ' dhai '',8—  440 -. 1 dhau at 
46. (t ni 9ji nu ne ii nai ki no Zit nau , tt 
to cit ti dl tu q to .st-t tai la to 'Ztt tau t 
thit en thi tft thu the *It thai tt tho -ett thau 'ett 
di tt di CI du & de 1 dai 't do It dau it 
dhi %u dhi ql dhu dhe 4 dhai ti dho 41 dhau 41 
ni cit ni aft nu q ne 1 nai ' 4 no .t nau it 
pi Lit pi qt pu 1 pe I't pai po '41 pau it 
phi &t phi kft phu g phe phai l't pho .ct phau l't 
bh au bi un bu tg be t-xl bai N bo Zit, bau oItt 
bhh ett bhi (i.{l bhu rg bhe i' bhai 4 bho 41t bhau 41 
ma lit mi 1-a mu 4 me mai tt. mo i mau tit 
yi 41 yi 41 yu g ye I't yai 11 yo Tii you it 
ri kt ri * ru k re . rai '$, ro 1 rau % 
la eit ti t-fl lu q 1e la lai t lo Tit lau Al 
va Ott vi 41 vu i ye '4 vai vo It van at 
si a si 41 su ti se II sai It so Xi sau pi 
si ,i si 41 su 4 se  4  sai g% so - it sau lit 
h a 61 hi 41 hu t he Z hai Z ho Zt hau ' it 

• .c 
• 
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Consonants coalescing. with Consonants. 
'When consonants are blended in sound together, without the 

intervention of the inherent Wil  they are blended likewise in form 
and, become compound letters, called in Gujarati twaTtitt jodti-
ksharo. The rule generally observed from blending them, is as fol-
lows:—The first part.of the former whether one or more, is join- 
ed to the last part or to the whole of the final letter. 	A symbOl of 
the letter 	called reph, is placed frequently over the letter when it is 
a semivowel running into the succeeding consonant as, in the word 
wri sarva, all. Balbodh employs these compounded consonants, and 
a few are occasionally found in the Gujarati, but they are not in 
general use. Belowis a table of those commonly used in Balbodh. 

Table illustrative of the power of the Anusvara before classed 
consonants. 	 . 

TABLE 	3. 

Gut. 
Power of 37-  
41 hti 

sin gkal 
chain. 

Palat. 
Power of q 
4% 
sad cho 
machine. 

Cere. 
Power of zr 
tr 3i 
Wang 
eggs. 

Den. 
Power of 9 
tid 

dant 
tooth. 

Labi. 
Power of zr 

atR t 

champ° 
squeeze. 

Observe. The force of the Anusvara is equivalent to the nasal 
Of the class to whiCh the consonant which follOws it belongs. 	Its 
force becomes modified when preceding the unclassed letters, 
inasmuch as it is pronounced with the same organs as are employ-
ed in sounding the respective consonant. e. g. 4 is a sibilant 
dental, the Anusvara therefore will approach the sound of dental Pt, 
and so on with the rest. 

   
  



DOUBLE COMPOUND CONSONANTS. 

...N 77 7 7 3 7 F? Z 3 a' v f q irT ill a .r ‘K if IT  EMI 1 g c 7 1 	 7R 	g ^4i 

4 
1 

\e' 

'' 

W Ti 47 4 TI 44T ,,FP{ A 37 CI • 7 31 37 
i.7i 17 

A Rf 

91.  7 7.  

95 

7 
sA• 17 W 
B _417 

ei 
Er 

1. N MEWS 
I _,3 El w Z ar--,---- 

- 
7 ,___ i 	Tv - A' s7 itr 7 9 7 7 

7. ter 1 9 al' RT tv 
\ --,--, 	ri—L-A-- 

I A Tt 71' 3-
'7 

- 
P7 V 

A 
• 

7 _ A W 3 7 7  

N.--cr  mr •FF va W V7T 5_ 7 .17 7 7 7 ,K 'Pr 
I 41 ar 
7 • -V 

kr 7 7 RIi kfT '7 '7 ,V 1RT 
V 

95 
V j_ 

WI 17-  17 
9 W 
17 FE 

7 17 
1:7 7 

Y 
7 

X 
73 

W 
7 

7 
93.  7 

LY L er  7 7 t7 
, 

TRIPLE COMPOUND CONSONANTS. 
y 	v. s r 	vs. 

.  	. 	z 
liR 	N. 	Fj{ 

..-• 	--.,- 
nr 
..--- .---4,--- 
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• 

sq. t 1Skt 1'4 as L a k 14 
it , );•triC'' ./1:50r:  A.'0,a 7f./ 14,a..,  ji.r.r., 9-el4r 

' 

1 st 
iy, ,i:  

'41i, 
„,,„7,. i 

14 
fia, • 

-4,1  
i., a,  

ad4  
7, j . a. 

N, 	, /4-4,..., 
a ki, 

//a.- 
'4 ti 

7..-et., 

*44 NtA.,31 aa.t VP, 	- ' 6.42i ft t 4?! 
- irc,4•4 C44/2.4V ei77-ex/ . 1/4:1. 	. tia,  114V 6‘.:' t. ff; :a 

‘•••• 4 t T./  .11 -ri 
try.a- 

t..4 

'Y'''' 
N. 

,.,/,',:y.., 

6 

,,,,,,,.,,,, 

H 

?7,./2,a, 	. 

cal 

-7eti 

t.vq 

':2-:•71.42/ 1-147-- 

.4 
,Tx.a.,  

tNit 

-S,-' 
tli 

ii,--.. ;pit 

t 

-1-2'72.0Y 

q 

rin,  

1%04 

g•gfi . 	. 

VA 

)14- 

7;1,45r. 9.. ' d"-0';',.0 1:4-41% /4"0/ (34'fra -  cover/ '  'la s.6r.-,  

.724'7.-ar Inri./.  . 	,1 	a.-- 91.-,..--t7 

4 

41

4t, 
'71 Wel' WAICl/ 

• 
.9-1--m-a./ 

li-q 

.si 	. 
 AA-a/ 

k't 

w Y cAt 1:4 / 'It k-ezt s'Ati 
di.... -ekkar..,  

0 • 
via'/ 1,-/-0,2/ .04.0ii 0,434.- 

kki. II, 4N kAs til, 	, , Ill t•41 444 
-041-01., 7,..a/ ..e•-",77-00,  -444",  ell-Zee/ ,silia/ 100vj 

' 

,i4,,,,,  
.4.  

-,A4- 
.ft 

-gnu. 
k41. 	• 

..,,,,,,,,z,, 
k-ii 
.7".../ 

M 
-.54i- 

N 

4 
 

914. 
.a 
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Observe. The representation of the point in Roman letters is 
the same as that of the nasals of the respective classes: 	This rule 
will be observed throughout this work. 

TABLE 4. 	(Exercises.) 

kicY1 raja "king c+-14 bhai  brother 
ktk.k..tk paramesvar God likq martin death 
c+fict bhit wall cuSl WI • garden 

.7' 11'-t.fl chopadi book ,tii pannong leaf 
clq lOghadfing cloth 	- ,Alkil •khorsi chair 
cflzuk vichkr thought heoi kala'm pen 
oitn blifig 	r share tlf?)-lt rupio rupee 
ge4 phal flower ambit chttnicho spoon 
LuQlt 	. p641 water mot% kAgal paper 
,-tt,R pathar stone 3;11i 	• res4m silk 
ttt.,1 ghas grass v41 rgsi string 
litelkt manas 	' man -4witzi peAlimg cup 
ZZtZ,t behen sister 411 mith6ng salt 
Ski getting sheep ttt dodh milk 
ut Al bakari goat eitq lfikadimg wood- 
tettt darvfijo door tiii% h balak infant 
,1€1 nadi river 4`1 .-gt sirko viner 
€1 At dikaro son t.s.fl chhadi cane 
bv.:41 law well 410111 pagadi turban 
vitAtiv anaj corn "Mt topi cap 
uttettd khaianong food Wilt jocdo shoe 
kW nisi 	_ phial t..ti hadkting bone 
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Gil AR bhagal gate III h lok people 
%Mil kamadi. bamboo curl vat word 
RINI chamaclang leather (Lt; ghantan knee 
orui na'kh nail 41,-mf sipai soldier 
614 hath hand 's 	lfrt dakal famine 
wit vi angkh eye cR•41 	, vAra's year 
6(11.0u nimali hair .3•KRI mahino month 
4134t i hisab account wiscialq' athvadifing week 

(For further lessons on reading see Exercises.) 

Observe. 	As Gujarati does not distinguish between the long 
and short vowels, the Roman f and li, as given in this work, may 
be either short or long. 
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i 

IL ETYMOLOGY. 

hr. PART. 

Components of the Language. 

The Gujarfiti language, if analyzed as the English, may be said 
to comprise the Substantive, the Adjective, the Pronoun, the Verb,. 
the Preposition, the Conjunction, the Adverb (including particles), 
and the Interjection, to which may be added the Article. * 	The 
four first parts of speech are in a limited degree declinable, the 
fifth, the preposition, is so in one instance ^only, and the four last 
are indeclinable. 

* 	It may be contended by some conversant with the language, that there is 

no Article. 	The Author presumes to say there is. 	He means by u Article" a 

particle whose office it is to define in a certain way, and which cannot, on acount 

of its own peculiar power, be resolved into any other part of speech. 	This par- 

ticle is the numeral 'S-.I. 	It neither corresponds to the English indefinite arti- 

cle nor to the definite, but is still an Article. 	It resigns occasionally its numeri- 

cal meaning and defines or more correctly individualizes. 	Its peculiar force 

will be evinced by a comparison with the English indefinite..  e  
1. 	It widely differs from this article in one respect ;—The English dis- 

tributes or signifies any individual of a whole class, as Ex. a man has two feet, 

i. e. any and every man. 	The Gujarati article does not distribute in any way. 
c 

The distribution is involved in the substantive itself without any qualifying par- 

ticle. 	The Gujarati language makes the substantive to represent the whole class 

and predicates of that class as thus represented. 	It does not, as the English, 
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SUBSTANTIVE. 

Number. 
1. Substantives have two numbers, the Singular and Plural. 
2. All Substantives, significative of objects which may be more 

choose an indefinite individual of the class and make its predications of it. 

What it predicates it predicates of the whole as comprehended in the substantive. 

2. 	The English article in some cases individualizes or expresses an indivi- 

dual of a class as present in the matter of individuality to the conception of the 

speaker : as, yesterday a gentleman came to my house. 	Here thereieno defini- 

tion of the object, neither is there a distribution of it, but there is an individualiza- 

tion of a member of a class. 	This is the exact power of the Gujarati particle. 

Whenever used as• an article, which it is xery frequently, it is intended to repre-

sent the idea, not of an individual as distinguished numerically from two or three 

or more, nor of an individual as distinguished in quality from others of the class, 

but of an individual present to the conception as an individual, as a certain one 

which it is in no way designed to define, but which is assuredly the object of ac- 

tual conception to the mind of the speaker as an individual. 	In no wise could 

such a conception be conveyed without the use of the 13:th. 	Its omission would 

induce a different idea. 	The use of the substantive without the article in most  

cases involves some specific individual, or marks out the whole class. 	There 

arises from the above principles the apparent anomaly that this article may be in 

most cases rendered in English by “ a certain," whilst lip"iih, 	(literally any 

one,) is often the rendering of" a," being the more indefinite of the twain. Let it 

then be remembered that the power of v% as an article is uniform : it does 

not define as to quality or circumstance in the fact of numerical unity but in the 

simple fact of individuality relatively, to the conception of the mind. 	(See re- 

marks on the demonstrative pronouns), 	and on the pronoun ligi5I h. 
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than one in nature, may, if necessary, assume a plural form ir-
respectively of termination. 

3. All Substantives that denote objects having an essential 
unity, do' not of course take the plural form. 

4. Substantives denoting objects, having essential plurality, 
do not take a plural form. * 	Such are those which denote spe- 
cies of grain, spice, &c. &c. 	. 

- 5. 	Substantives•qualified by Adjectives, &c. in the plural form, 
or by numerals, do not necessarily take the full plural form, but 
simply the oblique one (See Substantive). 	The practice of the 
more correct speakers is, however, more favourable to the expres- 
sion of the plural in case of pltirality than its suppression. 	Eupho- 
ny is the sole standard of authority for the use or disuse of the 
form. . Euphony should be sacrificed to perspecuity, especially 
in composition. 

Case. i. 
Substantives have cases to denote their relations to each other 

or to other parts of speech. 	Three cases exist in this language 

* 	There are .apparent exceptions to this. 	lm 	people takes the plural 
formiaN. 	The reason is that the several objects are viewed as an aggregate 
one, which itself may be multiplied. 	 _ 

t 	The word ",case" 3n its original application, signified an inflected form 
.of the substantive itself, by , which its different relations to other parts of speed' 
were indicated. 	In this strict sense there is but one case in the Gujarati Sub. 
stantive, viz. the vocative, and even this is not, always a case, being very' fre- 
quently of the same form as the nominative, i. e. as the substantive itself. 	The 

e 
word case is here used in its widest signification in the grammatical relationship 
of a substantive, whether indicated by an inflexion or a preposition, or by neither 
as in the accusative case. 	Without referring substantives to certain cases, we 
can make no grammatical analysis of sentences : 	I have therefore declined the 

4 	 • 
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without prepositions. These are the Nominative, the Vocative, and 
Accusative.* 	The rest are formed by post-fixing of .preposi- 
tions.t 	Hence there are literally as many cases as there are 
generic prepositions, which may be post fixed to the substantive. 
The chief prepositional cases are as follows: 	1. The case form- 
ed by the post-fix of the declinable preposition 	t of t 	2. by the 

Noun in six cases. 	It is not.to be considered that these are the only cases. 
The prepositional cases have been chosen, because expressive of the most fre-
quent and important relations. It is evident that the substantive might be declined 
by medium of all the prepositions which specifically differ in their signification. 

The Student.must not attend to the etymology of the word but to its 
grammatical power, which is the same as that of the English preposition. 	It is 
by some called a post-position, but this is an uncouth word,-and adapted to pre- 
vent the student from recognizing its true nature. 	. 

i 	The accusatve or objective case, which, in all classes of substantives, re- 
tains the same form as the nominative, simply denotes objectiveness of the sub- 
stantive relatively to the verb. 	This case consequently can only be used when 
the object signified by the substantive is considered as unaffected by the action 
signified by the verb. 	It expresses only the relation of the substantive to the 
verb, and not the relation of the object expressed by the substantive to the action 
expressed by the verb. 	To express this latter is the province of the dative 

..
a- 

lone. 	This language indicates all relations of objects by prepositions. 	The 
accusative has no prepositions, and hence no relation of objects is indicated by 
i t. 	In the phrase 	t ctt111 1-Al the literal translation is, I struck a stick ; but 
-, as the substantive is in the accusative, the meaning is, that the stick was the vehi- 
cle of the action strike, and not the object of the action. 	In this example the 
object stick may be said to be governed by the verb, but only in a grammatical 
sense, since the action of the verb does not pass over to the object.)  

t 	Genitive expresses the general relationship of inherence or connection 
with any thing in the sense of property. The preposition is declined as an adjec- 
tive of the same termination (see Preposition). 	.It is post-fixed to the sub- 

0 
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post-fix of 7=1 to : this may be called the Dative* or the cases 

stantive significatiie of the subject, i. e. of the possessor and agrees in gender 
and number with the following substantive, which signifies the object of posses- 
sion, i. e. the thing possessed. 	Hence it corresponds in position and character 
to the Saxon post-fix 's. 	Ex. The king's horse. 

The more important specific relations may be classed as follows : 

1. of property 	e.. g. BA RIcrO, 341'0 - 	the boy's book. , 
2. of material 	,, 	kkill atlil 	a silver spoon (of silver a spoon). 
3. of subjectiveness 	„ 	tf.k.R1 ket(*tict 	nature of God. 
4. of objectiveness 	„ 	tr.kci t  412.11k 	thought of (respecting) God. 
5. of source or origin ,., 	cihiAticti elot.si 	of England the cloths, i. e. from . 

England. 

This case expresses finality or the issue of the action of the verb. 	It does 
this invariably and this alone. 

Whenever the object signified by the substantive is to be represented as effected 
in the order of nature by the action of the verb, this case is employed. 	It has 
the sign 	l  to, expressing finality. 	The English language employs this case to 
express finality only Where there is something intermediate, as I gave the money to 
the boy. 	But the Gujarfiti language employs this case whether there be any thing 
intermediate or not. Ex. 1. 	4,i hkt 	wait wiRt, I gave a rupee to the boy. 
Here it is as in English—there is something intermediate. 	Ex. 2. 	33,tp,1 
1-0,1, I beat to the boy. 	Here it differs from the English. 	There is nothing 

.intermediate. 	In both these examples, however, the dative possesses the same 
power. 	It sustains the transitiveness of the action of the verb. 	It likewise 

*occurs that, when the verb governs two objects, the one of which is inter-
mediate relatively to the other, yet being both relatively to the verb final; in other 
wards, objects to both of which the action of the verb passes over, are both 
put in the dative.case, as 7-1-3Q li),,Ikt. 	'44.tin '42.{111 2.1iNt 	he 	sold to the 
boy to the Mrchant. 

- 

Here each dative fulfils the same purpose. 	It is the subject of, or so to speak, 
the recipient of the action of the verb. 	If the verb denote action that is tran- 
sitive, the substantive must be put in the dative case to signify that it is the object 
which sustains the transition.. 	That action passes first to the one, and thence to * 
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denoting the being affected by some transitive action. 	3. 	The 

the other; both are alike final relatively to-the verb, and therefore both are put in 

the dative. ' 	. 
.This law of the language mapiesent -at first some difficulty to the student. A 

brief illustration from the English language will remove it. 	The English verb ge- 
nerally gives the noun in the objective case, yet if we resolve the verb into its ab-
stract action, and another verb significant of transitiveness, it becomes imperative 
io use the-dative case. 	Ex. 64  I beat the boy," may be resolved into «-I gave a 
beating to the boy." 2. "'I injured the man," may be resolved into "I  did an injury 
to the man.". The mode of thought involved in these expressions is the exact 
mode of thought developed in the use of Gujarati verbs governing the dative. 

The- verbs in Latin which govern a dative case, likewise illustrate the govern- 
ment of the Gujarati verbs. 	• 	 .. , 

It must be acknowledged that there is much diversity in the 'respective uses 
of the dative and accusative cases. 	They are- frequently used interchange- 

, 
ably. 	The reason is obvious. 	Finality of objectis not an, idea which present 
itself alike to all minds, or to the -same mind under all circumstances, and hence 
the less discriminating speaker uses the •accusative which As the readier form 
Careless speakers will . be: found to use the accusative, •when the generally cor- 
rect speaker uses the . dative. 	The English 	student should . avoid looseness 
of speech in this respect. 	The following may be adopted as, a safe principle : 

. Whenever the action of the, verb does really pass over to the object, let the 
dative 'case be employed. 	Let not the student frame his : practice merely on 
analogy. 	frvt?ti to bring forth, governs.. only an accusative. 

It is important • here to guard againstan,  error that subStantives signifying 'In-
animate objects cann6t eonsistentlywith the geniusofthe language,  take the:dative. 
They do invariably take the dative when finality is -to be expressed, as. Ex., 	01(114 
LIER-"i rat I sunk to a stone in the river. 	'4 trYte,S. 	GN: I rooted up to 
the tree. 	That they are less frequently found in this case, arisen not from the 
fact that they denote inanimate objects, but that inanimate. 'objects ,are less fre- 
quently the final objects of transitive action. 	They are notgenerally affected by 
the action of the verb. 	When they,  are,  so, the use, of the...dative is ; imperative. 

• 
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case formed by the post-fix of the preposition *-71 by, &c.* 	This 
may be called the Ablative .or case denoting medium or instrumen-
tality. Hence for practical purposes, though not with philosophical 
accuracy, the Gujarai substantive may be said to have six cases. 

GENDER. 

Substantives have three genders, Masculine, Feminine, and Neu- 

ter. 	The two former in their primary use correspond to the two 
sexes of objectives in nature, and the third expresses either the ab- 
sence or indeterminateness of sex. 	In their secondary use, they 
express conventional ideas of sex founded on fancied analogies 

Finally, it is worthy of notice, that the personal pronouns are never used in 
the accusative but in the dative case.. 	The reason of this is obvious and strik- 
ingly illustrates the above explanation of this case. 	When the person is the 
object of the verb it must necessarily be considered as affected by the action of 
the verb. 	The individual cannot but be the point to which the action passes 
over. 	It may be intermediate relatively •to something or some person else, but 
yet relatively to the verb, it•  must be the final point of its action. 	The accusative 
which expresses no material relation, is therefore incapatle of representing this 
relation. 	Hence the dative alone is employed. 

Observe. 	The verb governing the dative is called in this work the final ob-
jective verb.  

. 	* 

	

The _ preposition 'a.-11 has been assumed as the characteristic of the a& 
lative for two reasons. 	1. It comprehends in signification all the other prepo- 
sitions having a medial import, as by, in, and with. 	2. 	It acquires_prominence 
from the invortant relation which it bears, to the , transitive verbs, to which it 
mostly subserves thepurpose of a nominative. (see the use of the case elucidat- 

ed.) 	The prepositions 2(1 or tm from, &c. may be also assumed to place the 
substantive m the ablative case. 	(See Preposition). 
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between material objects. 	.Subsequently they indicate conven-
tional usage, founded' on the analogy of verbal terminations. 

Hence the gender of words is deducible from, conjointly, the 
sex of the objects they signify, from conventional usage, and from 
verbal terminations. . Conventional use is in its nature arbitrary, 
and sometimes contrary to that of other languages, even cognate 
ones. 	It cannot therefore be reduced to rigid -  rules. 	The 
following will guide, the student into a sufficient acquaintance 
with gendral distinctions, for immediate practical purposes. 	Ab- 
solute experience alone can render him entirely conversant with 
them. 

Promiscuous Rules for Gender, founded on signification 
and conventional usage. 

1. Substantives significative of objects, whose sex is recog-
nized as male or female, correspond in gender to such objects, 
irrespectively of termination., 

Ex. 	1.11 mother, 	Gig' brother. 	;7.1Z,:rt sister. 	. 	. 
2. Substantives significative of individual objects :for the dis-

tinguishing of whose sex thereis no appropriate form, and having 
no gendral termination, are of common gender; that is, "they are 
sither masculine or feminine as may be intended to specify, but 
unless the specification of sex is intended, they are, generally 
masculine. 

Ex. qk a wolf. 	'tints a flea. 	 b 

Observe. 	Custom itself is not uniform. 	Pure Gujarati words 
generally are of gendral terminations. 

3. Substantives significative of genera of animalS or species, 
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comprehending the two sexes, are neuter Irrespectively of termi- 
nation. 	. 
. 	Ex. 	-a-two man. 	''R cattle. 	4,41bird. 

Olperve. 	The same word may be of different genders, accord-
ing as it is used for an individual or a species. 

4. Substantives signifying the days of the week and the Month 
of the year, are masculine. 	(See Promiscuous Tables ). 

5. Substantives signifying the lunar days are feminine. 	( See 
Prom. Tables). 	Except ,tart, the first day. 

6. Substantives signifying the chief portions of the day, are of 
feminine gender ; as follows, 

Ex. 	,RriR morning. 	-,'.0.1k 8th part of a day. 	Juke evening. 

ta1 glia.'cli: 	a,tct night. 	 . 
7. Substantives signifying the four points of the Compass, are 

neuter; as follows, 

Gictk north. 	kiklam west. 
t*.i.km south. 	lq east. 

Observe. 	These are frequently used with ant, region, &c.- 
which is feminine. 	. 

8. Substantives, which are the names of rivers are feminine. 
Excep: 	When they have a masculine termination, in which'' 

case they are masculine. 	Ex. 6,4;1 Jambo, a river near Baroda. 

9. The following substantives signifying the grander objects 
of the matertal world, are of gender as follows: 
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Masculine - 

	

R.(Y sun. 	 - 	
ei:  i- 	 4. 4t 	mountait; al 	moon, 	

* ti 	 it
ci4 

 sea 	.}Wind. 	o 
ktlt 	'-i 	 • hill.  * planet. 	 4.413 

Fe*Mine. 	. 
• :1441 earth. 	(reit-Ci World; 	tikrti• earth. 	q4;f1<4 earth. 

• Neuter;  
witM sky. 

10. Names of the members and -organs of the body are of gen-
der, as follows: 

Mas. 	 Fem. 	 Neuter. 
,..,.. 	-.- tat ear 	24%4 eye • • 	IttG Mouth 

614 hand 	iSVI3i thigh 	. 	cilqi palate 	. 
VI foot 	• 	iiikt Vein 	• 	.4a belly 
Lta lip 	'4101 'eyelid . 	iatil knee 
tics tooth 	• 	.uif 4 shoulder 	4ith nose - 
drxt nail. 	vot tongue. 	vim forehead. 

Observe. 	The names Which have gendral terminations are ex-, 
eluded from the above hit. 	- 

11. NameS of-fruits are chiefly -tenter. 
Ex. 	witt41-0:4k cocoanut. 	4rel lime. 
12 	Names of the species of,krains are of gender, as follows : 

	

llicts. 	- 	Fem. 
lia 	 uitnel 

	

101. 	 WAR 

	

tAkt 	 titlk 
Ittkt 	 "ilk', 
cicl. 
tiGT. 

A few are neuter. 
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13. 	The names of countries, cities, towns, and villages are 
generally neuter. 	Ex. 	'.)itticitt Ahmedabad. 

Observe. 	It sometimes happens that the gendral termination 
decides the gender. 

Rules for Masculine Gender founded on termination. 

1. Substantives ending in the vowel Ott are masculine irres-
pectively of signification. 

Ex. 	iclkto a diamond. 	tkett7st a door. 
Observe. 	1. 	This termination is the appropriate masculine 

form of the language. 	Not only does it belong to substantives but 
adjectives, pronouns, and several tenses of the verb, besides the 
preposition it. 	It is the termination of substantives signifying 
inanimate objects, as well as of those signifying animals. 	As a 
general rule, whatever substantive of this termination has a femi-
nine form in ti, is conceived of as possessing male qualities. 

Ex. ..itat a cot, has a feminine form -,t14(41. 	It is therefore 
of larger size and more robust make than it. 	(See Remarks on 
the feminine termination tf). 

Observe. 	2. 	Some Hindustani substantives in -wit are changed 
into -2--qt in Gujarati, and become masculine, although the original' 
word was feminine. 	Ex. 	s--,-'-u sea. 	vIrzit world. 

Exception.—A 'few monosyllables. • 
2. Substantives ending in ct, preceded by the anusvara derived 

from the Sanscrit, are mostly masculine. 

Ex. 	tict tooth. 
5 
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3. 	Substantives consisting of active verbal roots as also of 
causatives, are mostly masculine. 

Ex. liRlitk beating. 	tilihtet threatening. 

• 
Rules for Feminine Gender, founded on termination conjointly 

with signzfication. 

1. Substantives from the Sanscrit ending in wit (signifying ab-
stractness). 

Ex. 	witkit hope. 	wivitit circumstance.  
2. 	Substantives from the Sanscrit ending in it (signifying 

abstract quality). 
Ex. 	V4cit purity. 
3. Gujarati substantives ending in wItt,f, wit.% 	, Mil, 	(signi- 

fying abstract quality). 
.Ex. 	)figg sweetness. 	hscttAi bitterness. 	44% cold. wltct hard- 

ness. 
4. Substantives ending in qt, a suffix to a verbal root. 
Ex. 	kftctqlt, a sewing. 
5. Substantives from the HindUstani, ending in 4, t, rt, 

(signifying abstractness). 
• Ex. 	cteit4 enquiry. 	qiyis importunity. 	ctv-{P-Act constitution. 

,cttsy3C1 freshness. 	There are some exceptions.  
6. Substantives from the Hindiathni in 6y, sounded as z, be-

ing the representative of 3 
Ex. 	a-art thing. 	ticitav remedy. 	4}116,/ religious service. 
7. Substantives from HinclUstani, ending in wit, (signifying 

abstractness). 
Ex. 46vi punishment, trinft injury. 
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8. Gujarati Substantives ending in tr (signifying objeos, as 
also abstractness). 

Ex. 	it box._ 	sttfl branch. 	4'k-ft Patelship. 
• 

Exception. 1. 	The following are neuter, as also a few other 
monosyllables: 

	

qtQlt 	water 	• 

	

.{1 	seed 	 • 

	

4l 	ght 

	

t,til 	- betel- 

	

1-K1 	pepper 

Exception. 	2. 	Such as are deducible from rules of sign4.- 
cation. 

Observe. 	This termination, the appropriate feminine form 
of this language, is of equal latitude in the range of its application 
with the masculine form '27-11. 	It is derivable from all substantives 
in Ott, whether signifying animate or inanimate objects. 	If the 
latter, it denoteS a diminutive species or quality, analogous to 
those'of the female sex; such as delicate frame, texture, &c. 

Ex. 	from 	tit A bottle, derive *41 a vial. 
9. Substantives ending in AQ1, '3iitql, 0.J1 (being appropriate 

feminine forms of masculine substantives, see Gender Table). 	. 

10. Substantives formed by the duplication of a neuter verbal 
root, are very frequently feminine. 

Ex. 	pihtt grumble. 	uivi4 mutter. 

11. Substantives ending in mu t, or witut, are mostly feminine. 

Ex: 	triut wing. 	t'kxt ashes. 
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Rules for Neuter Gender founded on termination conjointly 

with signification, or on termination alone. 

1. Substantives ending in qt' are neuter irrespectively oftigni-
fication. 

Ex. 	4 dog. 	Dui cart. 	• 
Observe. 	This termination is the neuter characteristic 	of 

the language, and it is formable from all substantives ending in 
7u. 	When the termination_ of substantives denoting inanimate 
objects, it expresses the idea of clumsiness, and roughness of 
make. 	 - 

2. Substantives ending in km, or 4q, signifying abstractness 
of condition, 	&c. 	• 

Ex. 	434% old age. 	410.14' 	wisdom. 
S. 	Substantives ending in wile.; formed from adjectives. signi-

fying abstractness. 
Ex. 	%.st% depth. 	 • 

	

4. 	Substantives ending in %, 1-m, being a suffix to a verbal 

	

root: 	 . 	' 
Ex. 	atru 	conduct. 	gruirtm instruction. 
'5. 	Substantives ending in it4 being suffix to a verbal 

.2, 	• 
root. 

Ex. 	61tRte4 collection. 

DECLENSION. 

1. 	All substantives are reducible under two classes, viz. those 
which have no oblique form at all in their cases, whether with 
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or without 	prepositions, and those which have such 	oblique 
form.  

2. The former class may for the sake of distinction and re- 
ference be called the First Declension. 

3. The latter class may, from the same reasons, be called the 
Second Declension. 

4. The first declension comprises all monosyllables* of what-
ever termination, and all other substantives of whatever termina-
tion, save the vowel 'v5---u and the vowel 61 when headed by the 
anusvara. 	This declension forms its plural by the suffix of the 
vowel 'zit. 	If the final letter be a consonant this vowel is suffix- 
ed in its coalescent form. 	If the final letter be a vowel it is suf- 
fixed in its isolate form. 

The second declension comprises all substantives not monosyl- 
lables, having final 	it and @T. 	The substantive of this declen- 
sion changes its final 'D--",:li and Gr into ML, which may be called its 
oblique form. 	to the substantive thus modified all suffixes for 
case or number are attached. 

If the final letter be '27,11 the plural is formed by suffixing 'tt to 
the oblique form mi. 	If the final letter be Of the plural is formed 
by merely suffixing the point to the oblique form,—that is by c 
converting 711 into wit. 	 -. 

* Under monosyllables are classed words whose consonant is followed by an 6 
isolate as a well as coalescent vowel ; thus tOr wheat, is a monosyllable as well as 
til ghi. 	There may be even two vowels following the consonant provided that 
they are diphthongal, not demanding a new configuration of the organs. 
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SUBSTANTIVE. 

First Declenlion. 

FINAL CONSONANT. 

Singular. Plural. 
Without Prepositions. _ 	• 	Without Prepositions. 

Nom. ettli a name.  NOM. .riMt 	names. 
Ac. 	altli a name. Ac. 	aniAt 	names. 
Voc. atm * 0 name! Voc. Guilt 	0 names ! 

With Prepositions. With Prepositions. 

Gen. erniit t of a name. Gen. 	,ruiltt of names. 
Dat. crim 	to a name. Dat. eti ttt 	to names. 
Ab. 	titt 	I by a name. Al,. 	0.AP-A by names. 

FINAL VOWEL. 

Singular. - Plural. 
Without Preposition's. Without Prepositions. 

Nom. lit a mother. Nom. Arzit mothers. 
Ac. 	lit a mother. Ac. 	lit Sit 	mothers. 

Voc. lit 0 mother ! Voc. 	tit 	0 mothers ! 

' * 	The vocative may be preceded by the interjections w-P„, f-Lit, &c. an- 
swering to the English 0, oh !  

$ 	For declination of the preposition 1t, see Preposition. 	• 
., t 	Observe. 	If the final letter of the substantive be a consonant, the abla- 

tive form- '77-4 is suffixed in its coalescent form. 	2. The sign of the ablative i-It 
is thrown back instead of being a suffix in the ablative of tR, which is not gene-
rally tlA but..4 
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With Prepositions. With Prepositions. 

Gen. 	1-tit 	of a mother._ Gen. 	113-7tti of mothers. 
Dat. }tta 	to a mother. Dat. 1.tt"itI 	to mothers. 
Ab. 	Iiiiii. * by a mother. Ab. 	lifai-tizit by mothers. 

Second Declension. 
FINAL .D511. 

Singular. Plural. 
Without Prepositions. Without Prepositions. 

Nom. 1.3W:L1 a boy. Nom. 13\thki5)11 $ boys. 
Ai. 	at At _ a boy. Ac. 	lathkrs511 	boys. 
Voc. BA 	t 0 boy ! Voc. 	6,1hkriAl 0 boys ! 

With Prepositions. With Prepositions. 

Gen. 	1.-3.,Iktlit of a boy. Gen., 	1.'9,1 kP7x‘l l' l 	of boys. 
Dat. l',,,t 	to a boy. Dat. -sit -lit .  to boys. 
Ac. 	1.3qP,A f by a boy. Ab. 	 i's.:w,Afall by boys. 

Observe. 1. If the final letter be a vowel, the ablative suffix v-7i is put ,in 
its isolate form. 	2. If the final letter be the vowel vTii, the ablative form cannot 
be indicated in the usual way unless it be a monosyllable, e. g. oil 	ground, is 
both in the nominative and ablative forms. 

Observe. 	All substantives of the same declension are declined as the above 
of whatever termination, as hefl a poet, Whet  sister, 2.xti•kxt eye, ktmet king, aim 
penknife, &c. 	 t

c. 
t 	This is the full and correct form of the ablative, but for the sake of eu- 

phony the penultimate vowel wit is dropped in some substantives. 	_The ablative 
of ti4ill is tle3tv--11, but tigl is substituted, &c. 

t 	This 	is the full and correct form of the nominative plural, but the 'Zit is 
sometimes dropped, when the substantive is qualified by any word indicating its 

--: plerality.—Thus for CI hkfaqi, 	c.Ri'qt., proper plurals Cl kt, 	c•W, with a plural 
adjective are commonly heard. 	 • 

This is an unprecise mode of speech and should not be,  imitated. 
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FINAL at. 
Singular. Plural. 

Without PrepoSitions. Without Prepositions. 

Nom. ,f 	an egg. Nom. i'f,st 	eggs.* 
Ac. 	ifi an egg. Ac. 	4set 	eggs. 
Voc. 	iT41 0 egg! 	. Voc. if4I 0 eggs ! 

With Prepositions. ' 	With Prepositions. 

Gen. irsi t  of an egg. Gen. 	itsnt of eggs. 
Dat. 	g ',31. 	to an egg. Dat. if4 	to eggs. 
Ab. 	 ft .srs-ii by an egg. Ab. 	4,051 by eggs. 

• 
Substantives with Prepositions suffixed. 

- 41.  from, by, !,3 ltlitn..-artiVal 	from, &c. a name. 
WI 

cit4. 
4ik 

i  with 

for 

5 ul -0 
to 
0 

from, l'xitzt1-7:6:thViY1 	from, Sze..a boy. 
' 	With or without a Dative. 

.1iNcita-oilliiia . for a name. 

lii2 	. ' 1--;.' o -"' 
-a t•f: 
a) .73  

&Atql,n.(i-BAhciteci for a boy. 
• 

With or without  Genitive. 	• 
. 	 • to, or 
41 14 

, 	_ -2: x- crttIVAM-ottltrtl'ai 	near a name. • 
near 	- a T.  s,.thkritit1-1,:thRtolittt31 near a boy. 

	

n 	• 

	

,3...it 	m 	. 	• 

- _ 0  

i 
I 
t. 

crttlilii 
., t5,,tkpii 

in a name. 
in a boy. 

* 	The form .14-4-141 is sometimes used but incorrectly. 	Its use arises 
from the oversight of the mindu. 

This form is employed in token of respect, for the plural of substantives 
. in tr e. g. for attlith'Lli, which is the plural of oil '75-1,fi is substituted Wt.-4, t. 

If the penultimate be an isolate vowel, the plural form wit is suffixed in its 
isolate form. 	• 

Ex. 	•{Of would make •{1wit in the plural. 

   
  



• in 

kltsvt 

toi3t 

man 
-w`13L 

Is 

tint 

' 	city 

possession, 

king 

bedstead 
4-ttitzt 

body 

• banyan 

garden 

vG11.1ARAT1 LANGUAGE. 

Prepositions are suffixed in the 

	

the plural number. • 	. 

• , 	Lesson illustrative of 

ObServe. 	That the preposition 't:follows 
and not as in English, the object 

oil ct41-alit 	,rti 	16'N lii 
of gardens of trees in 

	

. 	oll 	qttiAt 	d c,mi: , 

	

of 	'feet 	of wood 
Ott 	It al 	;"'ll, 4l2UR 

of mind of thdught 

	

Gra - Itlisi 	cti kw•ti 
of skin ,of hair 	• 

	

, .. 	oil . stlezIt 	'..ti ,ticRi i 
of branches of leaves to 
At .  zitAt 	- a 	.9sit 
of servants to for 

 '' 41 

same Way to the substantives 	• 

Case and Number. " 

the word 'signifying the subject of 
of possession. 

klktk 	qt' kil'ittta-qt 41 
Government of soldiers of • 

-iA&It to 	(-NI 	dAt 	gt 	. 
gunS with and arrows with 
.'itkit 	of CAI :i zt4ti 
horse of stirrups of iron.  

ViR oil &hnt lit 
city of shops in e  
IkItU Oil 	,tiTti 	it 	at 	. 

' book of leaves of colotir 	. 
110 ru, tkcitolf2-11 

.  room of 'doors 	. 

. 
, 

those 
possesseS 

principle 

ADJECTIVE. 
• . 	. 

1. 	The adjective is used for two purposes in this language, viz. 
of qualifying a • substantive and 'adjective.* 	It therefore 

partly the nature Of an adverb. 
2.. 	Adjectives , are reducible under two classes on the same 

ofs,lassification as' that of the.substantive, viz. the capa-, 
or incapacity of taking an oblique forth. (See Substantive). 

* 	The same 	word often qualifies both the substantive and adjective, e. g. 

. 	44 ,tio, much water. '2. ttel 001{ iii9,. a very hot 'water: 	. .. 

- 
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3. Adjectives, of the first declension, comprise all with what- 
ever termination save '2-7tt.' 	They are indeclinable • for gender,. 
number and case.! 	 { 

4. Adjectives; of the second declension, comprise all ending 	. 
in ';:qt. 	They are cleanable for gender, number and case: 

5. They admit of only one inflection for case, viz. the change . 
of- 	t into wtt, not being susceptible as substantives of preposi-
tional  cases. 

6. The inflections for gender correspond to the three great 
.gendral distinctions of substantives,' viz. 'Lit. mas: tt fern. and 'c 	, • 
neuter; sustaining these gendral forms, they are declinable like 
the substantives. 	, 	 , 

7. If the. adjective be_ used as a substantive or predicatiiely, 
the inflections for nuinber are frequently the same as those of 

,,. 
substantives of the same respective terminations. 	If the adjec- 
tive be useditrictly adjectively, the mere oblique form-of the ad-
jectivein vTit and the original form of the adjective in q' are used, 
while the neuter plural is the same as that of the substantive 
plural of the same termination. 	. 

The folloWing declension, of an adjective of the second declen-
sion with substantives of corresponding gender, will amply illus- 

. trate the above rules. 
. 	 , 	. . 	. 	. 

' 	' 	' 	It is evident that if a preposition be post-fixed to the adjective, or if the 
adjective be used in the plural form without a substantive, it ceases to be in 
sense an adjective, and becomes a substantive. 	The above rule therefore ap- 

' plies only to _ adjectiVes as adjectives; 	,Let it be understood once for all, that 
adjectives of either declension used substantively, are 	declinable as' substan- 
tives, ' 	 . 	 . 
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Adjective in the .111asailine form with a Masculine Substantive. ' 
4tki Wilt , A GOOD HORSE. * .. 

• • Singular. - 	. 	 Plural. 
Without Prepositions; Withontifrepositions.- . 	' 

Nom. ill I- 	lilt. -  Nom. 241 1. Ittstiv:41. 	. 

Ac. 	..kAt ,4131. . Ac. 	• kill 	 4l4A- l. 
. 	... , 	. 	, 
VoC. 	4Rl 	4131. 	• 	• VoC. 	alt l Nl.iraTlt• 

. . 	With Prepositions. With prepositions.  

.G en, Vki .4106 	• Gen, 	kilt 114P-7-i t't. 
• -41,A..,  • Dat. 4R1 Dat. • likl lit. 	A. 

Ab. 	1LJ,l IlL41-44. f Al'. 	.4lkt' Itt3tv7itlilt. 
. 	 . 

Adjective in the Feminine form with a Feminine Substantive. 
aA 6;0 A.  GOOD GIRL 

Singular. • • Plural: 	• 
Without Prepositions. ' Without Prepositions. , 	. 

' 	.. Nom. *l -6:103. Nom, kg11'5\thl"--t. t . 	, 
Ac. ' 414 ,131,1A: Ac. 	4r4;c's\thl'alli. 
V oc• 	34l1 	t):1A.• VoC. 	klKi il!,1Alit• ' 

* Although substantives with gendral forms are given as examples, the, de. 
• clension of the adjective is in no wise dependent on the declension of the Sub. 

stantive. 	"E. G. wti & .11i, a good pen.  
i If the ultimate of the substantive be a, consonant with the 'suffix v7.4., the,  

'•adjectiie likewise takes the ablative form. 	E. G. *Val on a good day %lig2 
tic,ii, &c: onca great day., 	 . 

t The natives frequently use the form2a-qt predicatively, as the chiming of 

• the, sound with the, substantive pleases them. 	Thus, 2.41.i.),til'alsil ,4ll'irill 	 t,' ' 
These girls are good:  

If the substantiVehdre the neuter plural of respect,the adjective must cot,  
respond with it.—Thus, 24li t+iti•Si good women. 	'  
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With Prepositions. With Prepositions. 

Gen. .41i 	 IAll. Gen. 	4K1 Z9:1 1311. 1. 
Dat. 	i4t1 .t'xt Dat. 	1-1,l I.:%tl'a7-xli-• 
Ab. 	xtt1 13,:tt.' Al?. 	*l .i3i177.q' C274 . 

Adjective in the Neuter form wills a Neuter Substantive. 

• . *' otti A GOOD CART. ' 	- 

Singular. 	 Plural.'  
Without Prepositions., • 	. ' 	Without Prepositions. 

Nom:  3:iti olli•   Nom. 4tki 4141,. 
Ac. 	41 	otti. Ab. 	241i 3Li3i• 

Voc. 	24Rt 	ti4t• ,Vee. 4N NIA. 

With Preoiitions• 	- With Prepositions. ,' 

Gen. 	241kt 3LI3tl: Gen. 	4R1 011.3Rt. 	- 

Dat. 	4tki Dttli• Dat. 	41ki ottiR; 
Ab. 	*kt ou.sA. Al?. 	34tki 	oussizl .. 

. thouEg.' 

Adjectives have no peculiar form to express either the compa- 
rative or superlative degrees.. This' defect is supplied in the fol- 

-.) lowing ways.  
1. Adjectives significative of degree (either below or above the 

positive) are conjoined with the adjective expresSing the quality. 
Ex. 	ct 3ii( better 	tt '''ti very bad ; "iti 0.tvi little hot. 
2. In order to express comparison with another object, the 

prepositiOn zfl from, or 	R,cti than, is fixed to the word expressing 
. the object, and the adjective follows. 	. . 

Ex. J. t'aza .ziAttvi I ,am better than he: 	,  
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2. tql hVli i 	Vtficticitaqf• I am wiser than a beast. 
3. If the quality is intended to be expressd as existing in at 

much greater degree, a word signifying more, very, &c. is added,  
to the adjective. 	 , 

Ex. 	i cll-ilkl hcl'i cl-Zil 3ittl t'aR I am much wiser than you. . 
4. The quality of the adjective possessed in a very faint degree . 

is expressed by suffixing the numeral v:x.lh, or its curtailed form 
, or by prefixing the pronoun its.  • *  

. , ~ttjaats blackish,;, igftqat somewhat learned. 
... 	. 

READING LESSON. 

Ri. . 	...;IRt 	.11 	'''ittal:Lit kmt 	.41 	..boil 	h'iLlit 

good children of books silver of long forks 
m%t' Iiillkt • j km. gat , 	act 	i 	mIt41 
black man of countenance ' deep well of water 

' '..tal, Ilv--qt 	41at ' .axiv't Gstati 	q.u.t 	eit 	v.-t 	Iii 
sour mangoes sweet figs high tree of root in 
P•tt 	11.l6t3 antal. otiiit . 	41 	411 	et.93cfra7ii 	lit 

high 	hill of top .  villages of good habitations in 

- 	Note. 	There is no word significative of degree corresponding to the English • 
4f too." 	Hence the learner finds considerable difficulty in expressing this idea so 
frequently reverting to the mind. 	The lack of such a term is supplied in,two ways: 

I. 	By the use of the superlative which from the circumstances of use may 
by implication suggest the idea of" too," especially if a stress be laid upon the 

.word. 	' Ex. 	hri-t- 	.1. ° Gicticti..4Ritl3u you speak very fast (i._e. by iniplicatiCin 
too fast).: 	, 	 , 	.. 	: 

2. • By a periphrasis declaring the -bounds transgressed, as of propriety, neces- -: 
sity2 S4e. 	Ex. 	,57?tg774 i'l .hkcli cial et?,,It el'ilit There has been too much 
rain (more than is needed). 
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, 	 . 

Tint t' 'CR -it TiCt t'ZISl 	Vl.tt ''4leifz11 	' 
large city of people large box of nails 
3R11 	tioat 	cil 	Yrairt 	' Olt,ti 	.11'11 uti 	(-licit 	qviki 
warm clothes of price green trees of green' leaves 

ttil utt64 11 ttqlaTu  4v:it •• 	ttil 	.rlt 	 %Zia : MI  
dear millet of grains' white elephant of large ears 
2434i 	41-1 i 	tloti 24N 	I'mkt li•itti oi ksi 
cheap silk of cloth good child of dear toys.. 

* - 
km . lust 	aft 	Atit 2/11M4 °it 	V•14q1i 	41.2511 	. 
red horse of eyes sky 	of 'glittering. 	stars 
thcfl 	407i d • &4 64tt 	: VI 	. 	ett k4VdciP-41 
white cow of ' milk different countries of customs 
<rtv. 	'kt4 	at 	'2iti2t 	. dell 	, 	l'at 
soft bread of flour . and 	manners 
. 	 • 

• . 	 ' . 
PRONOUNS. 	 • 

The Pronouns of this language are reducible under four classes. 
1. 	Personal Pronouns or those 'which represent persons or 

• . 	q 	. 
things.. These 'necessarily comprehend their genitive cases, in 
which form they become possessive:pronouns.  

2.. Pefinitive PrOnonns or those which define objects, their 
quality, quantity,' &c:: 	'  

3. 	Interrogative Pronouns or those which are a' medinm of 
interrogation as to objects, qua% lity, quantity, &c. 	 '„, 

NOTE. 	Adjectival pronouns, when used as substantives, are like them suscep- 
tible of prepositional . cases and number. 	When used as adjectives in qualify- 
ing substantives, they are altogether declinable like adjectives, according to their 
termination. 
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4. 	Relative Pronouns or those which have relation either an- 
ticipatively or respectively to a substantive, either expresSed or 

understood. 	These involve their correlates. 

1. 	PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

These are undeclinable for gender, being in theft' orig is 
form, masculine, feminine, and neuter. 	They are declined for 

case and number as follows; 
1ST PERSON. 

Singular. , 
m. 	 f. 	n. 	. 

'Plural.'  
?it, 	i f. 	,n• 	. 

Nom. is 	I. ,Nom. 6% or 6t wet. 	, 
Ac.* 	. - Ae. 	. 
Gen. lit4at, &c.f of me or my. Gen. eAt, &c.-  of us, or our. 	. 

Dat. -3.ta to me. Dat. va, or 6%1 	to us. 

Ab. 	% by me. Ab. 6%, or 6W1.4 by us. 
, 	. 

• . 
Additional form takeit from the Possessive Pronouns.§ 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
Daf. 	 Dat. 	61.11 	*0  or by us. .1161 	to.or by me. 	

Ab. Ab. 	
1

. 	. 

% 'For the reason of Accusative, being wanting, See Remarks on Ace. 
t This is the possessive pronoun and is declined as an adjective. 
t This plural is often used for dignity, instead of the singular. 
§ This is used both as a dative and ablative. 	It is doubtful whether it can- 

not be resolvedcwholly into the ablative. 	The form 4.1' 	signifies me, in my in- 
. dividuality. 	The form, litek signifies'  e, in my possession, i. e. in what be- 

longs to me, duty, obligation, &c. 	Its chief use as an ablative is with the infin;  
itive mood. 	Ex. I-116k 6-4 . 01•77.4 by me it is ,necessary to go. 	This form 
is also the ablative of the possessive, signifying by my, e. g. lit6A Zik at my 
house. 	It must not be confounded with its use as a personal pronoun. 
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2m). Foltz. 	(PLURAL ) 4. 

wukt self. 	(Obsolete) t. 
m. • 	 f n. 

INI O m. 	witAl 	• we.' - 
Gen. 	71triet &c. • 

Dat. 	• .2.414.0.1 t 
of us t. 
to us. 

4b.. 	24{ IQ 	• by us. 

2ND PMI,SON. ' 

Singular. 
in. 	 f .. n. 

'Plural.. . 
m. • • f 	n. 

Nom. i - - 	thou §. 	. Nom. diTt or cti you 11 
Gen. 	cmi.ki, &c, of thee, thy II . Gen. *At, &c. of yoi 
Data 	rte to thee:, 
Ab. 	I by, &c. thee.. 	• 

.Dat. 
,Ab. 

ctl-t 	or •cti-tt 	to you. 
or or cti .•25.1 by you. 

, 	. 	. ._ 	. . 
The first form 6%.  is used throughout all its cases when the person ad- ' 

dressing does not comprehend the person addressed with himself. 	The second 
form is used throughout all its cases when tb, person addressing comprehends 
with himself the person addressed. 	Two beautiful illustiations of these two 
forms -are found in the Gospel of. John, .7. chap. 5. ver. " poth our Law," &c. 
Here the'second form witkCelt -is used, because NiCodernus comprehended ..the 
Sanhedrim whom he addressed with himself. The other form is illustrated in 
John 19: 7. • "By our Law," &c. 	Here the first form caiti must, be used, 
because the Jews did not 'comprehend Pilate with themselves. 

t ?Jilki is sometimes used for respect instead of the second personal, plural, as 
- mitt hill 6,4FiAt ? . Where are,You going ? 4 	 - . 	. 
• • t Declinable as an adjective in the contracted form wiNkti ,t41 	° our. . 

§ This singular form is atidressed, 1. to inferiors; 2. occasionally ,as a Mark.' 
of affection ; 	3. in familiarity ; 	4. in addresses to God. 	- 

- 	It See note on 1,1. ,. - , 
If The possessive'prOnouni declinable. 
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ADDITIONAL FORM.*  
c 

Singalar. Plural. 
Dat.i 	, ,ctiR to or by thee. 
Ab . 

Dat.) 	.. 
ctlit 	to or by you. Ab . 3 

3RD PERSON. 

-2711 	and 	-(=t 	He, 	She, 	or 	It. 

Singular. , Plural. 
m. f. 	n. m. f. 	n. 

Nom...(i he, &c. Nam. .(=At -they. 
Ac. 	7Ct it. Ac. 	"azli them (neuter). 
Gen. 	'at., of him, &c.f Gen. 	CP1-11 	of them. 
Dat."Ci, to him, &c, 
Ab. 	'cliti, by him, &c. 	- 

Dat. -Ctv--41 	to them. 
Ab. 	'av-JItzl by them.' 

-a-isi is declined in the same way. 	These as well as wit are used 
as definitive.  Pronouns.  

-.<1 is likewise the correlate of 	(see k).. . 

REFLECTIVE PRONOUN. 

';'-ti'i 	Self 	or 	Selves. 

1ST. 	2ND. 	AND 	3RD. 	PERSON. 

Singular and Plural. 
m. f. 	n. 

Nom, it'd self or selves. 
I. - 	Voc. -qt'a o self, &c. 

4  This plural form is'in general use for respect, instead of the- singular. 

t 	The possessive pronoun declinable. 

7 
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Gen. *Zuctit of self, &c. * 
' Dat."AlcA to self, &c. 
AS. 	Vi by self, &c. 

Reflective Pronoun. 

Singular and Plural Iltrt-zia each respectively, 

• It is declined like Va. 
• 

	

Ex. 	1. .a.27ttuct.4tcu. 	"t4R, 0P-it. 	They went each to his own 

	

house. 	 .. 

* The possessive pronoun, own, declinable. 

Nine. 	This pronoun may be used with either of the personal pronouns both 

singular and plural, as i'ZtiCi I myself, i'Zii-Ct thou thyself, ii-qt.C.1 he himself, i. e. 
exclusively of other persons, and so on through all the cases. 	But in the geni- 
tive case it has a somewhat modified meaning. 	It does not then denote posses- 
sion by one's self as exclusively of others in a sense corresponding to the English 
“own," but it denotes the simple idea of belonging to self without any extrane-
ous idea of peculiar appropriation. By its use it merely refers the thing possessed 
to the possessor, and precludes the reference of it to another party; Ex.ii "-qtrit t  
me4 Graa he lifts his hand, (literally the hand of self ). 	Here the idea • ex- 
pressed is not, that he lifts his own and not another person's hand, but merely 
that he, the subject of the verb, lifts the hand of him the same subject. 	Refer- 
ence to any one foreign to the subject is prevented. In English, were the expres- 

' sion used, “ he lifts his hand", it would be doubtful whether the person lifted his 
own hand or the hand of some one else. •  

Such ambiguity is frequent in English, but it is entirely removed in Gujarati 
by the respective uses of these pronouns, 	Were it written 1-A.,t  diet, it would 
certainly mean that he lifted the hand of another person. 

This method of distinguishing persons must be acknowledged a great beauty in 
the language, and recognition of it is requisite to a good translation. 
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Pronouns with Preposition suffixed. 	. - 

gi 
Wit 	

from, &c. 

With i. 

lisv PI 	 gl from, Sze. me 
litektgl Itt6NG 

eltkt*a for. 11161 	cita for me. 
%Si near, to. 
- ti 	in. 

It Id Ki 4t d near, .to me. 
litdtt 1.a in me. 

. . 	With i 	 With a 

dg1"(16-An . 
from,  &c.  thee. 

... 	.. ctql-cmtgl from him, &c. 	. 
ctitiktgl-citektfl .(i co2t.ci-.4.  l custi.a for him, 84, 
(1141 	ctPia for thee. 7-mtli:c1<ilkur4 near to him. 
cli611 'A near to thee. 'amt .-7(1'1N in him, &c. 
<IKtkilit in thee. 

With 	WWI% . With 	"4rci. 	. 
2stvw.141-mmeittfl from us. .4tctt41-74tcuvittil from self, &c. 
witttiaqPici for us. -qiZvukra,:iltctukct't for self, &C. 
wimpti% near to us. -qtcucillifil near to self, &c. 
witktkitlif 	in us. 	• .4truzintdmilif in self, &c. 

2. 	DEFINITIVE PRONOUNS. 	o 
1st. 	of Object. 	• 

wit 131 this 
are declined as the personal pronouns. cIs-t 	that 

.4tit That yonder, is declined as-an adjective. 
wit expresses proximity, q expresses proximity less proximate, 

:, 'a express remoteness, ttlat further remoteness. 	Although CI 
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. 

and it ge classed among definitive pronouns, they sometimes 
correspond in power to the English Definite Article. 

They do this when they define in the fact of previous cogni- 
zance; Ex. -Ct or'iiIit (41N-xtKl hiIi wAl 	.,'ii may be rendered, "The 
beggar came yesterday" i. e the beggar of whom there was cog- 
nizance in some way or other. 	These pronouns cannot be used 
as the English the when it is used to specify a class; as, the Hin-
dus, the Persians, &c. nor to express monadity, as the Sun, the 
Stars, &., but are used to specify individuals. 

wil 'Li *Ct have prolonged feminine forms, whiCh are used with 
only a few words, as *pi aiteg signifying side, direction. 

These forms are -mica "Litta .aqt. 	These forms seem used -for 
intensity of demonstration, and answer to the English vulgar 
form of this here, that there. 

The following are indeclinable foi Gender and Number, but 
declin'able for Case, as a Substantive: 	. 
• std' any, some (person or thing), 	k lig any whatever, (person 

or thing). 
itr* any, some (thing); 6k 4r any, whatever (thing). - 

i 	'5i§ each (person or thing), e,h 6'kh every one (person 
or thing). 

1,10.7 	t. any, some one (person or thing); ig ..P5.1 	any, some 
one (thing). 

* sal' is not the neuter of Itg, as it may be used with a feminine, itT K241.  
some thing. 

t Itttikt 	means some one or another. 	The particular one heeds not or 
cannot be specified. 	It may be translated occasionally by “ a certain," which 
the frequent power of Pik (see Remarks on Article). 
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2. 	Of quality, quantity, kind. 

(Declinable for gender, number and case). 

•m.' f. n. 

milli  etl 	so (in quality. 
witai tai ti so (in quantity). 
witc-at sfl 	so (in kind). 

m. ,f. n. 

.6--)Tit 	so, &c 
tft el  so, &c. 

. 5-.1c7t3t 41 	so, &c. 

3. 	INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS. 

1st. 	Of thing's and persons. 

(Declinable for case). 

m. 	 f. 	n. m. 	 f. 	n. 

Sing. :all 	41 	33 	what? Sing. h'Ct skcl 	i 	which ? 
Plur. Ott 	41 	41 	what? . Plur. 	e 	kcl 	d 	which? 

hit has a feminine form 'WI corresponding in use to v54, as 
WI otli which side? 

Singular. Plural. 

m. f. 	n. m. f. 	n. 

Nom. std 	who? Nom. Vat 	whom ? 
Gen. 1144 	of whom ? Gen. "AN 	of whom? 
Dat. 'std 1 	to whom? Dat. st to 	to whom? 
Ab. 	Itii 	by whom? . Ab. 	Ittessi 	by whom? 
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2. 	Of quality, quantity, and kind. 
(Declinable for gender, number, case). 

Nom. 
Ac. 
Gen. 
Dat. 
Ac. 

	

m. 	 f. 	n. 

	

Zit 	4.1 	a 
• 

	

Iecit 	cat 	cj 

	

`gclIt 	St 	1 

4. 	RELATIVE 

1. Person 

whop 

Singular. 
mh 

who, &c. 

	

6.-'7 	who, 	&c. 
"is it 	of whom, &c. 
-6;"' -' to whom, &c. 
'tit by whom, &c. 

of what quality ? 
how much? 
of what kind ? 

PRONOUNS. 

and Thing. 

which, what.* 

Plural. 
f. 	n• 

Nom. ;Y'V7R i 	who, &c.t 
Ac. 	.,-"a-Llt 	who, &c. 
Gen. 	;Y'A.  tt- L 	of whom, &c. 
Dat ;;Y'llt 	to whom; &c. 
Ab. 	 j,'Y'vTiiiii 	by whom, &c. 

* 	The plural form is not retained before a substantive. 	' 

t This pronoun in most examples differs in position from the English relative 
who, but agrees with it in power.—The following sentences illustrate both its 

) power and its position. 	I. 	"At what time ye hear." 	2. 	" Who is wise will 
understand." 	This pronoun is both anticipative and reflective, differing in its 
power according to its respective uses.-1. 	In the following example this pro- 
noun is an anticipative relative. 	zilep:A ct1 	 th-eit the man whom you 
sent. 	This is a specimen of the general use of (. 	What is its syntactical 
power? 	It is simply a copula or connecting link between 1.11(114 and 	ih'iat, 
(in a way analogous to the Greek article or demonstrative), connecting the two 
elements into one complex subject, which but for it would have been a complete 
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The correlate is ct, he, she, it, 

Relative. 	' 	Correlate. 

4 whoever, &c. specifically a *Ct he, &c. 

'-g g whoever, &c. (person and thing.) 	Individually. 
ill' whatever (thing.) 

There is also a feminine form 	Q,(1 corresponding to lilit(1 in 
use; as <i./(t opi whichever side. 	The correlate is*?t‘ft. 

2. 	Of quality, quantity, kind. 
(Declinable for gender, number and case.) 	. 

Relatives. Correlates. 
m. 	I 	n. 	,_ m. f. 	n. 

Mtt . cfl 	i 	as (in quality). nit 	41 	i 	so, &c. 
, 417i 	4(1 	t 	as (in quantity). Z-Ott t•li 	a 	so, &c. 
;-.--ct-11 	S1 	4 	as (in kind). ails Sl 	i 	so, &c. 

sentence, and qualifying it to be the subject of the following predicate which 
is headed by the correlate. 	If this view of its power be correct, then it follows 
that this pronoun does not distribute. 	It does not sygnify 4,  whoever." 	This is 
the province of 	which necessarily distributes. 	It is not denied that o;e's 

may be often rendered by whoever.—But they are not equivalent. • 	It does not 
by its own intrinsic power refer the object to which it relates (whether expressed 
or understood) to a class. 	The object may or may not be one of a class but 
the use of this cpronoun does not elicit the fact. 	In the 	following Exam. 
pies, 

1. ,,4.ntk  2..4-at igt 'a &c. the sea which does not dry up, &c. 

2. 21.11( e1Q.°--iil. 	lhNI3., &c. the sun which dries Up the river, &c. 
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VERB. 

Verbs need to be considered by the student of this language, 

1. As to their structure. 

2. As to the nature of the action they signify. 

3. As to their conjugation or the inflections which they un-

dergo for the representation of mood, tense, &c. 

A comprehension of these three particulars is essential to an 

adequate perception of the genius of the language and to the, 

purposes of its application in conversation and composition. 

There is precluded' all distribution, the ideas being monadic. 	The pronoun 
in these two examples has the same power as it has in the above cited, viz. it serves 
as a copula. This pronoun therefore may precede any word denoting monadity, as 
God, father, &c. 

3. 	The following example illustrates the use of 67:4)  as a reflective, 

tik4R j4)  cra-At ttql .i'3,7rt lict's• , 
The syntactical power of the pronoun here is, that it places :the words which 

it heads, with the word to which it relates in a state of apposition. 	tfkeik is 
apposed with 	twill,4„ so as to signify no more than the words ti- k4k  and 

qt in apposition. 	Did the pronoun precede tf kcl2„ it would make the sen- 
tence a complex subject. 	Being placed after it, trkcik is alone the simple sub- 

, jett, the other words being only in apposition. 	The reflective use generally 
expresses an after-thought. 	In rendering “I saw to:-clay the man whom you 
saw yesterday" the pronoun must precede i4 man." 	In rendering «I saw a man 
to-day whom you also saw yesterday," the pronoun must follow, ".I saw a man 
to-day," as in English. 	Although the clause of the sentence rimy be rendered 
,, him you also saw," yet the use of 	in such dependent sentences is very fre- 
quent.. 
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1. Verbs of this language are either. simple or compound.* 
Compound verbs consist of two or more verbs conjoined. 

Ex. 	c4,41 v§4 to finish writing,,  is compounded of c-rwi to 
write, and --kZi to remain.  

Verbs are compounded only of verbs. 	The language admits 
no other element of composition. 	Composition by prepositions 
so common to other languages, is unknown to Gujarati. 

2. Verbs are divisible according to their sign 	cation, as 
follows : 	 . 

(1.) 	Intransitive} or verbs which signify action, inhering in 
but not issuing from the agent; or in other words, which express 
subjectiveness distinct from mediate agency. 	Such are verbs ft 
denoting existence either pure or modal; as, gi to become, -A.Zi to 
remain ; and reflective action, or action remaining only with the 

* Many call certain nouns and verbs in their conjunct state compound verbs, 
as 4.1A.tR, 	,.ql to think (make thought), om:t ICI to abuse (give abuse). 	This 
is erroneous. 	The noun is goVerned by the verb and is wholly distinct from the 
-verb. 	We might on the same principle call every infinitive in English conjoin- 
ed with a noun in the objective case, a compound verb ; as, togive abuse, to do 
harm, &c. 	Again, many call a verb conjoined with an adjective a compound 
verb, as u!N, 	kis to shut. 	We might with equal propriety call such English ex- 
pressions. as, to make secure, to keep hot, &c. compound verbs. 	The Gujarati 
employs nouns and adjectives with generic verbs to express specific actions for 
which it has no specific verbs, but in their conjunct state they. are not to be call- 
ed compound verbs. 	In such examples there is but one verb, and that is simple 
and governs its noun in the objective case. 

t 	The terms, Transitive and Intransitive, do not express the exact nature of 
these verbs, which might be 'denominated subjective agents, and medial agents, 
but the definitions given will prevent erroneous conceptions. 
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agent, as oiqi to learn. 	Such verbs may or may not express 
objectiveness, according as the signification of the verb may be, 
and therefore may or may not have an objective case. 
. This class of verbs recognizes the agent alone as acting, and 

not agency as proceeding from him. 	To denote this agent these 
verbs always have a nominative case in their aorist and aorist 
compound tenses, and are in this circumstance distinguished from 
verbs 

(2.) 	Transitive, or verbs which signify action issuing from 
the agent, or in other -words, which signify medial agency as dis- 
tinguished from subjectiveness. 	Such, verbs may be divided into 
two classes : 	10. Those whose action issues from the agent, but 
does not go forth" to the object. 	These may be called simple ob- 
jective verbs and 'always govern an accusative. 	2nd. 	Those 
whose action not only issues from the agent but goes forth to its 
object. 	Such may be called final objective verbs and govern 
a dative case. 	Both classes reject in their past aorist tenses a 
nominative case, and in order to the representation of the media-
lity of agency, require the agent to be placed in the ablative case, 
and the object in either the accusative or datiVe according to the 
government of the verb * (see Ac. and Dat). 

* The student will doubtless be perplexed with this principle of.the language, 
and will be glad toreceive any elucidation of the apparent anomaly of these two 
classes of verbs. 	Let him then first of all recognize the fact that the infinitive 
takes an ablative case of the substantive, in order to represent a medial agent. 
This principle reduced to terms simply expresses the formula "by a subject to 
do an action." 	The following example, IttV1P-I1 tikelk 'R 'AM Riv-t- 
tit is resolvable 	into, 	"By men to love God. 	Here there is no 	difficulty. 
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(3rd.) Passive verbs, or those significative -of action, the object 
of which is identical with the subject of the verb, the subject sus-
taining the action of the verb e. g. i ilisol t:Vr I am pained. 

(4th.) Causative verbs, or verbs significative of action produced 
not directly by the subject of the verb, but medially through one 

Now, if we remember that the aorist is nothing but a gerund denoting mere ver-
bal action, with the superadded idea of past time, the application of the above 
principle will present no difficulty. Instead of the infinitive example which runs 
"By a subject to do an action," we must read "by a subject done an action," 
or according to the gerund formula, "by a subject was the doing of an action." 
The following example, lititali 	tf.tcp Lik  ki1.1 	.1....T.ii 	is resolvable into, 
"By men loved, or was loving to God." 	There seems therefo're no difficulty in 
the case. 	 . 

It has been assumed that the aorist is a gerund. That it is so, is evident from 
1. It is not to be viewed as an impersonal verb, inasmuch as it agrees in gen- 

der and number with the object which it governs. 
2. It is not passive, inasmuch as the object would on such a surmise be 

placed in the nominative, and not the objective. 	3. It is not a participle, since- 
were it, no reason would exist for its differing from the participle in *iirral, in the 
fact of its being employed as a tense without the auxiliary. 	It is therefore a 
gerund. 	In intransitive verbs, the subject is considered-as acting ; the subject 
is therefore in the nominative, and by the fact of •being preceded by a subject, 
the gerund assumes the nature of a tense. 	-In transitive verbs, the gerund still 
remains, having no immediate subject, and agrees with its object. 	There is 
still one difficulty left, viz. why is not the object always placed in the dative case ? 

This difficulty may be met by asking, why is not the object by whatever verb 
and tense it may be governed, placed in the dative ? 	When the,  accusative is 
governed, the sentence is resolvable into 1. Subject; 2. Action; 3. Object: but 
there is nothing to connect the action with the object. 	In the case of the ao- 
rist when governing an accusative, there is 1. Instrument; 2. Action; 3. Object : 
but nothing to indicate the transitiveness of the action. 	Both cases are paral- 
lel, and all that can be said is, it is a principle of the language. 	(See Remarks 	. 
Dat. and Ac.) 
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or more media. 	e. g. ..-ittlsi to cause to eat (one medium) ; 
,J-scoict4 to cause to cause to eat (two media). 

3. 	Verbs whether simple or compound, neuter, active, pas- 
sive or causative, are all conjugated in the same way. 	Hence 
there is, strictly speaking, but one conjugation. 

The language for the purposes of Etymological changes re-
cognizes but one verb, however verbs may differ in signification. 
This universal •conjugation comprehends: 

1. 	The Imperative ; 2. The Infinitive with Gerunds and Par-
ticiples; 3. The Indicative ; 4. The Contingent (comprehending 
within itself the powers of the Subjunctive, the Potential and Con-
ditional). 

Before proceeding to the Regular Verb, it is advisable to study 
the auxiliary verb-.6 be. This differs in signification from the re-
gular verb ettlt in the following particular; Zi signifies being or 
simple existence without reference to.  any thing extrinsic; Elul • 
'Signifies being inchoative, or being taking its rise, involving 

idea 
	in- 

separably 	
. 	. 

the 	that before it was not. 
The third .person present of *ii. is the English copula. 	This 

verb is an auxiliary to tott and to every other regular verb. It -is 
defective and irregular. 	 _ 

Its participle and present tense are derived probably from a 
verb now obsolete. 	 . 

It may here be remarked that there is no equivalent in the lan-
guage to the English "have," but the place of this is supplied by 
this verb. 

Ex. 	1-11 	tA ta.211 6, 	literally, money is with me, i. e. I have money. 

It also supplies the place of that verb as an auxiliary, e. g• i 241:11  tC I have 

been. 
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Remarks on the Auxiliary Verb, Zi Be. 

The infinitive is of unfrequent use, as Eti has been substituted. 
The adoption of it and of the gerund in its cases, is indispensable 
to correctness on some occasions. 

The imperative is used only in a precative sense, and espe- 
cially in the blessings so lavishly bestowed by Brkmans. 	There is 
a peculiarity about the imperative of all verbs when thus used, viz. 
that the verb does not agree with the nominative contained in the 
matter of precation, but is placed in the second person to agree 
with the person addressed. 

Ex. 	1,1k.Rcra YRIll (11-1. 	.ntl ZA may God's favour rest always on you. 
The present participle Zii, is used chiefly if not wholly with a negative particle 
to form a second present tense. 	Ex. ,,{1.140-ti ...Sic.11 Till 	Zlcil eta no such 
people are (i. e. five, are found) in this country. 	The second participle 	kScli 
signifies in, or during being, and is used : 

1. As a genitive absolute.  
Ex. 	1.116R1 tacit _a 44641 	 ,-,-.,, while I was, he went hence (in my being). 
2. As a disjunctive conjunction, especially with the aorist of-

a verb. 
Ex. 	j (A (-.11 taCti crtgi 64eyll ? Do you not know, 	notwithstanding 

that you have studied ? 
The first present differs from the second, as follows : 
The first expresses being present and actual, without refer-

ence to any thing extrinsic to - itself, as of nature, habit, &c. 
and as unconnected with time in general. 

	

Ex. 	1. 	i Int tor I am sick, i. e. now and actually, not naturally nor 

	

always. 	_ 
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The second is used as follows : - 	) 	 , 
Ex. 	2. 	witIkpit 	.4.11 Ii Zia(' tor I am sick in this country, i. e. such 

is the habit of my constitution. 	Again Iiittn 	;.is 	tot ZU65:63t, man has two 

feet, i. e. such is his nature or constitution, in universal time. 

The 	latter tense is 	therefore 	used to express 	universal 
quality, as inherent in sensible objects. 	The former 'is used to 
express moral maxims and principles" (which from their nature 
are viewed as present and immutable). 	This tense alone can be 
used in propositions relative to God. 

The imperfect is.  the equivalent of the English " was". 	It is 
also used in the latter clause of a conditional sentence, instead of 
Zvi, and signifies were, would have been. 

Ex. 	'a witoitt er6ct Ch .nr( 4 j  It would nave been a good thing, if he had 

not come. 	The future is the same as the second present coptingent• 

Futurity and contingency can only be distinguished by the cir- 
cumstances of use. 	When used in the first person, certainty is 
generally expressed,also when rendered definite by an adverb 

.of time. 	Without some definitive words it is assumed to express 
contingency. 	The first present of the contingent, according to 
the power of that mood (see Con. M.), expresses : 

1st. 	Mere hypothetical contingency, as is expressed in English 
, by be. 	 . 

Ex. 	tivi CI ctig ,izA If he be not there. 

2nd. 	Logical inference, as is expressed by "must" (in a de- 
pendent sentence). 

"Ex. 	e?j -4 Batt • 	tit l'WaTial 1 'Zii QAt  ,til  ilia( If she be my mother, 

I must also be her son. 
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3rd. What is compatible with the nature of things, as is express-
ed by "can," " could."  

Ex. 	.(.4 v7+1 htli tf.t.tk 	4.2k I''.P-Ii ? 	'C.1 	Zig Can this thing be pleas. 
ing to God? It can never be. 
_ 4th. 	Logical allowance, or something granted or supposed as 
expressed by may, let, granted that. 

Ex. 	,ii 3,1Zk -4344 11A Cir-aq NO, rag 6/ 	That city may be dis- 
tant (granted) but I must go there. 

5th. 	Allowance or permission, arising from indifference as is 
expressed by " let," but not,injunction.  

Ex. 	, i "Z•14.1 ZA ill I'N.271 Iiidi 	4? If it be so, let it be so, what is that 
to me ? 

6th. 	In a dependent clause it is used to simply reiterate the 
meaning of the former clause, as is expressed by "is." 

Ex. 	6 stilt ZA"ili htti Zt.'27i a 	qti Tviii -c't tit 4 ZA What is black, 
is black, and what is white, is white. 

.7th. 	In an interrogative sentence, it frequently expresses in-
cumbency, as expressed in English by should. 

Ex. 	litekt oily, •v%At 04 kit;  iII-i ZIG't ? My father may be a fool, but 
why should I be ? 	 . 

The second present contingent differs from the first in the fact 
that it expresses not hypothetical but circumstantial contingency. 
In a hypothetical clause it is rendered by "be," in the dependent 
clause by " May be," " can be," as also in an independent sentence.. 

Ex. 	1. 	6;"( C't dig Lt 	"tit 'clot ctt IN cife ZiX If he be there, his wife 
may be there also. 	2. -ti lildt 	Mt 	M It; &c. She may be my mother, 
but &c. 

It is also used in the same way as Zrzi, in a reiterative sense, 
which see in 6th rule above. 
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The aorist according to its power (see Verb) is .used to ex- 

press : 	• 
1st. 	Mere hypothetiCal contingency, as by " were." 
Ex. 	kts4 gc1401 Zgc-i If the king were just. 

2nd. LogiCal or circumstantial inference, as expressed by would, 
should, (in a dependent clause). 	, . 

Ex. 	'' 	.0-(1 kRovl •Valt.ict MS . subjects' would be happy. 	This is a cir- 
cumstancial inference, not a declaration of what would ensue, to express which 
wt would be employed.. 

3rd. 	What is compatible with the nature of things as expressed 
by 4,  weld" (in any kind of sentence). 
-- gx. 	'a hk &wit e(it Iiin-t (ti4i I'M VI ? He was here yesterday, how 

then could he have. been thereP •  

4th. ' Logical allowance, &c. as. is. expressed by "might." 
Ex. 	"Ct liRi Zici C-1 '')Ilkl (.1-4 gt. He might be, or might have been ill, 

but Szc..  
Observe, that the contingent tenses of this verb preclude in- 

tention of mind as expressed by .,, will'? and as common to other 
verbs. 	This can be expressed only by the verb eit beCome. 

Conjugation of the Auxiliary -Verb .".tZt Be, (pure existence), 
irregular atid defective. 

"6 Boor or THE VERB. 

Imperative. Mood. 

PRESENT 1TENSE.  

Singular. Plural. 
Z.1 be thou. I 	Ztl-Rt be ye. 

• 
* For the power of the tenses respectirely study the preceding Remarks. 
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rUTURE. 

..I.I 	be thou. 	I 	ZA be ye. 

Infinitive and Gerund. 

Zti be, being. * 
Part. Noun. 	Za?IR be. er. 

PARTICIPLES. 
m. 	 f. 	n. 	 m. 	 f. 	n. 

Sing. 	ZICit 	cft 	 i being. 
Sing. 	gat .  c(1 	d being. 

Plur. 	itya 	cfl ' cti 
Indeci. 

Plur. 	kacu 	dl 	cti 
tacit being. 

Indicative. 

1ST 	PRESENT. 

M. 	 f. 	n. 
Singular. 

i tart I am. 
d ilt thou art. 

Plural. 
tagv- 	we are. 

ct 	Iss.A you are. 
-a ix he is. -ai5111'.9, they are. 

2ND PRESENT. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
-is igt t.sqt I am. 

a; Zi'a-7a thou art. 

	

6 	Z 01 'D- 	.6, OA we are. 

	

- <1 	ZA-4-Tit i'sq you are. 	• 
..ci 111111i'x he ins. -.Z.p.T-u Z1.35-1-  0. they are. 

* Let the gerund be declined as any other verb. 	Also let the infinitive be 
declined for gender. 	It is of seldom use. 
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• LY1PERFECT. 
Singular. 	 Plural 

m. 	f. 	n. 	 m. 	f. 	n. 
i 6.4t 	di 	d 	I was. licit 	dl 	qi 	we were. 
i 6't 	dl 	i 	thou avast. q% 6qt 	dl 	ct 	you were. 
"a fat 	dl 	i 	he was..  .C.05.It 6qt 	dl 	cii 	they were. 

, 	FUTURE. 

Will and Shall; 

m. f 	n. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

i Zakt 1 will be. 6% Zttrt, 4 we will be. 
d Zt% thou wilt be. ct% -i4Zt you will be. 
l Z111 he will be. Z-At ZtZ they will be. 

Contingent Mood. 

• 1ST PRESENT. 

m. 	 f. 	n. 

Singular. ,  
i ZOT I may be, &c. 

 Plural. 
6% Zttriii we may, &c. be. 

d Z r LI thou mayst be, &c. ct t Z12741 you may, &c. be. 
Da Ott 	he ma, be, &c. 'ciiii t Ziall they may, &c. be. 

2ND PRESENT. 

M. f. 	W. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i ZgAl 1 may be. 	I 	6% Zati we may be, (same 

future). 
as 
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A ORIST. 

m. f. 	n. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

i Zvi I were, &c. 6 i  Ztrt we were, 8th. 
i Zict .thoti wert, &c. (-1 1 .4.1ct you were, &c. 

..'t ..tct he were, &c. 	' -CAI iwt they were,&c. 

Negative forms of Tenses. 

1st. 	Present 	i ,1?-(1 	 I am not. 
2nd. PreSent 	i Z(Cti-cft-j ,IP-fi 	- 	I am not. 

- 	Imperf. 	'ti•t"Ca-dl-g 	I was not. 
Imperil 	a .rtzti.,it-cil-i 	be thou not. 

• . 
REMARKS ON MOODS AND TENSES OF THE, REGULAR VERB, 

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Imperative. 

Present. 	CIPIA 2nd. person, write thou—is the root of the verb 
to which every suffix is made. 

Future. 	c•rui,,- 	2nd person, write thou—. is especially used af- 
ter the compound participle. 

Ex. 	lig Aqn crrui64)  Lit. Having gone there, write. 	. 	. e 
This mood is used in the precatory sense, for curse or blessing. 
Ex. 	cpiRt vi3,,IR,11 tilat wirRti atAi May your child live long. 

.. 	Infinitive, 4-e. 

Present. 	e,..0,-ti to write, writing—is both infinitive and ge- 
rund. 	This is formed by adding i to the root. 	As an infinitive 
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it is susceptible of gender. 	As a gerund signifying the verbal ac-
tion, it is placed in the neuter. 

The following Examples ;illustrate both. ' 

Ex. 1. 	co-iCk 241z.(1 tact g-C“1 	(infinitive) You should speak the truth. 
Ex. 2. 	clz0 IZA zip k41"4  04131i el Efi 	(gerund) Your saying does not 

please me. 
The infinitive is used 1. as the English infinitive, when not ex- 

pressing finality. 	2. With the auxiliary in the third person, to 
express action that either is to take place or is desired to take 
place. 	 • 

Ex. 1. 	litek (lig sVi 73, I have to go there. 
Ex. 2. 	ctl.A .46-,t ;lcfl (1-li.2ll wii;Icfa ? Do you wish to study Gujarati? 
3. To express obligation, duty, &c. in a sense equivalent to 

must, should, ought. 
Ex. 	,R.R.q Illuil`icil 	lAlwiitt kruicfl All should, 4.c. obey their parents. 

See also the first example given under this mood. 
This power is possessed also when the infinitive is used with an 

auxiliary. 
Ex. 	'Zi 	11.1 cp-A 	6 You ought to have done that work. 
4. As an imperative, to express a command or. desire with-

out harshness. 
Ex. 	cll-A 'ail6l'k CLit -Micli Pray come to my house. 
As a gerund it expresses invariably the verbal action, and is 

used in every respect as a substantive, being - like it declinable 
with prepositions. 

Ex. 	41Qta oivitta tliat ?..4% t4p'1  13,, There is much good from study- 
ing science. 
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• The gerund in its genitive case, neuter gender, signifies • 
1. 	matter relating to 'verbal action. 
Ex. 	lipA (-0.1""g- ctieri a I have somewhat to say to you. 

2- 	Incumbency, &c. especially in a negative sentence. 
Ex. 1. 	ii ot 7i-ht.lictii ;7-ttc.Zti He said what ought not to be said.  
Ex. 40. 	wit 	keitai 	et Retti hili 1.3i, 	Is this 	a work that should, or 

should not be done ? 

S. 	It is used to qualify a substantive, where we should in En- 
glish use an adjective, or exiiless quality by " such as will." 

Ex. 	wit 1{1 	0-(10114civa 	tukcii i5 	This is a tale that would corrupt the 

mind (of corrupting). 	 . 

4 	It is used to express the several relations of the genitive 
case, which belongs to the substantive (see Genitive). 

Ex. I. 	cki 6-vcat  I-IAA A road,,of going there (the road to that place). 

Ex. 2. 	cflatR hetto-ci cowl A word of considering (a word worthy of consi- 

deration), &c. 

The gerund in the dative expresses 	1. verbal action final.. 	It 
then becomes a supine. 	It has a curtailed form which is of e- 
qual signification with the full one. 

Ex. 	4;:y‘irtt t  or :t .jrietcti aviGT t 	I am going to see. 

1. 	When followed by a substantive it expresseS the verbal ac- 
tion as subserVing a purpose, where in English we use "for" and 
frequently a compound substantive. 

Ex. 1. 	cfu-Lcii".i -,ISI 	A writing desk. 

2. - ,-(Icti;1 ktR(1 	Water for drinking. 	• 	 . 

Aorist Gerund. 	ciii written—is formed by adding i to the 
root. 	This is undoubtedly a gerund though generally conceiv- 
ed of as a participle. 	it 4 an element unknoivn to the English, 
and frequently demands a periphrastic rendering. 	It is capable 
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• of being the nominative of the verb, and is, declinable with pre-* 
positions: 

Ex. 1. litC4 w•,=t. 	e4tg 16.1 What I said (my said) did not affect him. 
2. 	1-mikt Ittfl B 111 kt.11 	How can he understand from your said? 

(what you said). 

It remains .for the reader to decide whether from the following • 
example which exactly corresponds to the infinitive, this gerund 
be not likewise a past infinitive. 	- 
• Ex. 	(11-10,..a hlote4 WII d'af 't You ought to have written that letter. 

Literally, By you that letter written ought. 

Part. 	1st. Present. 	w-Lt.rit—is formed by suffixing 'tit: 	It is 
declinable for gender and number. 	It is used occasionally in an 
adjectival sense, as Glheti gRft boiling waler; 	It is used to ex- 
press action taking place in present time, -i. _e. time present rela-
tively.to the verb with which it is conjoined. 

Ex. 	'II i'l .11.3".cit (;"4)filt 	I saw him running. 

When repeated, it expresses reiterated action. 	This is the 
participial element of the compound tenses. 	Its signification is 
involved in the present tense, and hence of it there is no com- 
pound. 	This participle is used with a negative particle in the 

, 
sense of the imp6rative, also with the particle crtzfi as a present 
tense negative, (see Conjugation). 	The plural neuter of this 
tense must not be confounded with 	• 

Part. 	2nd. Present. 	cl•ut-ti—writing (in). 	This is formed 
by adding (-Li to the root. 	It expresses action in its process, and 
may be rendered by in, during, on. 	It is equivalent to a ge- 
rund with the preposition lit.  

Ex. 1. . 'al -ii. 	efuicii 	t•tit I saw him writing, i, e. in the process. 
Ex. 2. 	lileki 4lioicitli -ciii hi He said% my hearing. 
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It is used in the same way as a Genitive absolute ; as, 'act - wit-
q<11 si cti6i 6-At 47--tt As he was coming here, I was going there. 
When it has the participle ni suffixed, it expresses the exact point 
of time, as is expressed by "on." 

Ex. 	71.1 kiloicActidy 	ocaTit On my hearing  him I went. 
When repeated, the process of action is represented as length-

ened. 
• Ex. 	6-iotdlit kkrti e,cli 	tttli Ali/ LtNi 	 Travelling about the 
world, I have obtained much knowledge. 	. 

This participle has frequently the force of a mere gerund, when 
signifying action considered as an art or science. 

Ex, 	..46-vicil ;Itervti crz-i 	wilci-1 i.9, Do ygn know how to talk Gujarati ? 
This last signification issues probably from the fact that the ac- _ 

tion which represents an art, does in its nature denote a process. 
Part. 	Past. 	efzitlat written—is declinable. 	It is formed by 

suffixing ii.fat to the root. 	Probably this was Pict   which is a suf- 
fix of the language. 	It signifies finished 	action in remote past 
time. 	This is an element of the compound tenses. 	This parti- 
ciple subserves in neuter verbs the use of the passives, but is not 
to be confounded with it. 	It also is used in active verbs %here 
we should use the passive, but in such cases the medial agent in 
the ablative case is understood. 

Ex. 	Zei txtiTtli a  The horse was tied up. 	That is, Some one (under- . 
• stood) had tied up the horse. 

It is often used as an adjective like the English participle. 
Ex. 	oiiil"Fit.ik.4,1 	A learned man, 
Compound Past. 	04,-a or GeR having written—is formed by 

suffixing g‘ or the-more perfect form ttt to the root, The former 
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is used is the compounding of verbs. 	This participle signifies 
1. POssession of finished action by some agent. 	ft is used 

with -another verb where we use two verbs in English connected. 
by a conjunction. 

	

Ex. 	Lnik "at. Pi limpii <rtit Break off a leaf, and *throw it into the 

	

water. 	. 	 . 
2. Action intimately connected with that of the verb which 

follows it, either as medial to its accomplishment or as the mode 
of its acornplishment. 

Ex. 	-cl 	-11611 .411-4 tit 	1. 	Nr(1.6, He deals deceitfully with me. 
3. When the action which it denotes, is not physical but re-

lates to exercises of mind, it expresses that action as contempora-
neous with or as prior to the .action of the conjoined verb, as 
may depend on the nature of the mental exercise. 

Ex. * g.taRat kifik% fit'" t' 	aitti I Walk fearing God. 
The imperfect form even when expressing physical action is 

chiefly limited in its power to that of medial or modal action. 
Ex. 	truv-(1 trvQ.Ati t...01 I make known by writing. 
This participle is, like the others, repeated to denote repeated 

action. 
Future Part. 	er -vicrit to, about to, going to, Write—is decli- 

nable. 	This is of the same form as the genitive of the gerund, 
' but is not to be confounded with it. 	It signifies action to take 

place in future time. 	Whenever used, the auxiliary is expressed 
or understood. 

Ex. 	hf "ac.tN qlf I am going to say something. 
This participle, although seeming to express intention of mind, 

&c. does not really do so; it merely expresses futurity. 
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Participial Noun. 	ce-tlik writer—is formed by adding diR to 
the root. 	It Is declinable. 	It denotes simply and solely a thing 
or person in whom the action of the verb resides. 	It is no tense, 
i. e. it expresses no manner of time, as is supposed by some. 	By 
expressing the action of the verb as inherent in an individual, it 
affords the strongest inference that such action will take place, 

- but it of itself does not express this. 	This is especially the' case 
in a negative proposition, where by denying the residence of the 
action, it is assumed that the action never will take place. 

-11 i 	hilt , hR.11R. 	ertgl 	I am not the doer of such a thing. 	(I will or 
would never do such a thins). 

This noun is therefore a perfect equivalent to the English par- 
. ticipial noun in er, or the Latin in or. 	It is often used, however, 

when the English uses the present to express general quality. 
Ex. 	q(4  lim '‘AitetiR..., The tiger eats flesh, (is all eater of flesh), 

Indicative Mood.  

Present. 	c4,4 taq I write, am writing—is formed by adding 
taqt I am, to the present of the Contingent. 	It comprehends the 
power of the English present and expresses 

1. Present progressing action. 
Ex. 	i k-ill ciii P.@1 I am reading a book. 

2. Action belonging to universal time ; it is therefore used in 
all general propositions. . 

3. In familiar conversation, action as about to take place im- 
mediately: 	- 

i cNt -I et 241R.. 	WVI t 	I am sending (going to send) a servant 
. 	. 

with you. 

10 	 . 
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4. 	Action originating in past time, and not yet completed, 
where the English uses the perfect of the auxiliary. 	.. 

Ex. 	(.1 	'wit ste,si ?.46,,Rtcrt (Kilt% now long have you- been studying 

Gujarati ? (do you study), 

5. It is used in narrative of past events, when writing seriatim. 
6. It expresses future action, which on account of its certain= 

ty, is viewed as present, by the speaker. 
Ex. 	wit qk.4 1 40-10,f sjf tor I go (shall go) this year to Bombay. 

Imperfect. 	i e=t'ut'at 6Ctt I was writing, wrote—consists of the 
present participle and cnt, was. 	Both elements are declinable. 
It signifies 

1. Past progressive action. 
Ex. 	i 1.110 tik oiMi iCit I was building my house. 
2. Habitual past action.  
Ex. 	*131t .4.kl/ti -4kcillilt 	Twit 641 The English formerly worship- 

ped idols. 	' 

This use is very frequent, and naturally issues from • the first, 
inasmuch as past progressive action indefinitely continued, is cus-
tomary past action. Here, the Present and Imperfect correspond 
in their respective powers, each expressing both action progress-
ing and action habitual. 

The auxiliary 	'tit is sometimes omitted, especially if the tense 
' be repeated twice or thrice, when it follows the last. 

Ex. 	il Wsiktctiii 	IRA 0:41 eat He was scolding and mocking. 

Aorist Trans. 	CCui I wrote, have written. 
Intransitive. 	i ZAte4t I said, have said—is forMed by suffix- 

ing q and a gendral suffix to the root. 	It is identical with the 
past Gerund in point of time, being entirely indefinite, signifying 
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no more than the. English participles said, gone, come, &c. 
Whether the time be remote or proximate, can be deaced only 
from the circumstance of use. 	It can be rendered definite only 
by the auxiliary. The English Aorist and Perfect are both need- 
ed to express its power. • It is used 	 . 

1. in all narrative, expressing sequence of action, as the En-
glish Aorist, save when customary action, or action taking place 
independently in a definite portion of time, is expressed. 

2. In conversation as the English perfect, to express action 
as having now taken place. . 	.  

Ex. 	.9,RA '2+i IL tp.t mtkitt 1 The Government has given an order, 

that &c. 

Perfect. Trans. 	% evii T.'", I ha've written. 

Intrans. . i tIlAt ts311 I have said. -This tense denotes 
finished action in past time, conceived of as coming down to the 
present moment. It is an exact equivalent to the English perfect. 

Ex. 	% nett arik klot% Wu-4-11 "is% I have written a letter to (on) him. 

Remote Perfect. Trans. 	% cAN 1.1 I have written. 
Intrans. 	i zggazit tsar I have said—expresses past remoteness. 
Ex. i 1:mt 1,161.st 41Q tit ciiT.it tot I have learned science for a long time. 

Pluperfect Trans. 	c-roi 6d I wrote, had written. 
Intrans. 	i tl'il All jtt I said, had said. This tense refers the fin- 

ished 
 

action of indefinite time of the aorist, to the remote past, 
i. e. to time recognized as past relatively to some other time, and 
this circumstance renders the time definite. 	Whereas the per- 
fect brings down the indefinite to a precise point in present time, 
this tense throws it back into a precise point in past time. When 
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expressing action in past time unconnected with other action, it 
is rendered by the English aorist. 

Ex. 1. 	kftiv, 61V2410.11ii v.410.41 6.at Alexander came into Hindlistan. 
2. 	ii cult 	fl 64itIt 7Qictt I never saw you. . 	• 

When expressing action past relatively to other action, it is 
rendered by. the English pluperfect. 

Ex. 	ct Itt4Ck 6141 witztt -cst cit 	i %lit is 	I had gone, when he came- 
to my house. 

Remote Pluperfect—differs-from the above only in the circum- 
stance of time. . 	. 

--̀t-t 	''‘C.i.crti Ex. 	tit.st. 	5-1 	 tote.-t 	ert-Z;:at 	jti 	I had written a letter before 

that day. 

First Future 	1 et4{l4 I wilj, or shall write, is formed by suf- 
fixing tski to the root. 	 . 

1. It comprehends the English future. 
2. It is used frequently where the English uses should, or 

would, expressing action viewed as further. 
Fx. 	i'V't i }1414 Cli 1.1 t tt46:4%1 	If I die, or should die, bury me. 

3. Where the English uses the present, especially when head- 
ed by ;?/.A. 	 . 

Ex. 	;1)).11"k litei oily micct &c. When my brother comes. 

4. It expresses .potential can, should. 	` 
Ex. 	*Z•1 lily}  41 get "uttij? How can, or how should he eat meat ? 

Observe. - This last use does not express abstract capacity but a- 
bility under supposed future circumstances. 	This tense is used 
as a strong imperative. 

Ex. 	ct 	cii6i wili IA Do not, i. e. you mist not, go there. 
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The above uses of the Future are purely philosophical, as they • 
all denote action viewed as future. 

1st. Future 2nd form. 	eVuiCil .Clt:r•Zi I shall be writing. 	See 
the power of ZuTh, and mode of distinguishing it from the contin-
gent. 

• Ex. 	Wilettfi htll tki <AM 	coxiat '6tf.ki I shall be writing at 10 o'clock 
to morrow. 	 - 

2nd. Future. 	g  eivittit qqt I am to, am going to, write. This 
tense expresses action to take place in the future, with express 
reference to the present whence that action is to issue. 
• Ex. 	1 crcuistt ktruittit t9gf I am going to learn to write. 
3rd. Future. a 44-01-41-0-11 i<it I was to, was going to, write. 	This 

tense denotes action to take place. in past time, i. e. action issu-
ing out of a past moment into future time. 

E. 	` .e,(Pqctit at ,{,.3, I was going to learn, but &e. 

Observe. Owing to the different idioms of the English and Gu-
jarati whereby narrative, speech, thought, &c. are represented 
in the one, under persons and tenses, which are not used in the 
other, the rendering oft enses will be often found to differ ; g. g. 
the present will be used for the imperfect, &c. (see Syntax). 

Observe. 	The future perfect is wanting. 	Its place is occupi- 
ed by the verb in a compound state with 'kZa to remain, which . 
signifies finished action. 	(See Compound Verbs). 

Contingent Mood. 

This Mood demands the special attention of the student. 	It 
expresses contingent action, i. e. action viewed as dependent for 
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its taking place on external circumstances, or 'on the intention 
Of the mini. 

It is in this Grammar called the Contingent Mood, inasmuch as 
it comprehends the contingent uses of the English Potential,* 
Conditional, and Subjunctivet Moods, which have no appropriate- 
form in Gujarati. 	The same form may, under different circum- 
stances of use and different relationships in a sentence, have res- 
pectively the signification of all the above moods. 	To present 
distinct moods would therefore mislead the student. 

The power of the. Subjunctive is possessed by the verb in this 
mood only when governed by an hypothetical conjunction. 	The 
power of the Potential, inclusive of the conditional, is possessed 
by the verb when it is contained either in an independent sen-
tence (interrogative or declarative), or in .a dependent clause of 
a hypothetical sentence. 	Such clause may either precede or suc- 
ceed the sentence on which it is dependent, or that sentence may 
be understood. • In either case, there is a dependence which is 
expressed by this mood as emphatically as though there, were an 
appropriate mood.  

The Optative sense is notinherent in this mood, but it may be. 
expressed by the Subjunctive with a dependent sentence express-
ing desire, hope, &c. 

0 
* From the potential are excluded the ideas of inherent capacity and obliga- 

tion. 	These ideas cannot be expressed by this mood but by other appropriate 

verbs. 	Ability is expressed by the passive verb (see Passive). 	' 

t By Subjunctive understand the Indicative made hypothetical (see Murray's 
Grammar). 
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Would that he were here, is rendered by , t.i'l kcitli .6ct "al 4tiii. 

May he perish, by .a dil.2.1 tiliAi -at .Rif 
God grant that his.son may live long, by Lik.keR, %'ki-fai X18 1 eq. 

As this mood expresses the same modification of time as the 
Indicative, (the tenses of the one corresponding _.,to those of the 
other,) and therefore differs from it only in the fact.of contingen- 
cy,

. 	. 
specific remarks as to time under each tense are unncessary. 

Illustrations serve every purpose. 
Contingent 1st Present. 1 t-,,il I may, &c. write. 	This tense 

in its multiplied powers comprehends all the other contingent 
tenses, save in the single circumstance of time ; so that , in reali-
ty, with this exception, no other is needed to express all the mo-
difications of contingency of the whole mood. 

This single tense may therefore be represented by every sym-
bol of the English Subjunctive, Potential, and Conditional moods, 
save in the circumstance of time. 	It expresses 

1. The mere Subjunctive differing only from the Indicative 
present in the fact of its not being declarative but hypothetical. 
This is a frequent use. 

Ex. 	6't a "i."3,iRt 	liCk *at 1-fa 'Vet 	If he beat the boy, tell me. 

2. This tense expresses the intention of mind, as is repre-
sented by the English ''~" will" and first person _!‘ shall." 

Ex. 	;"Y't clItli gtat .t.t.Li 'al i clAKI kIN k' 	If you like I will take ,as 

walk with you. 

3. This tense expresses the peculiar contingency involved in 
the nature 97 things—the character of agents,—the force of cir-
cumstance, and also logical and circumstantial inference—such 
as are represented in English by will or would, can or could,,  
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may or might, when used without reference to time or inherent 
capacity ;of the agent. 

Ex. 1. 	-,AW1 litQlki (t&, Q 4-1 its A Christian would or will never tell 
a lie. 

Ex. 2. 	yal mc(Psi Ili 1•A? How could an ant kill an elephant? 
Ex. 3. 	Yal 	icn lifk .(it cwt cit 	km 1-n54. If an ant can (or could) kill 

an elephant, it can or could or might also-kill a tiger. 
Ex. 4. vAtt 2.4N it wt.-1w tthlt %VI If rain comes, much grain will ripen. 
4. 	This tense is used to express a purpose or end, when it is 

governed by a conjugation, either preceding or succeeding ex- 
pressive of finality, as ""g that 'all  Iii 	therefore, in ' order to. 	In 
such a case it is rendered in English by may, might, should, or 
by the infinitive of the verb. 

Ex. 1. 	kil.t.A. 	"Cl 	44141.1Q; (14I I puniShed him in order that he 
might improve. 

Ex. 2. 	.i4 litelkM wisvciiq e4A, Iii2 at?, $iht4 	, The moon shines 
that men may have light at night.  

It sometimes happens that instead of using the conjunction ex- 
pressing finality, the sentence is placed in an independent form, 

• 
and made to appear as the subject of a proposition. 

Ex. 	ii'Zi 1.1a otilail• ii (110 4i41 ert1-316, ? Does it seem to you good that 
he should abuse me (or for him to abuse me) ? 

• 5. 	This tense is used, with the above English rendering in an 
independent sentence, to express a supposition, a something grant-
ed or allowed. 

Ex. 1. 	*---ith Vita "a lk h.k fit; He may (or might) make a mistake 
once, but 8cc. 	- 

Ex. 2. 	-a 414 otm kioft a.trq kt% He may (or might) walk twenty gfili, 
but &c. 
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6. 	This tense is used in interrogative sentences to express 
that slight incumbency to action, or opportuneness of acti.on, which 
is represented by the English should, shall,' must, or by the sub- 
stantive verb followed by the infinitive, as in the phrase, 	What 
am I now to to do ? 

Ex. 1. 	i lit6i't IR:1 twi .kit %tea t ylIar ? Why should I leave my 
ancient religion? 	• 

2. lil4l-t %Al 1.11 Awl 64 i 4 h( My child is dead, what shall I 
now do? (or can). 

3. 4 twit tali 4 	!.1.1.03 	w1 1  1 Must we die of hunger whilst there 

is grain ? 

7. 	This tense expresses habitual action, such as is rendered 
by the English " will." 

Ex. 	-el 	la•V ..l(r4e 6431(414' erol-2-1-1 a wili tigIl 	.1He will go daily in- 
to the jungle and will then weep all the day. 

When relating to past events, this of course must be rendered 
by " would."  

Ex. 	'a cficitcoir eat -CpiA "ii craci &nt 61Y*A 0. When he was in Eu-
rope, he would go about every day looking at the shops. 

8. 'When used in an interrogative sentence in the first person 
it is used to make a proposal, or ask permission, as is rendered in 
English by shall, may, 

Ex. 1. 	i TO(' May I go ? 	. . 
2. 	iii 	co.IN tpt A? Shall I give him your orders ? 	' 

2nd. Present. i <4'.i.iitiat I may, &c. be writing. For the pow-
er of this tense, see the power of the auxiliary Lt T page 62 which 
,is of course equivalent, and which is expressed by be, must, can, 

1I 
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could, may, let; and in a reiterative sentence, by the indicative. 
Let the following illustrations be studied. 

1. and 2. 	;Y'l ..a iditilii .. 4(il .4P-1i al -a",Iya qt liq 	kcil• ..P--ii 	If he 
be living in Bombay, (sub.) 2. His wife must also be living there. 

a 	'a .6.-iicti .p.i -974-c..1 	it ...c6v.:4 	He cannot be living in so wicked 
a city. 	. 

4. !C.1 (lig kicli 1-.P5:1 giel t  i hkett 4 He tiuty be living there, but 
why should I live there? 

5. ':v't • Pll ZlZA at 	t t.e5i- 	;Y'l trilil .4274 til trial 4.P51 i 	i.  ti 
'. !stik, aim If he be stopping let him stop, and if he be going let him go, I 

shall not say any thing. 

6. s'  c-Irikti .614 -a 111 4 .zi.25t- 	is‘''' aiSd •.,s.1.2:Li-  'a at.sd *4A' &c. 
What is descending is descending, and what is rising is rising &c. 

7. 1 "a7icti .1v,i Tat.0-it .. 	.AA.CICCOT ? Why should I be living amongst 

so foolish a people ? 

This species of sentence very commonly has the force of the 
third use given above. 

3rd. Present (dubitative). 1 er,i-cit Zulki I be, may be, writing. 
This differs from the second present, in the same way as 'ittl.zt dif- • 
fers from -.11r viz. the action of the former is purely hypothetical ; 
whereas that of the latter is viewed as contingent in circumstance. 

Ex. 1. and 2. 	6:4'1 ..a 	ilit 	hilt Zt l at ",:st ,itki Ilti 	k-at z.111 If he be 
working, he may be getting money. 

Aorist. 	wuirt I were to, should, would, write, have written. 
This is the conditional. 	Strictly speaking, this has no reference 
to time, save that it preCludes the idea of action having yet tak-
en place. See the power of ..ict page 64, which corresponds, safe 
in the circumstance of conditionality. 

Ex. 1. 	-6-?i witykii ?svrvt '4•Rct If our king were to die. 
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2. -al wit‘-teptR.1.441 31h a 4,sci Then, how much evil would ensue to us. 

3. (conditional). 	(t i-t 1-1,- 	41""icirl 'al 5  41 utd If he would teach me, 

I would learn. 

4. i 7:9A OA *girlie(' uiti-t. 	litRst ? at 1.1Ri What! could the child have 

killed his father ? 	He could not have killed. 

5. I'5tihr l "Ilell,rti .oill-t 	MP..Ct "v-t- 1 me; -4icttdil 	.ti* ..ci 	 It liRct ? 	The 
child might indeed have killed his father, but how could he have killed his mother? 

Observe. 6. 	This is likewise a pluperfect when it denotes ac- 
tion dependent on the will. 	As the proper pluperfect wul Ztrt 
precludes from the nature of the auxiliary which can only ex, 
press pure existenc, the idea of volition, desire, &c. this is used 
in its stead. 

Ex. 	reri '<HI 4191 lit34 6ct •?ti 7(icil-1 	vcti titql wil'Art If you had 
asked of him, he would have given you living water. 

In this example, as the speaker probably signified his own wil-
lingness to give, and not the simple fact that such would have 
been the case, this tense is required in the latter clause, but only 
on such conditionality. 

Aorist 2nd Form. 	wthtil Zict i were, would, should, could, 
might be, writing. 	See the power of Zvi page 64, which exactly 
corresponds. 

Ex. 1. 	, i ii cotel-atlici If he were studying. 

2. -al -a .4tali klli, hR,-al Zlcl Be would be doing himself good. 

3. ii trxiii . 'a .?.4  6->ticilii 111 	 Zt•-•c'ti Zvi 	How could he be living at that 

time in Gujarittde 	 , 
• 4. 	Ti ctiOft cat Zvi (it, &c. 	He might indeed be going, or have been 

going thence, but &c. 
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Perfect"Trans'. 	W ccui Ztv.521 I have, May, must, can, could 
have mitten.- 	Intrans. 	i Zzit '111 -6qt I have, may, &c. have said. 
See the power of it 

Ex. 1. 	;Y't C't rag' otit I -C.p..,:i If he have gone-there. 

2. lit .a.0.1.Zttctici cicil viii .41.-N Then he must have left his native place. 

3. -a; v-N 	l'I-1 hQ 0.  44.1-i-Ti• He can never have committed such an action. 

4. ..ciCi v•-q$ ct-uictIlhk "u-tt41 - t-iji ..ti c141-1thlt 'ti'74 lie may have  
stumbled once. (granted), but how can he stumble a second time t 

5. It is used in a reiterative sense, where the English uses the 
__present. See 6th use of A. 

Ex. 	'2.7a liq "6-27-4 ;II herd  zrzi  std  161  }lc- 	If he has obtained it, he 

has, but I have not.  

Perfect 2nd Form. (dubitative) 'Trans. 	t -ui' Ztil.1 I have, I 
may have, 'written. 	Intrans. i TiAt 6gki I have, may have, said. 
See wherein Zitll and ZA differ.  

Ex. 1. 	61Y) "A ii wai Al Zeirj If he have done an evil action. 
2. 	'al a ,74 6.4 (411741 ''CI1I He may have received punishment. 

Pluperfect Trans. 	crtvi Ztt.i I had, would, should, could, 
might have, written. 	Intrans. i .7,1t(-741 -klict I had, would, &c. have 
said. 	See the power of Zvi page 64.  

Ex. 1. 	<1 cik.2llt gill Zvi If rain had come. 

2. 	-at sit? wiettav 'Awl Zvi Much grain would have ripened. 

3 	3. 	-ifti v•71.(41 thli hAlt 1Zict lie could never have given such an order. 

4. 	.aZi g41 wthit witili Zvi %I% cimik Itettil 'tZtra He might indeed 
have given such a command, but you ought not to have obeyed. 

1st Future (present). 	i c.vviettt Zor I be, may; must, can, 
could, be about to write. 	See power of 3a1 page 62. 

Ex. 1. 	, l il 4taik 4.2icti t  Zp:ri If Ile be about to sit on the throne. 
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2. iit 	ca-mreilLft.'il t hciii Zs.p5:ts Then, who is . now seated, must be 
about to leave it. 	 . 

3. '24-ifqt .RAt at,th 	g.ti4K1 aith*I"si t ht0i Zlirt? How can so good a 
servant be about to leave my service? 

4. 'a lit6lk 41.  hketil Z.SP-71 `tAtt itt4 1-116Rtgt iii (ii Ili 	 kl-2-Ji' .He 
may indeed be about to do evil to me (granted), but how can I do him evil ? 

2nd Future (dubitative); 	i 41.vicOl 'Clg'41 I be, may be about 
to write. 	See the difference between ZiGt and Zit k. 

Ex. 1. 	ti II CTIScitt Zill If he be about to fight. 	. 
2. 	'al —itt 4lak 'IQ; ert.tctlt Zt% His enemy also may be about to fight. 

rd Future 	(past). 	i cAuttoi z1.14 I were, should; would, 
could, might be, have been, about to write: 

Ex. 1. 	.st 4 sYcOtt is If he were 'about to go. 	 . 

2. ?d•Z-1. 	°it-4 kilt wilcictlt l'ict Another would be .about to come in 
in his stead. 

3. t :63:ti ht.4 P.cill Ill ZIct How could he have been about to do such 
an action. 

4. t gttt witcicitt -41ct `U 	&c. He might indeed have been about to come, 
but &c. 	 - 

Add to the above compound tenses, 	Rem. Perfect c..t. "Qt 
iltaf, ttillt Zufki, and Rem. Pluerfect wz)--tRi Zvi. 	These need no 
illustrations, as they correspond to the Perfect tenses in every 
thing, save the circumstance of time. 	 0 
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A GRAMMAR OF THE 

CONJUGATION OF THE INTRANSITIVE 

Imperative 

41. 

Singular. 
EH be thou. 

et, 	or all 	be thou. 

Infinitive 

m. 

	

Sing. 	tilt 

	

Plur. 	Etta 

. Present Gerund. 
Nom. & Ac. Eli the being. 

m. 	 f. n. 
Gen. tictit 41 i of the being. 

.Dat. ticttA (supine) to be (final). 
(Declinable with other 

PRESENT. 

FUTURE. 

VERB 41 BE,* BECOME, &C. 

Mood. 

(Root). 

Plural.  
I 	tu Ott be ye. 

I 	Et;Y't or ill.TY't be ye. 

Mood. 

f. 	n. 
41 	i to be, &C.- 
cfl 	tits 

Past Gerund. 
Nom. 	4' 	Ac, ti 4 the having 

m 	f n 	been. 
Gen. etwAt eql 	i of the hav- 

ing been. 
Dat. Et qt 1 to the having been. 

Prepositions). 

' 

* The word "be" is any thing but a corresponding word, but it is employed 

as a facile rendering. 	Become and get are frequently used as /41. 
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Participles. 

.  1st. Present. 	 2nd. Present. ' 

ln. 	 f 	14! 	 (Indeclinable). 

Sing. 	e4".11 	41 	4 	being. 1 	Egli being. 
Plur: 	tit 	dl 	di) 

Past. 	 Comp. Past. 

Sind. 217" 4  been. 	f Pty' or eitPt Having been. 
Plur. 	21.4(41 	4 	(41  • 

• FUTURE. 

m. 	 f. 	n. 
Sing. 	lient 	cra 	i 	about to be, 
Plur. 	%kilt 	41 	At 

ORIGINAL PART. NOUN. 

Part. Noun. 	emtk be-er. 
GENDRAL FORMS DECLINABLE. 

* 
Singular. 	 Plural. 
m; 	 f. 	n• 	m. 	f. 	n. 

*taut 	Q 	k• 	i 	tiliktzit 	l 	ki. 
• . . 

Indicative Mood. 
PRESENT TENSE. 

Am being, ,5-e. 

m. 	 f 	-n. 
. ,Singular..  	 Plural. 

i 'WW1( 	I am being. 4 	eilltv-Tt-tattq we are being. 
j ett2Vx 	thou art being. eta tit 	tai 	you are being: 
a 2iiira 	he is being. • ?ti4t %IAA' they are being. 
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Imperfect. 

(DECLINABLE). 

Was being, 4.c. 

Singular. Plural. 
i tat oat 	I was being. et 24Cii 61t we were being. 
d ‘ tizi jit 	thou wart being. rte atm 6ca • you were being. 

CI EN 'eat 	he was being. ifaTit eictt drit they were being. 

AORIST. 

Was, have been. 
Singular. 

m. 	 f. 	n. 
Plural. 

m. 	f. 	n• 
i EiZit 	If 	4 I Was, &e.  6 	Eitit 	tf gi were, &c. 	. 
i 2(41 	g 	4 thou avast, &c. 	ct 	4qt 	g 

*Ct 11.41 	ti' 	4 he was, &c. 	.0-At tita 	g 
Ott 
tit 

you were, &c. 
they were, &c. 

PERFECT. 

• (Declinable). 

Have been. 
- Singular. Plural. 

i 4111 fat 	I have been. 2tqt 	tat 1 we have been. 
a ef4i 	•i\% 	thou hast been. rte 	Et Ott 	t1ti you have been. 
CI 4'41 I), 	he has been. -CP% it qt 	1.11 they have been. 

REMO= PERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

Have been. 
Singular. Plural. 

i et4AL 4114 I have been. i 	6 	244041 &OA we have been. 
Conjugated as the perfect. 
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PLUPERFECT. 

• (Declinable). 
. 	Was. 	Had been. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i tillt 6.4 	1 had been. 4% 	Et qt  4cu • we had been. . 
d 2414 ant 	thou hadst been. ct% 	Eigt 	 you had been. 

-a 4141 4.at 	he had been. 	_ ?Prxh etgt dc0 they had been. 
4 	. 

REM. 	PLUPERFECT. 	 • 
(Declinable). 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i tititit Oat 	I had been. 	l 	4% 4.4%1 octt 	we had'been. 

Conjugated as the.pluperfect. 

. 	 FUTURE. 

m. 	f. 	" n. 
Will, shall be. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i rakt 	1 will be. 	• 4% etg4 11 	we will be. 
d 	tal 	thou wilthe. 	. ct% 	Et%t 	you will bei 
Ci 	et% 	he will be.  ..avi eix 	they, will be. 

2r n. 	FORM. 

. 	 (Declinable). 

Will, shall be, being. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

i eau -014, 	I, will be,;  4 	gm .W4;  we will be) ,, • 
d ei'at•ztla, thou,wilt, be, , 	being,. ci% 401 Zt%t you will be, 	being, 

'CI trat Z§t 	. he.will be, 	• 	' "CAt et ctiV1 they willbe4 ,. 
12 

9 
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2ND. 	FUTURE (PRESENT)• 

(Declinable). 

Am about to be. 
Singular. Plural. 

i 	ttctit taar I am, &c. 	• 6' 4cult ts3071 we are, &c. 
2Ictit '"a thou art, &c. ct t 	tictvu 	13‘.1 you are, &c. 

CI ticAl is, he is, &c. chill eictIll I.31> they are, &c. 
3RD. 	FUTURE. 	(PAST). 

(Declinable). 

Was about to be. 
Singular. Plural. 

i eictat a I was, &c. 24c11011 	clt we were, &c. 
j eval 6-it thou wast, &c. c-I t 	EN...it 6cu you were, &c. 

C't 	ticitt at he was, &c. - t-2-7.1( 	ttcuett 6cu they were, &c.. 

Contingent Mood. 
- 	1ST. 	PRESENT TENSE. 

m. 	f 	n. 
Be, may and can be. 

Singular. Plural. 
au% I be, &c. 	 ' 01 ettO7iI we be. 

j etP7i thou be'est. A tiAl you be. 
-Ct Ett-a-71 he be.  .Z-P7U tit'i they be. 

2ND. 	PRESENT. 

(Declinable), 

Be, may be, 4.c. being. 
Singular. 	 - Plural. 

i eat Zt(if I be, being. 6 i 	%Ica -'01'274 we be, being. 
i 24111 *iti:il thbu be'est, being. A" atm Zizit you be, being. 

*a 21.ai ZPTI he be, being. Ci'27-qt Etcu i§1.5.4 they be, being. 
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3RD PRESENT. 	(DuniTATwE). 

(Declinable). 

Be, may be, being. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

1 trot Zak! 	I be, being. 	I 	6 	eicu "it141 	we_ be, being. 
Conjugated as the Future Indicative. 

AORIST. 

M. f. 	n. 
Were to be, would, tcc. be..  

Singular. 	 Plural. 
VI I would, &c. be.  4 t  zlict 	we would be. 

a tilct thou would'st be. 	. ct 	Elm 	you would be..  
"a tort he would be.. 'ci-a7tt tact they would be. 

2ND PORN. 

(Declinable). 

Were being, would; 4.o. be being. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i Qll Ltd I were being, &c. ticti Ztct  we were being, &c. 
j tt'at Ztct thou wort being, &c. ct 	atilt Ltd you were being, 

1 
&c. 

-ti 	tiat "tci he were being, &c.. nett ttcttZtict they were being, &c. 

PERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

Have been, may, 4c. have been. 

Singular. 	 Plural: 
i 	 i4t Ztqf 	I may, &c. 4, 	214t -6P--il 	we may, &c. 
d tizo zA thou may'st, &c. ct 	etta ZP7,1t 	you may, &c. 

...cl 	tetlt isi2-7i he may, &c. "qt 2041 iya7.1 	they may, &c. 
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2ND FDRM. 	(DuBiwortv), 

(Declinable), 

Have, ono have been. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

i 4.41 Zig'Ai 	I may, &c. titti zitriti-fd we may, &c. 
i 24111 It.111 	thou may'st, &c. 'ct t 	atqt 	 C.rtt't 	you may, &e. 
-4 it-41 Zt% 	he may, &c. , , cp-stt Etto "C.11l 	they may, &c. 

PLUPERFECT. 

(Declinable): 

Had been, would, 13.e. have been. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i tilli Ztct 	I would, &c. 4 t 	eittl-  l=td 	we would, &c. 
d tizit -.tct 	thOu would'st, &c, ct 	alto Ztct 	ye would, &c. 
1 et-41 Zvi '- he would, &c. a2-",it titit Ztct they would, &c. 

1ST FUTURE. ' (PRESENT). 

(Declinable). 

Be, .3.c. about to be. 
Singular. 	 Plural, 

i ttAli ZlGt 	I be, Ste. tiqt.ti ZuriA 	we be, &c. 
i licut Z111 	thou be'est, &c. -q t toult Zig( 	ye be, &c. 
; 'ttcut ZA 	he be, 'Sze: ?P-Ilt atcwitt Ztt 	they be, &c. 

2ND FUTURE. 	(DVEITATIVE). 

(Declinable). 

Be) may be, about to be. 
Singular 	 Plural. 

i tictit Zoblo I may be, &c. Ettult ZIti(4" we may be,. &c. 
i ticut Zal thou may'st be, Sze. ct t etetvit Z114 you maybe,&e. 
-4 attut ZtX 	he may be, &c. -rst6t1 ticticu 'it ,11 they maybe, &c. 
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3RD FUTURE. (PAST.) 

(Declinable). 
Were, would, .5-c. be, about to be. 

Singular. Plural. 
ticttt .4.tct 	I would be, &c. 	toill Zvi we would be, &c. 

j tell% Zict thou would's t be,&c. cif loin Ztct you would be, &c. 
.(1 itGttt l'tct he would be &c. 	I.CAL %Milt Zict they would be, &c. 

NEGATIVE FORMS OF TENSES. 

(Declinable). 
. 	• 	-- a 	4 	eictt ,,Imperative. 

q 	tictt 	t 
Be thou not. 

Present. i Qatt 141 I am not being. 
Imp. i teat Wit I was not being. 
Perfect. i 2eilt 	.14l I have not been. 
Remote Perf.- i 20:4Iit 12(1 I have not been. 
Pluperfect. 4 2t1Il 	 I.C§I.Cit I had not been. 
Rem. Pluperf. i 41)=Iiit . 1.6?u I had not been. 

The auxiliary forms may be plaCed before the verb, as i Vikicit 
4'41. 

CONJUGATION OF THE TRANSITIVE VERB * CCui. WRITE. 

Imperative Mood. 
:(4,4 ( Root of the verb). 

PRESENT. 
Singular. Plural. 

2nd. P. Clrui write thou. 	wt write ye. 

* For the exact rendering of each tense See Remarks. 
---- — 

* 	.\ 

r: -1..1'7N  

7 	 , 

'1'3/4  -r 1 e::72;-1 
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FUTURE. 

2nd. P. dot, write thou. 	I 	crt ,,i,i write ye: 

Infinitive Mood.  and Gerunds.. 

. 	Wt. 	j: 	A. 
Sing. 	wi.t-qt 	41 	i to write. 
Plur. 	ei'vicil 	- (.0 	cti 

Present Gerund. 	 Past Gerund: 
Nom. 4. Ac. 	wu-ii the writ- 

ing. 
Nom 4^ Ac. wi the having 

written. 
Gen. efutc.At' ci) i of the writ- Gen. c,t ,xitt at al 	of the hav- 

ing. • ing written. 
Dat. (4'‘,.t.tt- 	to the writing or 

(supine) to write (final). 
Dat. wtx.tt 	to the haying writ- 

ten. 
Declinable with other prepositions. 

FARTICIPEEE. 

1st. Present. 	end. Present. 	Past. 
m. f. n. 	 m. f. n. 

Sing. G.v.i..at cft 	 d' 
writing evuictt• 

Sin.
. 

% cd-t-t-lit t414 
written. 

Plur. ecvicu cft It Plur. c:te-it 41 c:ti 
Compound Past. 	ei'ull or 41-.R having written. 

FUTURE. 

m. 	f. 	n. 
Sing. 	c:extqtt 	wa 	d 	about to write. 
Plur. 	Wiicitelt 	cra 	oli 

Partl. Noun. 	c:t '..t.uk writer, 
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4G1ENDRAL FORMS. 

;(Declinable). 

In. 	 f 	n. 
Sing. 	tiviettkt 	l 	4 
Plur. 	Q vi,iikl'ql 

Indicative Mood. 

PRESENT TENSE. 

tn. 	f. 	n. 
Write, am writing, 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
I 4,4 tVit  I write, &e. 6 	WV-4 ►atI'i we write, &e. 
i ti 	.i'% 	thou writeSt. . cif Wt'at you write. 
-ci Qr*A 	he writes. 	. 7c12het 	they write. 

IMPERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

Was writing, did write. 
Singular. 	 • Plural. 

! 	 t'vt.'cit 	-*Ct•t I was writing.. (-0,irit 4ftt 'we were_writing. 
i cic,i'at 4.11  thouWait writing cA 't-t"xlvit 6cti you were writing. 
.(i ci"oi.(it iat he was Writing. nett 4-uicti 01 they were writing. 

AORIST. 

(Declinable). 

Wrote, have written: 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

tivi 	I wrote.  4% 401 . we wrote. 
1 	ecui 	thou wroteit.  CI% toxi you wrote. 
Wel evul 	he wrote, 	. Z-t25114c4,4 they wrote. 
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PERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

Have written. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

;1 	ocul't 	I have written. 4% 	4t Afa ; we have written. 
71 	w14, 	thou hast written: ct 	t.tift), 	you have written. 
734 ccuils.st 	he has written. li,'"al7q- clivilk they have written. 

REMOTE PERFECT. 

(Declinable). 
Singular, 	 Plural. 

% cAN 	I; have written, 	,j, 	61c,t4 	we have written, 
Conjugated as perfect: 

PLUPERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

• Wrote -had written. 
Singular. 	 Plural. 

. ccui 4i. 	I had written:, . 0 w4 ti we had written. 
Z*1 	civil. 4i- 	thou-,hadet written. ct%, 	tits ol 64 you had,written. 
.cri ccui 6i 	he had written. CstistriA 60,4 4i they had written. 

REMOTE PLUPERFECT. 

(Declinable). 
Singular. 	 Plural, 

It ei% di I, hactwritten. 	1 6% %% ei we:hacl written. 
Cokugatcdkut,the pluperfect. 
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In Firrunz. 

',n. 	j: 	n. 
Will, shall, write. 

iS'ingular. 	, . 	Plural. 
ert`1111 	I will write. .654%,414-Z 	we will write; 

i cii,A 	thou wilt write. A At"`At 	you will write. 
'CI 	.twit - 	he will write. c't'i.,̀-tt G,t -uvii 	they 'will write. 

'Z.ID FORM. 

(Declinable). 

i ecoiiit .411141 I shall be 1 45:4 4,o,trit'4ttfd we shall be writing; con= 
writing. 	' jugated as the present contingent. 

2ND FUTURE 	,(PRESRNT). 

(Declinable). 

About to write. 
Singular. Plural. 

wuictit kOf I am, &c. .-t'N,iqtcrtit40;1 	we are, &e. 
i (4,..tcu)1 l'x thou art, &c. tt3t cANItqt<rtt.i.m 	you are, &c. 

7ii 	4,r,-1,4Cht 	 ,-.:$\ he is, &c. .4:itst wuicticu 6: 	they are, &c. 

3RD FUTURE (PAST). 

(Declinable). 

About to' write. 
Singular. Plural 

i c,i -uicit% int er.  I was, Sz:P! ovvicult *ctt 	-we were, &c. 
i cr,ruictit t.C.it thou wast, &c. 	cM w.-ictt,rti Or  you were, &c. 

.-ci 	et uicti. t it'll he was, &c. 	.1C1'6•At tvvictiftt idi they were, &e. 
IS 
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Contingent Mood. 

1ST PRESNT. 

m. 	f. 	n. 
I write, may, can, 8fc. write. 

Singular. Plural. 
i ecul 	I may write. 6 	ce41-$51 we may write. 
i (4;-'1' 	thou may'st write.- ctil 	c,,tt you may write. 
'ZI c.-C-A 	he may write. *Cii,it trt they may write. 

2ND PRESENT. - 

(Declinable). 

Be, may, can, 8 fc. be writing. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 

4 	.t -,3;a1 	 tat 	1 be writing. 6 	c4"Atcu ZIP-7i we be writing. 
d civi-(ii zi-sA 	thou be'est writing ct 	t*,,tcu ZI-611 	you be writing. 
'a e,ruat "tiv--xl he be writing. .ci"ijit t-riirn Z11)1 they be writing. 

3RD. PRESENT. 

(Declinable). 

Be, may be, writing: 

Singular. Plural. 
4 ei'xiiat Zak! 	I. may be writ- 

ing. 
6 	wvicit itisIX-4 We may be 

 writing. 
d 	.-1--t-cti z.01-1 	thou may'st be 

writing. 
c-t 	Gyuicu itIIIL 	you may be 

writing. 
•Ct wv-Cat 	't91 he may be writ- 

ing. 
'CP-At <Trim Ztll 	they may be 

writing. 
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AORIST. 

n• 
Were to, would, 80. write. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
croict 	I, would write. 	. 	• 	 tit 	we would write: 

i w.,ict 	thou would'st write. 	t-t 	cruirt 	you would write. 
-i ef,sict 	he would write. 	7-At et ',Jig 	they would write. 

2ND. FORM. 	- 

(Declinable). 

Were, would, 4c. be  writing. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
i .•t*.;(it *4.trt 	I were writing. 	6 	c,t'-'ictt iwt we were writing. 
i wo-iat ZSict 	thou wert writing. 	(1 	ecuidt tNcl you were writing. 
-Ct 04 ,,;(it 4,irt 	he were writing. 	.A...a-iii 	'‘xicti Zvi they were writing. 

PERPECT. 

(Declinable). 

Have, may, 4.e. have written. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
-ti etvi 4D-7.1 .  I may have writ- 

ten. 
6 	eivi Ott 	we may have 

, 

written. 
71P  wui -itv--51 	thou may'st have tfii 	civil Ott 	you may haVe 

written. written. 
71; (-Pi Zi .v..71 he may have writ- .?P-7tra.. c:c.i. -4. A they may have 

ten. written. 
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2ND. FORM. 

(Declinable). 

Have, may have, written: 
Singular: 	 Plural. 

4 	4.-01 '' t.9.-i 	I may have writ- 6‘21- 	(.:1 -.1 	3i91 	we 	may have 
ten. written. 

7-1' 	c'lu'b Z..,;(91 	thou may'st have ct;'-t 	ccoi 	..ITC51 	you 	may 	have 
written.. written. 

WIk.1 fd -ui 	1irt.t 	he 	may 	have ;=p:ilt,74 et -, 	Zi% 	they may have 
written. 	,, written. 

PLUPERFECT. 

(Declinable). 

Had, would, 13.c. have written. 
Singular. 	 Plural: 

ri 	croi 4.tri 1 would have writ- .-1=1 	c:0 	Z!..:tct 	_we would have 
ten, &c. 	' written, &c. 

Cet - ertvi ilyt thou would'st have c-t 	et,-.1 Zig 	you would have 
written, &c. written, &c. 

-elk c'lu'b  Z.ttct he would have writ- "CP—iit 	ei '0,1 stet they would have 
ten, &c. written. 

1ST. FUTURE. PRESENT. 

(Declinable). 
Be, may, 4cc. be about to write. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
•t'u-tcOt .-6(it 	I may be about 't wv.t,Aytt is.t07t we may be 

. to write. about to write. 

d % -uictll .4la-i'i 	thou may'st be ct 	c.cuictilt '. ii-41• you 	May be 
• about to write. about tO write. 

't (4‘,1.01 Zia-it he may be about -CP7lit Wutcudtt We'll 	they may be 
to write. about to write. 
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2ND. FUTURE (DUDITATIVE). 

Be, may be, about to write. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
;'i wvictit 4tisps I may be about 6=--t cinAtqleu 4ni-4 	we 	may be 

to write. about to write. 
i c,i‘, 4It igr.1 thou 	may'st 	be ct t wuvivu T.12t1 	you 	may 	be 

about to write. about to write. 
7i % -‘'icit.'il PI 	he 	may be a- iii,II wmcivu igt 	they may be 

bout to write. about to write. 

3RD. FUTURE (PAST). 

Were, would, 4.c. be about to write. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
L c,ivictit 4ict 	I were about to %-vicilett 41ct 	we 	were 	a- 

write: bout to write. 
d Gcuicti-A,t .4v-I 	thou wert about ct 	(Trutcult i'tct 	you 	were 	a- 

to write. bout to write. 
-t--1 w‘Atctit 41ct 	he were about ton2TAlt wAtctiwu .4tcl 	they were a- 

write, bout to write. 

Add to the above the two Remote Perfects and Pluperfects, 
corresponding to the Indicative. 

Negative forms of Tenses. 
Present. 	i eiN4?tt <441 	I do not write:  
Imperfect. 	' evui(it ai'li(11 	I did not write, was not writing. 

V 
 

Perfect. 	, 	1;1 w 	etzfl 	I have not written. 
Rem. Perfect. 	t (AN .12a 	I have not written. 
Pluperfect. 	wui 	ti‘ti 	I had not written. 
Rem. Pluperf. 	0.1.4 al-m., 	I bad not written.. 

5 4 3 5 0 
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A GRAMMAR,  OF THE 

It has been seen that Intransitive and Transitive Verbs differ 
in the fadt of the former having a real nominative case in all 
its aorist tenses, and of the latter having a virtual nominative in 
the ablative case. 	the intransitive verb P-ti has been already 
conjugated. 	The student may at once see from the following 
paradigm the circumstances of difference. 	La it be remem- 
bered that the tenses having a nominative, are susceptible of 
change for gender and number as an adjective, e. g. ;71Aiiii. 
"u'it(41,f ,7iie4n. 

Aorist. 	4 tit 	I spoke. 
Perfect. 	4 ritc:0-11 qaf 	I have spoken. 
Rem. Perfect. 	4 =7tRilit ti311' 	I have spoken. 
Pluperfect. 	4 ;Ai 6.(4ei 	I had spoken. 
Rem. Pluperf. 	4 ;1W:it iiii 	I had spoken. 
Con. 1. Present. 	4 .01teZit iit@T 	I may, &c. have spoken. 

„ 2. Present. 	4 WK .-tit Zglu I may have spoken. 
Pluperfect. 	4 7)lic-Iii Zici 	I would, &c. have spoken. 

Add the Remote Perfects and the Remote Pluperfects 4 ;Alit 
.tqf. 	i Wt % Zii;I•14. 	i ;Intl Lm. 

The following paradigm contains several useful Intransitives. 
avlii and mioti are also Transitives. 

§I 	sleep. vcti 	live. 
klii 	play. IRI 	die. 
6ymi 	eat. 6kli 	laugh.' 
444 	sit. , 	6-,ti 	go. 
atie:i4 	walk. 'k'N' 	remain. 
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'cl,i'l 	run. 4 	-mistake. 
6.43ti 	awake. Glsi 	arise. 	' 
owli 	study. Glob 	grow. 
:,Il -,,-ti 	learn. tulii 	receive. 
t7,11e.ti 	speak. - 	be able. 
*ticti 	bring. %ell 	forget. 
Qtt)ii 	break. cfi.kiki 	forget. 	' 

licti 	visit. 

The following verbs are Irregular in the formation of the Aorist. 

From which are formed the Past 
Participle, e. g. 31;05:016 Aq. 

,s-vi 	go. 	 3C41. 

7.:13 	take. 	 t-fli. 
Ivii 	see. 	 Q. 

.4 	.. 
• hi' 	do. 	 o 	 yli 	also 	ki'. .4 

...v. liki 	die. 	 °) - 	1AI 	,, 	1-1 	1t• 
',;14i 	sit. 	 0 	 411. 
IA . 	sleep. 	4 	iiit 
li 	give. 	 Q. 
...tioni escape. 	 ..ttdilt, 

I. Verbs whose final letter of a monosyllabic root is --Alt, change 
the Ott into GI in the formation of the second person plural of the' 
Imperative; e. g. .7;)1 see, qt wash, make crg'zit and 	.."2.511;lt"Cy milk, 
also frequently makes its second person 0.t• 	i3 remain, forms its 
second person 	.tZt. 	' 

NOTE. The verbs placed in the neuter gender, are Transitive, and those plac-
ed in the masculine are Intransitive. 
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2. 	Monosyllabic roots, having a final wit, drop it in the for- 
mation orsome few tenses; e. g. GA takes the infinitive form Gyi, 

qt, tii, &Le- 

Impersonal Defective Verb conjugated with the pronoun in the dative 
or ablative case, and declined to agree in gender or number with 
the object. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
l't 	or lil6l, 	ji'ltititi 

or 

(It is needed by me, 

us, & c,1 
ei. 	or ell, :?ltritIZ.• 

or 

cif or cll4P. 	';''AP-1 It is incumbent on ' cili 	or cllil 6;-11174,4. 
or me, us, & c, 	- or 

-.'ci 	or 	...1.,(i ;b)itili 

• 

It 	is 	necessary 	to '-Z-1-/-(--1.  
a 

me, us, & c, 

1-l. 	or lilekt 4c. 

or 'et- 

 v7071, 
ill 4. 

Indic. 	Imperf. 	 14d 6i. 
Future. 	6:Y'lgla. 

Contin. Present. 	.6. 04"Zt• 
„ 	2nd. Present. 	;Y'ttli it t• 
„ 	3rd. Present. 	‘6- ttrd LA. 
, , 	Aorist. 	-.3`,11Acte. 
„ 	2nd. Form. 	6;)tri Zia. 

See the Remarks on the pronouns ; it will thence be observed 
that , t1114 when signifying ought, must take the ablative, and 
when signifying need, must take the dative. 

Ex.- Dal. 	1.1 	`tint  k..ftwit .6i)ofil 	.I want five rupees, (are wanting to me). 

2. 	Ill6l 	.R.10'11%i 6;-'1C4 	I must, or ought to, take care, (by me it is need- 
ful, or on me incumbent. 
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Passive Verbs. 

The mode of forming the Passive Verb is explained in the 
second part of Etymology. 

The conjugation, is the same as that of the active verb. 
Imperf. Present. 	G..ruit 	be thou written. 

.,1 	Future. 	. t.-tutt6>) 	be thou written. 
Infinit. & Gerund. 	crulti 	to be written, the being written. 
Past 	Gerund 	erKni 	the having been written. 
Present Participle. 	tut 	written. 

• Past 	Participle. 	GA -,,i(?'.11 	written. 
Comp. Part. 	c.-0.mn 	having been written. 
Indic-. Present. 	4 c-rxtiqf tf 	I am written. 

Imperf. 	is *A .witi at 	I was bein g written. 
g._ 

Aorist. 	`.. (4 -.6-tt 	- I was, have been, written. 
Perfect. 	:4 coliZt(taC3t 	I have been written. 

Rem. Perfect._ 	i cd'Atittlat kor 	. I have been written. 
Phiperf. 	a Wu-Lt-41 at 	I was, had been, written. 

Rem. Pluperf. 	crivit.43it al 	I had been written. 
1. Future. 	a Wutt-Ikl 	I shall be written. 
2. Future. 	t°  c,t'uitti ZIP.1 	I shall be being written. 

Contin. 1. Present. i wiltat 	I be,-may, &c. be written. 
2. Prest. 	1 et'ult-7-tt .6Gi 	I 	&c. be being written. 

. .3. Prest. 	a c•PAtiZ-ItZigl 	I may be being'written. 
Aorid. 	a 0.1,',iici 	• 	 I. would, &c. be written. 

2. Form. 	I wi-i.iilt Ztct 	1 would be being written. 
Perfect:- 	i 4'qt-tit 65f 	I may have been • written.. 

14 
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2. Perfect. 	i coxu.4t Zig.rtt 	1 may have been written. 
3. -Perfect. 	1 c.i -u-t(41 -6ct 	I would have been written. 

The futures, second and third if required, would be compound-
ed of 64 to go; e. g. wituf 6-vcut about to be written. 

A few observations on the use of the Passive are here requir- 
ed. 	The genius of this language is not favourable to its frequent 
use. 	Custom has rendered familiar a few verbs in the Passive 
form in a few tenses. , Such verbs are chiefly those which have 
neuter signification, and do not refer to extrinsic agents. 	The 
passiveness of the English verb is, as a general principle, distinct 
from that of the Gujarati, which denotes intrinsic condition rath-
er than a condition produced by anextrinsic agent. Hence neu- 
ter verbs are converted into Passives rather than active verbs. 

., 
The following verbs illustrate this remark : 	Cu be pained, .tot 
be dried, %.C.41 be called. 	So foreign is the strictly passive verb 
to the Gujarati mode of thought, that periphrases, or expressions 
which to the English seem uncouth, are adopted to avoid its use;.  
e: g. I am beat, is rendered in Gujarati by I 1.uk '0-ttat t 	I eat 
(receive) blows. 	The student will deduce from these remarks 
the necessity of Caution in the use of the passive, and the desira- 
bleness of studying the native thought. 	The passive may gene- 
rally be superseded by the active verb without an agent express- 

, ed. 	This principle is 'especially observed with reference to the 
past participle of verbs active and neuter. 	See Remarks. 

It may here be observed that a substitute occasionally used for 
the passive is the past Gerund of the active verb,' and the verb 
.14 following it. 

Ex.. 	•-et  Iiik--zit  007:11 He was killed. 
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This mode is very unfrequently used, and does not seem con-
genial to the language. 

It now remains to present to the student the passive verb in its 
more important use, viz. as a Potential Mood, signifying capabi- 
lity of action.. When thus employed, the agent is expressed by 
the pronoun, &c. in the ablative formed by the preposition .Q, 
and the verb is used either impersonally in the neuter gender, or is 
made to agree with the object in the nominative. 

PASSIVE VERB WITH POTENTIAL SIGNIFICATION. 

PRESENT. 

I am able to write or by me. it is writable. 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
lit6RN1 MR141 
rtiektta 	et*.tila• ctliRtzfl 	 •IN'illiisi. 

.clellgl 	' .11ileittfl 

liimktgl &e. By me, thee, 4.e. 
Imperf. 	ecuiti 	j 	it was writable. 
Aoirst. 	el-vim 	it was, has been, writable. 
Future. 	cpxurti 	it will be writable. 

Con. 	Presnt. 	el •ou'il 	it may, &c. be writable. 
Aorist. 	ci...uct 	it would, &c. be writable. 

Add the Compound Tenses. 
' 	. 

Illustrations, rendered in idiomatic English. 
Ex. 1. 	.L litmktifl metal' -a, i witcflki If I can come, I will come (if by 

me it is comeable). 
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2. Z ectaN 6711. "1-ti. 	Cstaltql zicrttd lit ti  He was lame and therefore 
, 

could not walk, (by him it was not walkabte). 

3. RI' 	l'et clliRtgl hk1.374 ? Will you be able to .do this work? (by you 

this work be do-able). 

Combination of Verbs. 
. 	 _ 

It remains to point out certain modifications of time and ac- 
tion, relatively to the verb which are expressed in this language 
by the introduction of other verbs. 	These are as follows : 

• L 	By subjoining the verb Tvi with the present participle of 
the verb, a continuedness of action is expressed.* 

Ex. I. 	1 err,ilit ,sYM tiG1' I go on writing. 

2. 	COI oit; ct I trYP.71 I Go on studying.  
2. 	By subjoining Gyi with the past gerund of the verb, remit- 

tent action, or continuation of suspendedaction, such as is ex- 
. pressed in English by " go on with." - 

Ex. 	I. 	rt-ial trukkit trYi'27-11 	Go on with your writing. 

2. ..i-t 7Atc,Tett fr.V6-713, He goes on talking. 

3. - By subjoining witli to come, with the infinitive, of another 
verb, the proximity or the about to be, 'of the action of that verb 
is expressed. 	. 	 . 

Ex. 	q ttcit witil The season is approaching, (has come to be). 
3 

* The above use of svi may be considered as metaphoric. 	Its literal sense 

is frequent as well as that of witch. 	. 	. 
7s3t:cit aCiAt I went saying, (as I went, I said). 

i llcrit 'wit;At I came saying, (as I came, I said). 
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4. By subjoining the same ,verb to the present participle of 
0 

another, the continuation of the action of that verb from an inde-
finite time is expressed. 

Ex. 	il h -cli wit:Lit I have done evil up to the present (I have come 

doing evil). 	 ,  
5. By subjoining the verb .sky to do to the plural neuter of the 

past Gerund of the verb, frequent act:on (intermittent) is expressed. 
Ex. 1. 	cruv.e4i h' ::.33r I write frequently.) 	- 

not remittently. 
2. 	kl.qi O. t% 	I play frequently.) 

6. By adding 	 4i  to -remain, to the present participle, con-
tinuous remittent action is expressed. 

Ex. 1. 	ct 	0-1Qpit 	Be Be always. studying. 

2. 	ct 	:110, 4L 	wino' -AIT.E Be always coming to me. 

7. By using the verb hi an attempt at, or commencement of, ' 
action is expressed. 	 . 

Ex. 	-a•61 liRciii 	40.1  lit .  ,167 He tried to beat, but he did not beat. 

8. For other modifications produced by compounding the 
past participle, see Etymology 2nd Part. 	Some of these have 
been in previous grammars introduced into the regular verb, for 
the formation of tenses, as cd.‘41 "•k6-1:4 for I shall have written. 
This is erroneous. 	The, above has no more right to be consider:- 
ed a tense of c..-t ,,i, than I shall finish writing, has to be considered 
a tense of write. 	The same remark is applicable to the use of.  

.2.qi to express the potential. 
Ex. 	"ottg .2.1i t_ifir I can eat. 

This is a:' Compound verb, and on no principle a tense of - 
the verb ;mi. 
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PREPOSITION.*  

Some Prepositions follow the substantive or substantival part of 
speech in its original or oblique form. 	Some follow it only when 
in the genitive case (oblique or in the feminine gender) viz. .11 
and: c.{1; others again follow it when placed in the dative '. 
The preposition 't of, is declined as follows: 

Singular. 	 Plural. 
m. 	 f. 	n. 	 m. 	 f. 	n. 

Nom. at 	4 	d. Nom. .41 	O. 	,ti 
Ob. 	crti 	4 	cit. Ob. 	it 	4 	it 

NOTE. 	This preposition, like the adjective, makes its ablative in "a•, instead 
of 2.46 when preceding a substantive in the ablative whose ultimate is a conso- 
nant with 'D71. 

E. G. 	sSep tka ttel on the day of judgment. t 

The following Prepositions generally follow the substantive 
alone i. e. without its being placed in the genitive.t 

t by, in, with. 41cit'q besides,. except. 
tft 
eaft i 

from, by, with. aikRici besides (over and above). 

Iii in. 
et 'R ?without, besides, except. 

mill within. cflit i- 

* Many elucidations of the theories of Horne Tooke are to be found in the 
Gujarati Preposition and Adverb. 

t The 	here is not the dative but merely takes the IA in order to sympho- 
nize with the.  tigl. 

. t The following Classification will be found conformable to general but not 
to universal, use, which is not uniform. 
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kcti. 	than. 2ela 	
. 
 about, respecting. 

Crt 3f1 41.4 
(43i% 	up to, as far as. 43 by, with. 

The following Prepositions are post-fixed to the substantive in 
the genitive feminine ,41, as issAh*il kull with the children. 

34iit 
with, together. Ty-il 4(4  

h ki 
to near. 

itaca 	. 	' Am 
towards, to. 

Vat.-1. 
after, behind, backward. 

(IRA  

3g1 00 
IVIt 
mikruki around. 	. 

111 below, under, underneath. 
Zeti 

.2Juk,tik across. (ill 
aitek Out, outside.  'I 	like to. 	. 
u....i401 lith similar to. 
witoted before, in front of. 6kict 	by the hand of. 
m31111 j litkm through, by medium of. 

suilit 
kit 'q 

in front of, 	opposite, 
1 	

facing. 

(1t. to, towards. 

Juilik J 
• 

The following are post-fixed to the substantive in the genitive 
(oblique) au e. g..6.thkra41,711 4'4i with the children. 

4.  in 
,ik on. 

kMct 
conjunction with. 

.4W before (time). 
6.1q. above, on. WA like to. 
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The following are post-fixed to the substantive in the dative ..-. 
case 	; e. g. 7.3..tki.-1 OA on account of the boy. 

{iC1 for, on account of. 
4-'1 	instead of. 

tukl-a for, for the sake of. oi 01 
.741 	-1 

., I for, 1337 cause of, for, in } -tinWY for the sake of. 
1.1 	J 	order to. 1.2141 

Add to the above h'a which is the past participle of..R, but 
frequently follows the ablative in 	 '. and signifies with, by means 
of, as dtfl.Mt 	h 	with an instrument. 

ADVERBS. 

The number of Adverbs, as ,a distinct part of speech, is very 
limited.* 	Such as there are, are not characterized by any pe- 
culiar form. 	To supply the place of adverbs, other parts of 
speech are used to an indefinite extent in an 	adverbial sense. 
1. The adjective. 	2. The preposition simple and compounded. 
3. 	The past participle of the verb. 	4. 	The substantive with a 
preposition. 	This latter part of speech in its ablatival form, forms 
by far the greater part of adverbs. 	The following illustrations are 
given of the above principles: 

' It is evident that the adverbs expressive of mode, may in any language be 

resolved into a noun and preposition. 	As, for laboriously, read with labour; 

for emphatically, read with emphasis. 	These two elements may pe employed ad 

libitum in Gujarati. 	Hence as many adverbs may be created as there are al. 

stract nouns. 	 • 
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- I Adverbs, whose use is entirely appropriate and which o.iiiiPt..- 
be resolved into other parts'Of speech.* 	They are chiefly such 

• as relate to place and time. 	' 

kilwil 
te 

here. ti 
6Ya 

last ,year. 

oldi 
. 

, 
there: or414 

quickly. 

cle 
6121"144 	topsy Curvy. 04ot 

. 	. 
. 

where. 61itzimt 
PI 4t •  .f:l 	ever.  
`IA 	

there, yonder. ctkci -soon. 
141' 	- • . . 	tr-fl 	1. 	• 
TN why? Mallet 	by any means. 

I " hie where ?  *I•ti 	J. 	. 	. 
e .1 . . dv as yet. 
hn- because.. - at yes, surely (also a reflective 

: 	particle). -NI .1 • . 
Ztel the current year.. • !Tv intensive partiele.- 
0 now. 	. i.1,;(4,1 'lastly. 

ct4l 
now Ornej. 

'ZiZeitl first. 
ewe ' 	- 4 utterly: 	' . 
?Ju.sy to day cu 	Well, 

, ct41 fAl.i.ct secretly. 
- 	again. 

coidl. „ 	. c=t3mot closely.. 

&9  . 	' again, unew. . 
"4m 1: q h  • 

Suddenly. • 
Ota •"M'ARINicl . 

" - • . - 	- 	. 	. 	.. 	. 

• Many of tle subjoined list if carefully analysed; may be resolved,intoother 
parts of speech. 	It is. here meant that they are not used but as adveibs. 

• • 15 	• 
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, as. as. 

414  i where, why. 
4lci SO. 
Zt 1 -31 thus. 
6, 
	yew. 

---q'tc;i3--4't 
in the same way. 

WI, of course. 'kz-ii.ali 

1 -a7x1%'4h all one. 
.11* 	i kc41114 promiscuously: 
461 	no, not. ,  
-Pa I 

t 	1 
2 Adverbs consisting of adjectives either in the nominative 

ablative cases : 
or 

auk 	plainly. 24A 
truly. 

33t4 	openly.. 
allti Alta At the lowest. 
xeili first. 	. 'OR at a distance. 
wpdei originally. --)-10.1, at that time. 
RiC§11 late. 
2731i2tli unexpectedly. 

en 
'Al  .,,inn certainly. 

taidltid secretly. 3i entirely. 
41.2114 especially. wt very. 
aYkl 	

a little, ) 	ttle, somewhat. 4 : much. 
evki 
tctica 

Ziti 	little. 
'axt(11 dl t 

iy c40  quickly. very much. 

41''' 	slowly. glk correctly. 
%IA flhtik in right order. 

9ki enough. 

" This negative, curious to say, is of feminine gender. 
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3. See illustrations of participles answering the use of ad- 
verbs. 	Add here tt ° h'R chiefly, generally. 	• 

4. See prepositions, some of which are used adverbially. 
5. Substantives duplicated or in ablative case, as follows: 

'aitt4 1 Vtgl 
i n front of. 

wit 	about, by guess. Izitliki 
wia.A J 
*mcflg 
641.1-q 

. 

• 
in total amount. 

uxis 	in order. 
cfl4ih 

seriatim. 
413LCicti"k 

4kctici 41kIcit 	at length. 
(17:1 kicactuf in the night. 
itdil 

1 
by day. .1c1.1l ktri in a night. 

li4R by the month. tit cR•zi yearly. 
witcuSraTt by the week. tti3 	tCt 	every day. 
till to morrow, yesterday. 'nkcl 	116-1 	every month. 

kict, 
ktcl" 

at night. 
wisqLS1'231 24.ictalsi every 
VSV 5.16Y daily. 

week. 

z,iaa kici 'at very night. cud cit. frequently. 

4tIP 
kitilk 

on the evening. 
tal till hourly. 
ot 9-t 

minutely. 
kte4 iot 	1 

kil  by the shore of. Mkt Q.11 on an average. 
IR.hclik- in rpws. 	• 

6. In addition to the above may be given an indefinite num- 
ber of Abstract Nouns with the prepositions 	 1 or Q. 	• 

The following are specimens : 
'vtlwitttgl respectfully. alqktggt skilfully. 

i12{1 wisely. ' 0144tc(141 	cleverly. 
4kvtuila foolishly. GlZottil industriously. 
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7. , Adjectives duplicated, used as adverbs. 

'-' v7itt-atlif 	 it 
at the least. 

'41.tilit 1114 
twitlit twi at the most. 
4mculii skid at the cheapest. 

&c. 	&c. 	&c. 
8. Add to the above .a few words really a distinct part of 

speech but clipped so as to appear an adverb, as for 6'Y' (0, at 
which time; 0-41 	when, .ti qt.:3, at that time, ctA then. 	Also ad- 
verbs formed by prepositions. 

Relatives. 	 Correlates. 
svkigQ as long as. clidi gg ,so long as. 
6'i6itfl whence. 	 . ckitfl thence. 
0-401 from which time. (141V41 from that time. 
And so on by the suffix of other prepositions. 

CONJUNCTION. 

. 	q 

(At 
and 	i or, whether. 	' 	'a-4i 	also, but. 

witicti kw; 

' 	1  P that (a connecting particle). ' 
v7tea, that is, viz. 

Relative. 	- 	 Correlate. 
PI if (hypothetically). 	I "Cu then. 

Liq if, by assumption. 

	

M-fl 	 ?IR% 
Pi 	 yet, nevertheless. 

	

tt4 	if, contingently. 	(rut 
hstailc:  
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and coo are respectively chosen as may be more conducive 
to euphony and precision. 	As t is the sign of the datit7e in cir- 
cumstances where it would confound the meaning, (Ili pos-. 
seSses more dignity and is less used in conversation. 	• 

1 is often used as a particle to connect a clause expressing the 
subject, matter of speech, &c. with the preceding sentence. 

Ex. 	VI hi 1 41 He said yes. 

iiikM is sometimes the correlate of it the titi of the relative 
being omitted when the English rendering is though and the cor- 
relate yet. 	 . 

Ex. 	o'vt -(1 -ei. ,1Z "Clitt% i A 	ciA Though he tell me, yet will I 
not dc, it. 	 • 

mill, &c. 	are used either with or without , t These are also 
adverbs. 

'at cannot always be rendered by then. 

Observe. 	tacit 	is often used for 'CuLttl signifying notwith- 
standing. 

INTEttlECTION. 

IA ) 
,
Cti  . ah! ah! 

241 oh! oh! MI6Idi 

Wit_ oh! eh! tit oh! oh ! ' 
*ii 	• eh! eh). 4o441.4 alas!woe to. 
‘ I 741 a fig for! 
' 	j 
cuts 

Zt mind ! 

citi* cud 1.very 
egood ; excellent I 
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NUMERALS. 

1 	1.  qh one 27 ‘\9 411414 twenty seven 

-2 	k 7,1 two 28 ke wistcfin twenty eight 

3 	3 ' ,'0.1, three 29 kte. Zipttliikt twenty nine 

4 	V atR four 30 ao '414 thirty 

5 	11 91st five 31 31 'Li §i124 thirty one 

6 	 i., 	t six 32  ak Utilkl thirty two 

1 	•9  WI seven  33 3 3 '4414 thirty three 

8 	e wit& eight 34 av ..tril.121 thirty four 

9 	tc 	4101 nine 35 all kliitZ1 thirty five 

10 1 o t41 ten 36 34 ta-414 thirty six 

11 IA weamik eleven 37 3.9 kit.sitzt thirty seven 

12 ik "ilk twelve 38 3Z uitt3-4141 thirty eight 

13 eta -tik thirteen 39 3k '27413LQ12.1lt:fi24 thirty nine 

14 Iv 24Git fourteen 40 wo 24'414 forty 

15  eel itk fifteen 41 wl.  •67,Aw.n.kt forty one 

16 	ik 	.lc:t sixteen 42 Vk IZtclit:flki 'forty two 

17 	et,9 k1-i2 seventeen 43 va "sctZrIttfiki forty three 

18 le 	1s eighteen 	- 44 VV .41-114121 • forty four 

19 	elk 	,511otcrti.t1 - nineteen 45 IN IllAIrtAkl forty five 	. 
20 ko 414 	• twenty 46 fits T.Vilt{l.R.I forty six 

21 O. 14hcf1.2.1 twenty one 47 V,9 klIclitflkl forty seven 

22 kk ow{14.1 twenty two 48 	)IC ilSclitilkt forty eight 

23  ka .-441.4, twenty three 
..._ 	- 

49 Vk 'aqt014-12-1.1.21 forty nine 

24 kv 	lctikl twenty four 50-10 ktatl4 ')fifty 

25 kll ,tatl•fa twenty five 51 111 q.ktctoi fifty one 

26 2i1 /4  ta414.1 twenty six 52 112 oticti fifty two 
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53 43 	`11 fifty three 77 	'9‘9 41*(ictk 	seventy seven 

54 NV 	tairl- fifty four 78 .9e g-- 1(ik 	seventy eight 

55 Itli 'NM./ fifty five 79 ‘9k sliottlik(1 	seventy nine 

56 Itc. ta"11 fifty six 80 e 0 'kg 	. • 	eighty 

57 11 \s 4clIct41 fifty seven 81 el 'Li mkfl 	eighty dhe 

58 Ile witril fifty eight 82 •e‘ 91-kQ • 	eighty two 

59 •10 . .).-Itotqcs, 	fifty nine 83 ea 'ilkil 	eighty three 

60 k 0 eta sixty 84 els Z4Rikg 	eighty four 

61 Vt, -a-7-0:ts sixty one 85 ext gailkil 	eighty five 

62 c 	"Hitt  sixty two 86  44 talkfl 	eighty six 	• 

63 ka ••=4t sixty three 87 	e.9 P.1114 	eighty seven 

64 kW 	•11-91,3 sixty four . 88 ee Wttikg 	eighty eight 

65 VA 'at 	sixty five 89 ete '+•tikn 	eighty nine 

66 4% t?,1311 	sixty six 	- 90 to i 	ninety 

67 t 	ki•sltia 	sixty seven 91 	tel. '65.1 a it.?4 	ninety one 

68 V wi,tilt 	sixty eight 92 t: k ail*, 	ninety two 

69 kte wtotkirak 	sixty nine 93 te3 -Ati 	ninety three 

70 .90 41.4 	seventy 94 kV ''•Al.ki 	ninety four 

71 	,s1 •a-i -p, 	seventy one 95 telt 'tall* 	ninety five 

72  •9 	11(ticik 	seventy two 96 	(e.C. tail 	ninety six 

73 ,93 -CtiOR 	seventy three 97 	te.,s kicti . • 	ninety seven 

74 \sY 21iIrelk 	- seventy four 98 tee witi 	* 	ninety eight 

75 \-04 4Zti.?1R. 	seventy five 99 	tete. elcii•• 	ninety nine 

76 .st, i.',,iiik 	seventy six 100 100 III 	one hundred 

200 	kos 	viz two hundred 

' 	300 	a 00 	0w.13-4 three hundred 

400 	iro n 	Nikki four hundred 

500 	;too 	tt I aft five hundred 
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600 	lc  0 0 tpl 	six hundred 

700 	.900 , kliq3,1 	seven hundred 

800 	o o wital 	eight hundred 

900 	' 	et  00 lccij 	nine hundred 

1000 	9.000 6,s 4R  . 	one thousand 

100,000 	100000. tirui 	one hundred thousand 

10,000,000 1060 0000 At4 	ten millions 

The ordinals are formed from the above by suffixing it. The fol- 

lowing are exceptions : 

-4Ztli first 
4171  second 
i*Pt third 
Vtit fourth 
tali sixth 

Fractions and Coins. 

1 	,till • one pie 
t 	1 t  one pice 

- 	wit't  one anna 
= 	74 'Mill two annas 

At; wit ett three annas 

.1 	itct4 v-.11/11 auk 'utiett 	quarter of rupee i 
ott 	m,s4i v5tail ,7i qtqcji 	half of rupee 1 

01 1 t Ilkt 6AA *3.1'qtcteit 	three quarters of rupee f 

I. 	 -7i kk ii it one rupee 

1t 	kitett kV5I1 	- one rupee and a quarter P4  

1. I t .)tZts kl'ilsit one rupee and a half I. 

1111.4teltr4 kttwtt one rupee and three quarters 1i 
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Days of the Week. 

,,ficuk -AAA clettk 	Sunday 
Titli4R 

	

	 Monday 
• Aote4cilk 	 Tuesday 

%'44R 	 Wednesday 
r4.214ct4R ?Rath' 	Thursday 
kiakcIR 	 Friday 
Rio-114R 	 Saturday 

Lunar Months. 

31.1 	April 
4411,1 	May 
RYt 	 June 
*wits 	July 
Ritctq 	August 
otttlt 	September 
wikoR 	October 
mct% 	November 
lit oRR 	December 
l'it4 • 	' January 

ittt 	February 
km% 	March 

Observe. 	The, months do not correspond strictly to the English 
months. 	Dates do not therefore tally with one another. 	Each 
lunar month consists of thirty days. 	These are divided into por- 
tions—according to the waning and waxing of the moon. 	The 
former part is called kit and the latter qt. 	Hence did the dates 

16 
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exactly correspond, which they do not, the leth day of our month 
would be qSkt qt. The following are the names of the, lunar days;` 
which 
tion of 

are fifteen. 
the month. 

'Read after each gt or at according,  to the por- 

1st 	inst. kiAt 9th inst. 1•4,t 
2nd ' „ 46Y ,10th „ ON 
3rd 	„ 
4th 	,, 
5th 	„ 

ilsy 
'kzi 
qM)t 

11th 
Ith 
13th 

,, 
„ 
„ 

"At3(Imik4 
oilkki 
"cikkt 

6th 	-„ 44 14th „ • a61t4 
7th 	„ .100.1 • l&tll  „ 3 1.t 	. 

8th 	„ "Jiit41 vA4i of At iS. called wiltm. 
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ETYMOLOGY. 
2ND. PART. 

Analysis of Words. 

Gujarati words are susceptible of analysis to a great extent, 
and when resolved into their constituents will in most cases be 
found to consist of only two consonants, sometimes of one. 
Compound nouns may be classified as follows : 

1. 	Symbols of distinct individual objects are combined, e. g. 

nt 	mother 	' ottti 	father (1 	.zilui14. parents. 
"SI milk 

'Uvt leaf 

ti,f brother •at 

"4 
ta 

Nict 	rice 
_r, 

;Itt-tRi betal nut 
.. o•t...  It 	sister 

	

Q.. 	&toitct milk and rice, (culinary). 
Q ei 

	

'J 	4tc*4.4 pansopAri. 

	

**1,,, 	Gig 	 LettIr 	brother and sister. 
0 , purging t "T•lith 	sickness t. i 	6,1 	cholera. 

2. 	Objects bearing to each other the relation expressed by ... 
the genitive or ablative cases, are represented by one compound 
word : 	e. g. 44, house W master, make the compound tt*10a 
master of the house. 
• 3. 	Words significative of place are suffixed so as to form a 
compound word : 	e. g. kt;-‘ kingdom eon place, make 	t ,sYkettai 

capital of the kingdom. 
4. Words of nearly identical signification are conjoined to in-. 

crease comprehensiveness of meaning : 	e. g. ettn what belongs 
and gun share, make ettn(qtot part or lot. 	litet good (household) 
41eihrt property (stable) make nte.t).{Nwt property of all kinds. 

5. Roots are reiterated to express greater precision or inten- 
sity : e. g. 	h(lt t-t noise of boiling, vi..ttxts mutter. 

6. Words have suffixes nearly similar to themselves of no sig- 
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nification, but used merely in order to produce a chiming sound: 
e. g. ttf41 1-tiqi water •kliaitri uthigt furniture.  

7. adjectives are prefixed to substantives, so as to form a 
compound :,word: 	e. g. 'R1-1 first, and trk.R God, make ti -iikcR 
Supreme God. 

8. Two distinct verbal roots are conjoined : e. g. • witct come, 
and ox go, make witcpvt coming and going, which is used as a 
substantive.  

9> 	Words of the same signification are-conjoined by the use 
of ,t1 or ", and express intensity : e. 	g. -a---4 -.1i 	 --iiss one only, qitlett 

to very sin. • 

- The following Table illustrates derivation for Gender. 

Mas. Fem. 

g 

isstq 

ost 

"i41  

Neut. 

cif 

Examples. 

Ott 
final. cons. t 

ti 
final. cons. 

.-27 1 I 
V.'-.11 l 

final. cons./ 

11 1 
final. cons:1 

t 

ct-'kt 	l 	( 

uArzwl 	14ta•RR 
*kleil.tial Wthicra 

r se r-(1 	,r1.,AQI 
I (Acitit (-Nikita; 

cu ti 	citI-tol 
h tVri:'-il 	ltsirliik34 

f Cita 	GUql 
ti4 	i.sql 
*41 	4QPIIa 
sf?_IR 	atP,ttall 
ti.2% 	to.(41911 

L 	(5ViCt 	(s.viritql 

dog. 
braman. 
musalman. 
VAIN 

 lavano (caste). 
tiger. 	. 
khchio (caste). 
camel. 
pig. 
master. 
a chief. 	- 
patel. 
rajpot (caste.) 

It will be observed that the specific formations are made according to euphony; 
also that in forming the feminine, the long vowel is adopted. - 
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SUbstantivestlerived from Substantives and Verbs by Suffixes. 

1. 	OBJECTS. 

(Comprehending occuptition, office, circumstance, place, &c.) 

$u ux. Origin. Signif. Comp. Signification. 

I 
tf 	/ 

,C2c-t ,  
.4egill.t _ 

patel. 
slave. 

,t- 41 
v.414-(1 

patelship. 
slavery. . 

tkq custom. k1.1 customary fee. 
kt cof eat. 6-PiLl meal, feast. 
u 4110L enjoy. c tto(ctz right of enjoyment. 
wite4 

7.ximt 

.61t.R 

4S1 

collect. 

ghhcli. 

Gistki 

ttliwito..t 

collection. 
instrument for computing 

ghAdi (watch). 
the 

,t %4 shrub. rxts-At . mall shrub. 
it sit. -ut 6 h seat. 

-Lit 7Utt plant. Vstn a plant. 
."1 	- 3ttli village. ottli31 hainlet. 

t vlutt corne.. wimik kind reception. 
1.41  y turn. Tit turning. 	• 
el'• twit4 suck. ' tuctei suckling. 
-ita 
ktuA 

IA , 
.16,,t 

Male. 
kingdom. 

)itIttita 
ko-vetvi 

Maleghtit.. 
capital. 

tts (INt Phvo. 	' ttiZt1t14 Pavoghacl. 
3R. 
utt4 

Tim' s 
'ts 

Sol.. 
cOnfine.• 

111*.itiR, 
It-uue4 

Solb.par. 
prison. 

.istict cj year. 	: cikAfict yearly stipend. 
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2. SUBJECTS. 

(Comprehending all that sustain office, trade, occupations, &c.) 

S'qffix. Origin. Signif: Comp. Signification. 

g 

cu lit 

tttl 
-41 

k 
dl k 

ffv
.
5i
, 
1 

 

GIct 

witkt 
) 

ottk 
olk 
t(k 

As 
uil 
-qt 
't * 

htkoilk 
gct 
saluttei 
&4 

, .2tia 
01(11 
kIittf 
ctel 
et '..t 
ul Sul 4 
• kt 
' ,s 
41ct 
'kit 
Iitt 

t 	i 
tok 

• tawitk 
it 	• 

A4 
tat-i 

office. 
Surat: 
watch. 
milk. 
cap, &c. 
giidit. 
cooked food. 
weave. 
write. 
prate. 
trip. 
till. 
draw. 
paint. 
assistance. 
work. 
record. 
weapon, 
wash. 	• 
shut. 
Veragi. 

hRQ•itr 

cil 
talwitt-fl 
&.(c.((lit 

'tqlc.tiEit 
otatyt 
kIiittitit 
ctelh 
co,viR 
ut,sui.n.41 
• ,(P7,'tt 	.a 
•Nct 
Ailt-tfkt 

tt''t 
litt3R 
mioR 
t kt-Rttk  
64.12JitvitA, 
qtull 
ortf41 	• 
7.110N 

officer. 
Surat man. 
siatch maker..  

milk man. 
wearer of a cap. 
driver of a gfi,di. 
cook. 
weaver. 
writer. 
prater. 

messenger, express. 
tiller. 
draughtsman. 
painter. 
assistant. 
workman. 
a keeper of records. 
one wearing weapons. 
washerman. 	- 
a prisoner, slave. 
Veragi (contemptuous). 

*-1(is a real diminutive, and is applied to individuals in way of contempt. 
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Substantives derived from Verbs and Adjectives. 

3. 	ABSTRACTNESS. 

(Comprehending condition, quality, &c.) 

Suffix. Origin. Signif. Compound. Signification. 

ctt sot pure. ..tctt purity. 
el et deep. @Ur% depth. 
h ais cold. eisq coldness. 
i la sweet. 41atkt sweetness. 
Attaf 'via sour. viols sourness. 
mtct ,tkl hard. ht itct hardness. 

. 
tr 3tvi hot. ot.(1 heat. 
cfl 3tel reckon. Dtelcit reckoning. 
'zit 24 qt blind. '249Rt blindness. 
ctk 	• ettli study. cotvik study. 	. 
,tel 	- 3ltll wise. stilt' te.1 wisdom. 
ttei 4,3 	• old. 4.31-14 old age. 
kel ni 3t watch. nitaR% watchfulness. 
el. nq move. alti% motion, currency. 
qt kiltt sow. 41q911 sowing. 
cl klt play. ;:atcl play. 
-Alta c,thcrt a noise. tt-tv:itt a noise. 
tt4 ftics-v break. atitritt4 final settlement of a dispute. 
lie; . mutt instruct. k Qvuli% instruction. 
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Adjectives derived from Substantives, Verbs, and Prepositions, 

Pre. Orig..  Signification. Comp. Signification. 

'Alt 
1 

(4‘1, 
NiZ 

hunger. 
within. 

rlIt 
-1irPt 

hungry. 
interior. 

g ttkli religion.  ttkfl 	- religious. 
I-,-41,4 show. Ivit43t showy. 

'It 

kit  
e.ttet 

zfl 
make to meet. 
gluten. 	. 

ettct-It 
att At glutinous. 

mat I tit`  milk. &v.igit milky. 	,. 
aittc,t 1 tit41 blood. 1.1141mm that has blood. 
trzot its obstacle. 't.11-'t% obstinate. 
il -‘mkau expense. "vik2UG1 extravagant. 
-tk • %.tul quarrel. c:isttfik quarrelsome. 
jat wu this. Witili such a one.. 
hiit litk beat. lukAt addicted to beating. 
4 twit pity.. tmul pitiful.  
6-51t amtne-t before. a4t*It preceding. 
nt mi 	- juice. ;AITh juicy. 
Atli auk four. auk3tiit fourfold. - 

-lit,rt %41 wisdom. '1'4.1ludt wise. 
ctvt ou'6313t fortune. otia-q3ituet fortunate. 
}tit 4:tm shame. einfratiit shameful. 
Il '‘.1 pleasure. nviH'* producing pleasure. 

ti-l'I'k '''t pain.  &,,-tti'ZIA painful. 	' 
GlAki instruction. - GlkakiA instructor." 

.tat ctIkcillt1 faith. 	. cflklikitot faithful, worthy of faith. 
tAt '27zimt'xxt know. "a-Rret'41. t one acquainted. 
-4(1 '.t'41 wisdom. 	. eltalict Wise. 
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Pre. ()fig. Signification. Comp. Si4nigcation. 
•  

cict twit mercy. twitict merciful. 
}it -iteict riches. 	: Item* rich. 	, 
,witqk j.li. grief. Zit hiak full of grief. 
mitt c'41 afflicted. %"412,30,t an afflicted person. 
ki 6>et 3t watch. svt3Lkct watchful. 	- 

Derivativesformed by PrefixeSfrom Adjectives or Substantives 

Pre. Orig. ,  Signif ,Comp. Signification. 

2.4 6.vw41 knowing. win,t‘li ignorant, ,un- 
known. 

O
w
n
 an

d 	
M

odi
fic

at
io

ns
  o

f  q
ua

l it
y.

 	
N

eg
at

iv
es

  o
r  p

riv
at

iv
  

fo
re

ig
n.

  

41tAt of understand- 
ing. 	. 

•21(q.RIIi Al without under-
standing. 

lite' honour. 'AVoitet disgrace. 
GYAC61-i remedy. cilkGNVIA remediless. 
kfIR case. 	. t;Ilk careless. 
citis,M1 ust. .1kctles"){1 unjust. 
Gliit hope. 	 , ..ttGAt hopeless. 
alt% conduct. attzlit4 bad conduct. 

11RA road. }itR.ot, good road. 

ti(tt conduct. 	' )12.tiert (metaphorically) 
bad conduct. 

ctnet 
aMt 

habit. 
conduct. 

Yikl`rt 
hattq 

evil habit. 
evil conduct. 

MP-ik 

. 
• 

conduct, &c. .Ri'tkt1 depraved con-
duct, &c. 

%i quality. wici4q • mischief, evil 
quality. 

M country, kl.i.4 own country. 
7/ 77 ‘'L klti foreign country. 

IT 
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Observe. 1. 	According to the analogy of language, affixes should ()ply be 

made specifically, i. e. Sansciit affixes to Sanscrit words, &c. 

2. 'Lit is always changed into wit before making a suffix. 

3. The above derivations are made on the principle of utility to the student 

more than on the principles of philosophy. 

4. The numerous suffixes drawn from the Sanscrit, the Hindustani, as well 

as those peculiar to the language, afford the writer fruitful means of invention. 

• 
Derivation of words. 

1. 	SIMPLE. 

Rule 1. 	When the root of the verb has a consonant both for 
its ultimate and penultimate (these being mostly neuter), deriva- 
tion is made according to the following rules : 

1 	The active is formed from the neuter by. inserting the 
vowel wit between the ultimate and penultimate consonants. 

2 	The passive is formed from the neuter by suffixing 	ft. 
The Causative is formed from the Passive by suffixing q ors ; 
and the double. Causative is formed from, the Causative, by eliding 
the penultimate and suffixing q or ss as may be more euNionous. 

These rules are illustrated as f011ows : 

Neuter. Active. Passive. Causative. 

melt. 3Let Nic:t otc:it Actitct 
digest. 4N • 'AN `tail tiRtcl 

fall. 'i3 US 431 043ict 
burn. 	- txt t  uitert 'Alctit 	• oictlict 

heat. cv-t ciitt wit win 
swim. et k . 	cltk ct rt kVA 
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• . Neuter. Active. Passive. Causative. 

dash . 	) 

against. ) 

boil. 

desCend. 

improve. 

press. 

bend. 

2-atk,R 

GI 	k'l 

. 	6lik 	. 
..4 k 

tut 

cOt 

'aqklet 

GI WA 

Glitk 

•q4ik 

ttui 

eMi 	• 

21tkc.,,tt 

GI hcrt t 

Gloki 

• %Ikt 
tau 	• 

ctrell 

, . 	"Atk ,sivt 

, 	Glmct 

61(Rn 

.g4tct 

vim 

cictilct 

Observe. 	1. 	The rendering of several English Verbs is the same for active 

and neuter, as heat,.bend, boil, &c. but sometimes a different verb or a peri-

phrasis is needed ; e. g. the rendering ofAciR is, cause to descend, or to lOwer. 

2. There are a few active verbs of a neuter form, as .t',.xt write. From these 

of course no active form can be derived. 

3. The double causatives are seldom needed and therefore. not inserted. 

The following are specimens attrIctict, 3tf4rlict. 

RULE. 2. 	When the penultimate is any vowel save ,Jit (such 

verbs being generally active)' no active can of course be formed 

therefrom, but the Passives and Causatives are derived in the 

above way. 

Active. Passive. Causative. 

draw..  

toast, &c. 

sow. 

. 	,tat  

t k 

kilo 

-riait 

31kt 

341qt 

A'atict 

IiIm 

2ilits 
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RULE S. 	If the penultimate be wit it is dropped in the for- 
mation of the passive, and wt is substituted for it. 	If the wit be 
initial then the full M is expressed. 	If it be not initial but fol- 
lowing a consonant, then the substitute is considered "asinherent 
in the consonant of the derivative and is therefore not expressed. 

, 	 - 
Active. Passive. Causative. 

draw. 
drive. 
cook. 
know. 
draw. 
sow. 

wit% 
64 
ki4 
tlYt% 

(it% 
citct 

24mt 
im 

t 
6041 

aft 
 ctctt 

wie.Itg 
imct 

qtct 
. 	MAIM 

(wItct 
qctts 

4. 
RULE. 4. 	If the ultimate of the root be Mt (such verbs being 

mostly active) the Passive is formed by eliding the vowel, and 
suffixing ett. , The Causative is formed in the usual way. 

- 	Active. Passive. Causative. 

sing. 
be. 
rush. 
eat. 

go. 

, 	att 
tot 
Ott 
'..tt 
6-t 

ovit 
'licit 
4ctt 
*.v.tt 
6-vqt  

ot.us 
Ems 

. *its 
•utcus 

 6-vcits 	, 

RULE. 6. 	If the ultimate letter be a -vowel not wit, it is allow- 
ed to continue, and 'the Passive is formed by the suffix of cit. 
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.Active. 	' Passive. Causative. 

say. 
flow. - 
suffer. 
fear. 
rot. 
sleep. 
see. 

wash. 

1Z 
--c4 
3:1-C 

.{1tcl 
'1.,t-it 

- ;Y'l 

- 	qt 

licit 
—., ci 	cit 
9-Actt 
uight 
i.,rit 

Jticit 
‘T tCtt 

Rico 

-SZAIS 

eats  
1.1.ctts . 
uflicletts 
It kits 

' 	Vats 
tcy...s 

dials 

Exceptions of Derivation. 
There are a few neuter verbs which form their Active and 

Causative by inserting 	 i. instead of wit; e. g. from 5183k neuter, is 
derived G1 	R. active, bring up ; from tics neuter, is derived 47l3 

drag, &c.  
Table illustrative of -verbal derivations. 

. 	, 
1. ult. and pen. cons. 
2. pen. vowel not mt. 

3. penult. vowel wit. 

4. ultimate wit. 

5. ultimate vowel 

	

	
I 
{ 

not wmil.  
l 

Exception. 

Orig. Act. Pas. Caus. Caus. 

co•A 
'34.°A.t 
'Ate; 
g 
ott 

lIs 
kil& - 

it 
Gliak 

citei 

Gak 

cm 
Asait 
wtQlt 
4t 

tcti 
spat 

u-fl6.1cit 
ktctt 
Glit ' 

etc:in 

`tart 
2imict 
ihiq 
otcit3- ' 

1Zcit.3 
uflkcicits 
vats 
618RIct 

comiss 

'''-tatcitc0, 
wmctIct 
4 vtict 
olciSIct 
Z;q3ict 

ufglei,itei 
tiq•stet 
61IIRcit-S 
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2. 	Compound Verbs, 

Verbs of this language are susceptible of compounding to an 
indefinite extent. 	The principle of compounding is uniform viz. 

The past compound participle in its abbreviated form, of the 
verb to be modified, is prefixed to the verb which modifies. 	It is 
then in its compound state conjugated as one verb. 	The com- 
pounded verb may itself also be compounded by another verb. 

The compound verb expresses modification either of time or 
action. 	It is also used to express complexity of action, such as is 
expressed in English by two individual verbs or by adverbs. 

The susceptibility of composition of the verb furnishes fruitful 
means for the future improvement of the language. 	The more 
important compounds in general use are as follows: 

To remain. 	-:
4
111i.} in composition signify finished action. 

Ex. 1. 	i I-116'kt ht31%. tell kkg.0 I shall have written my letter. 

2. 	i 11161 	tik txtittl 'ai-gt I have finished building my house. 	' 

To place. 1 hi 	I . Retains its literal signification. 	2. Metapho- 
rically signifies settledness,. decision, with the involved idea that 
the action will not be resumed. 

Ex. 1. 	Dspli, nyvi 	I will lay it by (reserve). 

2. 	ii hkci ni I have said mice for alt. 
atNi 	1. 	Retains its literal meaning. 

To cast, to throw down. 	or 
cArmi 	2. 'Expresses metaphorically, 

,summary or downright action.  
Ex. 1. 	Itti eth'ii to beat down, (kill). 
2. 	er'Y' I.. ctii 6i 1 	hii ..tivi I have said (summarily and downright) 

. • 
what I had to say. 
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To see (L I, signifies investigation. 
Ex. 	ativ.a 14'251i 	Taste and see. 

To sit. 41ui ' I. Retains its literal meaning. 	2. Metaphorically, 
the fact of settling down in action. 

Ex. 1. 	"C't Ylat3Iii iofl III He sunk down in the mud. 

2. 	"ii win fit" {l -jilt He has settled down`in the hope. 

To go. 1. Retains its literal meaning. ' . 
Gq. 2. Expresses dispatch in the performance of the action. 
Ex. 1. 	-Ct si li `s41 0611 He said thus and wait. 

2. 	"ii kialv ,s-iii He will quickly understand. 

To take Iii, signifies prompt and precise execution of action, 
such as is expressed by the adverbs up, down, or by the phrase 
" take and &c." 

6 

Ex. 1. 	'01,1A.:41 Eat up. 	2. ed'uflc,:41 Write down. 

2. 	'21il Mi-Lt Mi-(1c,..*4t Take and cut this cloth. . 	 . 
To give 4, expresses metaphorically, a. certain •freedom or rea- 
diness of action analogous to the act of giving. 

Ex. I. 	 k.41 Qi I spoke out (i. e. revealed). 

2. 	.a. V14.1 Leave that alone. 

Add to the above GUI -2Attcti, hie•si, &c. 	the modifications 
produced .by which are 'deducible from their signification. 	In 
fact, composition may be made to any extent, each word retain- 
ing its literal meaning. 	The above are chiefly metaphorical. 
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III. 	SYNTAX. 

1ST. 	PART. 

Substantive. 

1. A Substantive signifying weight, measure, &c. precedes the 
substantive to which it relates, and is placed in the nominative 
or accusative case. 

Ex. 1. 	;I :FA 2•steti6t Two seers of corn. 

2.. 	al.lk otsY oietttl Four guj of broad cloth. 	• 

3. 	iel cfltti ,m1{11 Three acres of land. 	 • 
2. When of two (or more) Substantives, one is a proper 

name, and the other a common name expressing a proper attri-
bute, as of title, office, &c. the proper name is placearst. 

	

Ex. 1. 	41h4Mt 	l'9.51 Queen Victoria. 

	

2. 	Iliclit ..:tYlc..t 	Govii-ad Vakil. 

3. A Substantive not proper, having other substantives or 
other parts of speech placed in apposition and qualifying it, is 
placed after them in its appropriate case, while the qualifieatory 
words precede it and are placed in the nominative. 

Ex. 	gri.- 1 ...Q`il.qt .kRhR?il 	Roil ls.i 	..)--h utkllill 	i 	 '"Lt'lcli'd 	LS51 
I know a Braman, a native of Surat, a Government Officer. 

NOTE I: 	Words, in apposition generally but not uniformly assume the follow- 

ing relative position : 	 _ 

I. Place, 2 circumstance, 3 office, 4 character, 5 caste, lastly name. 
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NOTE 2. 	If the qualifying substantives, &c. in apposition'are very numerous 

so as to render obscure their connection with the substantive they qualify, the-

definitive pronoun '5,ifett, with or without a numeral, is employed as a bond of 

connection. 

4. The Substantive immediately follows the adjective or ad- - 

jectival part of speech, by which it is qualified. 

Ex. 	Riit .i3111 A good boy. 

Excep. 	In mercantile correspondence Substantives signify-

ing coin, &c. are placed before numerals. 

EX. 	k'-fl' 	;1 Two rupees.  . 
5. When the Substantive is the subject of which the adjective 

or adjectival part of speech is predicated, it precedes such part of 

speech. 	
. 

Ex. 	 -mi 73,1At .941-.4.173, 	This boy is good. 

NOTE. 	This rule as well as the preceding has its counterpart in English. 

6. A Substantive of the first declension (see Substantive) re-
• 

presenting several objects, when qualified by an adjective or an 

adjectival part of speech in the plural number, Ork a numeral, 
is placed in the singular or plural number ad libitum. 

Ex, 	. auk litiaikt Four men. 	2. mkt 'ail ,t,24411 Good men. 	, 

NOTE. 	For the sake of precision and the preservation of the analogy of 

language, the invariable use of the plural form to represent several objects, is 

greatly desirable and accords with the practice of the most accurate speakers. 

It sometimes happens that a substantive in a plural form may be mistaken for 
t 	 ..... another substantive with a singular termination; e. g. the plural of 614 is 6tst ; 

this word signifies a handle, and in such a case of ambiguity the plurat form is 

not to be preserved. 

18 
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. 7. 	The Substantive precedes the prepoSition which . governs 
it, and is' placed in the case appropriate to its government, 	(see 
preposition). 

Ex. 	1. Zil.WIR. On the horse. 	• 
2. i31,1R10-(144131 To or near the boy. 

8. When several Substantives mutually connected, understood 
collectively, are equally governed by a single. preposition; the last 
substantive alone is Nit in the case appropriate to its government, 
the others retaining their nOminativefoirn., . 	.. 	. 

Ex. 	oilt, soAi, ZIR chit eitail kill curt h411 et  cl We should not coil,- 
verse with a liar, a cheat, a thief, or a blackguard. 

NOTE. 	When a definitive pronoun (see note 2. Rule 3.) with or without a 
• 

numeral is used to sustain the burthea of substantives used collectively, it alone 
is placed in the case appropriate to its government, all the subtantives being in 
the nominative case. 	As, in the above example read q% "2-.5.14icra, 40'4. 

9. If of two Substantives, the one be the subject of the verb,' 
and tht other the 'indicate, that which is the subject is put first. 

Ex. 	Jklat 	gkeleD, ..'clt The word was God. 

• 

10. The Substantive either mediately or immediately precedes 
the verb, whether it be its subject or object. If it be its subject, 
it is placed in the nominative case;  and if it be its object, in either 
the accusative or dative case,, according to the government 
of the verb (see verb). 	, 

Ex. 	1. itht kft•Tka The boy learns, 

2. 	"lictlb 7.6>ihR. 	ill'uigli 	The m6tfiji teaches the boy. 

NOTE. 	As the Dative case is formed by the proposition 	1, Rule 8 and note. 
are here ipplicable. 	 • 	 • 
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11. The subject of the verb (either direct or medial), is general- 
ly. placed at the. head of a sentence.  

Ex. 	kievt qTrAttri 	ihtetil The king will send the minister. 

NOTE. 	Words qualificatory of the verb, as of time, mode, &c. often precede 

the substantive which Is the subject. 

Ex. 	tit ti St613Vitsf1 kt6X &c. After several, days the kint &c. 	• 

12. If of two Substantives the one be the immediate object of . 	,  
the verb in 'the accusative case, and the other be. the final object 
in the dative . case, that which is the. final object is generally 
placed first. 	 • 	• 

Ex. 	Nth 	ktattet  miqi Give the letter to the servant. 

13. If of two Substantives the one be the immediate object of 
the verb and the other be the final object, both being in the Dative 
case,, that which is the immediate object, is placed first. 	. 	• 

Ex. 	iiii 'Aiciteit 141.4 	4tvai t :49t41 2v-tit He deliverectup his friend to the 
i 

Judge. 	, 	 . 
14 	The Substantive significative of time is sometimes used 

in the nominative instead of the ablative. 
Ex; 	4 witt ttelt ctit kilt I stopped there all day. 

• ADJECTIVE. 

1. The Adjective agrees with the substantive or word used 
substantively, in gender, number, and case, as far as it is suscepti- 
ble of modification. 	' 

Ex. I. 	SRO 	?ii- Of a wise man 
e 

2. Ititki khki.  Good children. • 
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Excep. 1. The Adjective is used in the plural masculine with 

a masculine substantive to express respect. 
Ex. 	litCkt tiV-1 klal i"..a My father is well. Also with a few substantives of 

plurality;.e. g. ,n1D,I 01,1T, Good wheat. 

2. The AdjectiVe is used in the .plural neuter with a feminine 
substantive to express.  respect. 

Ex. 	-4-mKt lit .npj 9, My mother is well. 

3. An Adjective qualifying two or more substantives, of either 
. the same or different genders, agrees only in gender and number 

with the substantive which it immediately precedes. 
Ex. 	*(;'Y't 6.11 At 1.2t 1 41-cim-scit'll'ty If there be a wise man or wo- 

man here, say so. 

NOTE. 	This license of language, whereby an adjective is used once to qual- •
ify more than one substantive, is morel  restrained in this language than in English. 

4. An Adjective predicated of several substantives, or substan-
tival parts of speech, of the same gender, used collectively, is placed 
in the plural number and in the same gender. 	If they be of dif- 
ferent genders, then it is placed in the neuter gender plural. 

Ex. 1. 	Itlekl 0-ttg 1111 lilekt Q 	.Qfl 	;a My brother and my son 
are well. 	• 

2. 	Itig't owl ct4t ltacst 	Wks?! .,IiRi ;a My brother and my sister are well. 

5. An Adjective predicated .of several substantives, or sub-
stantival parts of speech used disjunctively, agrees with the last 
expressed word. 

Ex. 	s'-'it otia7-11 Zai. .totll Z.tii-7i If the cow or 'horse be lame. 

6. An Adjective predicated of a plural pronoun or numeral 
involving different genders, is placed in the plural number and 
neuter gender. 

Ex. 	6 	kuki tO—Li We. (male and female) arc well; 
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7. 	An Adjective used adverbially to qualify an adjective or 
verb, agrees with the substantive in gender, number. and•case. 

Ex. 	44 .211Q1A 	A very good girl. 
• 8. 	An Adjective predicated of the infinitive mood of whatever 
numberior gender, is placed in the singular- number and• neuter 
gender. 	 . 

Ex. 	cp-u*k iwssiA qrtsit 	,k'41 .211 	It It is good for you to do some work. 
NOTE. 	In sentences of the above nature, •the adjective is sometimes really 

predicated of the substantive and not of the infinitive, in which case it of course 
agrees with the substantive. 

Ex. 	wit qq,1 	"qt .931"-kt IN% This is a good work (occupation) to do. 
9., 	Adjectives, significative of desire, appetency, repleteness, 

similarity, and of kindred ideas,.govern the genitive. e: g. %a-Zit, 
cRi.it, eitc4.24, &c. 	. 	

. 

10. Adjectives significative of difference, alienation, averse- 
ness, distance, and other kindred ideas, govern the ablative ; e. g. 
N-ii,ztoOtt, .11ktg. 	, 	 . 

11. Adjectives following substantives, to which they bear 
any of the various relations of the genitive (see Substantive) gov-
ern the genitive. 

Ex 1. 	'tl4.1t I.11,SPIL (-VIII Hungry of many dayS (for). 
2. qg..k.ltt vito411.11011 Proud of (on account of) money. 
3. cllctt lirit 	Sick of fever (origin). 
4. litt.I.TAL uilrectat -ict A god made of (by) man. 

3. 	PRONOUN. 

1. 	Pronouns when used as substantives, are subject to the 
same rules .as substantives relatively to other, parts of speech. 

See Substantive. 	- 
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2. Pronouns used 'as adjectives are subject.to the same rules 
as adjectives relatively to other parts of speech. 	See ' Adjective. 

3. An adjectival pronoun qualifying a substantive which is al-, 
ready qualified by an adjective, precedes the adjective. 

Ex. 	lit6Ri ...t .ti 4-A.t All my houses. . 
4„ 	A definitive pronoun when 'representing a whole sentence 

or an undefined object, is placed in the singular number and 
i 

	neu- 
ter  gender f so declinable, and if not susceptible of such declina- 
tion it is nevertheless to be considered as in such number and . 
gender. 	See Adjective note of rule 8. 

5. 	The personal pronoun precedes the substantive with which 
it is in apposition in the nominative case irrespectively of the 
cast in which the substantive may be placed. 

Ex. 	'01,04'littl.R.rik tto 	Pity me,,a poor man. 

No 	1. 	In order to obviate the obscurity. which would frequently ensue 

from the use of the personal pronouns in apposition with the substantives, the 
x 
following two media are adopted. 	1. 	The pronoun is placed in the nomi- 

native case in apposition with the substantive likewise in the nominative,. and 

again repeated after it in the case in which it may be governed: 	2. 	The sen- 

tence may be broken into. two by the use pf the substantive, verb. 

Ex. 1. 	i at 	u{ mittRi lite4.1tos  t qi k .  Have pity on me, •a poor man.* 

2. 	i 31*Ji litolkt tot &c. I am a poor man, &c. 

NOTE. 2. 	Where there is a disjunctive sense between the pronoun and the 
. 	substantive, the participle facti or eig. used as 'a disjunctive conjunction fol- 

lows the substantive. 	. 
• 3 

Ex. 	c:1 	oRpi91 tori 	0-on, witsycit? Do not you, a Braman, understand ? 

, 6. 	The personal pronouns are generally expressed• before the 
verb in composition, as being essential to perspicuity. 
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7. When two or more verbs occur in the same - tenses or in 
tenses having the same individual subject, the pronoun is ex-
pressed before the first verb, but.is not required before the sub- 
sequent verbs, 	• 

NOTE 1. 	This rule holds good although one of the verbs may demand a 
• 

neminative as its subject, and• the other demand an ablative case as its medial 

subject. 	Ex. 	"Z1 hiTtl wiAl . 1.0 &c. , , 	 . 

' 	NOTE. 2, 	Observe ; if in violation of this rule the pronoun be repeated, it is 

impossible to preclude a mental reference to another person than the subject of 

the first verb. 	The last person may be different. from the first, if the sentence 

be as follows, 	Ex. 	i=l slid 'MtZtl '..Zl.t..il 

8. The third personal pronoun relative to a substantive is 
used respectively of the substantive which it represents, and is 
therefore in all cases placed subsequent to it. 

Remark. 	Hence if the respective construction of sentences, 
in the Gujarati and English languages demand it, the substantive 
must be placed in the former where the pronoun is placed in tilt 
latter, and vice versa. 	 • 
. 	Ex. 1. 	;Ys'i 'la litt1.4 ovitei 1,11q.-41-"csf 	!fa May be rendered in English.  

by a, converse sente:Ice; as,,a min will find wisdom, if he seek for it. 

2. 	miit21 4(64 Gltp, ail ii tskcii-ii i Giciki ,73-C4 b, A man can des• 

cend a hill easier than he can climb it. 	 • 

	

Observe. 	If the above rule be violated, the reference of the 
pronoun to some other person than that represented, is un- 

	

avoidable. 	. 
9. The relative pronoun 	is placed before the substantive 

or pronoun to which it anticipatively relates, and is in that posi-
tion subject to no government. 
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10 	The relative pronoun ";) is placed after a substantive, to 
which it reflectively relates, and is then subject to goVernment. 

11. The relative not expressed when their ex-pronouns are  
pression:is unessential to perspicuity, their use being rendered 
superfluous by the use of their correlates.' - 	. 

12. The correlates and relatives have each their appropriate 
government, &c. 

PREP 0 S ITI ON. 

1. The preposition follows the substantive or other parts of 
speech which it governs. 	 . 

2. The declinable preposition It follows, the  word which 
signifies the subject .of possession, and agrees in gender, number, 
and case, with the word which expresseS the object, of possession. 

Ex. 1. 	R.0-4,-(1 cull Garden of the king. 
2. 	\it ,seti tuctRj Leaves of the tree. 

. 	. 	. 
3. The declinable preposition 	t when governed by a pre- 

• position, is placed in the form appropriate to its government viz. 
et I Or .fl (see preposition). 

4.. 	A preposition when governing several substantives or sub- . 
stantival parts of tpeech, is not employed before each of them but 
only before the last expreSsed. 	. . 	 . 

Ex.. %el dr(VIttiel 	(NI cfhl<Pit i 	 l kR wito-th I have returned 

from travels in China, Hindustan, and Europe. 
• 
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Excep. 	If it be intended to specify each individually, and not 
to predicate of them collectively, the use of the preposition with 
each substantive is allowable. 

Ex. 	.wspii ctett 	'otitilti l'iteki 43L1 ttqf i.), I have many relatives 'in 

Swat and Bombay.  

5. 	The preposition 	t is frequently used both in the singular 
and plural, without a substantive, the substantive .expressive' of 
thing or person being understood. 	, 	 . 

Ex. 	31"Cp, liteR 'i '27iic.cuji-li 012.(1 I do not know those of the city. 

ADVERBS. 

1. Adverbs qualifying adjectives immediately precede them: ' 

2. Adverbs expressive of mode of action precede the verb 
they qualify, either immediately or by medium of the subject or 
object of the verb-as may be most conducive to perspicuity.. 

NOTE. 	This rule comprehends all forms of expression used adverbially. 

3. Interrogative adverbs generally precede the verb without. 
any medium. 

4. Relative adverbs of time, place, and comparison, as also their . 
correlates, are placed at the head of their respective sentences. 

5. Where the correlate adverb is expressed, the relative- ad- o  
verb is not expressed, save where its use is essential to pergpicuity. 

6. If two relative adverbs be expressed, the two correlates, 
are likewise expressed. 	' 

. 	19 
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4. 	VERB. 
0 

1. The verb having a nominative as its subject, agrees with 
the nominative in all its simple tenses in number and person, and 
in all its participial tenses, in number, person, and gender. 

Ex. 1: 	iiiii 6.•C•:4I.9, The clerk is writing..  

2. • qicikS utstc-ii 6cit The leaves were falling. • 
Excep. 1. 	See adjective rule 1. 
NOTE. 	Where the nominative is.not expressed, but the idea is comprehend-

ed of work, thing, &c. or when the verb is used impersonally, it is put in the 
neuter gender. 	. 

k 0 	.  Ex. 	...... 	•  -a.t 	Lim cull 6g I had a pain in my stomach; 

2.' If the verb be transitive having no nominative but an ab-
lative as a'medial subjeCt, it i% placed in the third person if the 
tense be compound, and agrees with the word which is its imme- 
diate object in gender and 'numlier. 	' 	. 

Ex. 	1:aip t.  t .ailz.la I have beaten the boy. 

NOTE. I. 	The infinitive mood of an active verl having a medial subject ex-
pressed or understood and governing an object, is comprehended under this rule. 

Ex. 	 131,,thR.it.Z.-ticticti 1•110114., Iltetcti 	Children should obey their parents. 
NOTE 2. 	Transitive verbs of various significations are also used to denote 

simple action without reference to particular objects, in which case they are 
placed in the neuter gender.  

Ex. 	ii_31 A qty 	1.tt,-i etg He said, but I did not mind, &c. 	Neuter 
it verbs are used in a similar way. 

3. A neuter or passive verb, having two nominatives, agrees 
with the nominative which is itspritnry subject in „gender, num- 
ber, and person. 	 - 

• Ex. 	it -4.q tin 4 litvms;:it  He, putting on a disguise, appeared to be 
a woman. 	. 	. 
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4. 	If the verb have for one of two or more nominatives, the 
first personal pronoun, it is placed in the first person phfral, irres-
pectively of the persons 'of the other nouns. 

Ex. 	it 1-itet oitg (ritf.4 I and my brother will go. 

' 5. 	If the verb have for one of two or more nominatives, the 
second personal pronoun, it is placed in the second person plu-
ral irrespectively, &c. 

Ex, 	d 	t cp-4 ii-it Icit'.4.  wuctliIi I When wilt thou and thy sister come? 

6, 	The intransitive verb in its participial tenses, having a 
plural personal pronoun or a numeral involving different genders 
as its subject, or the transitive verb having the same as its object 
in its aorist tenses, is placed, in the plural number and' neuter 
gender. 

Ex. 	6 	witctii tag'11 We (man and woman) hive come. 

7. The verb in its participial tenses, having two or more no-
minatives as its subjects or two 'more objective cases as its ob-
jects of the same or different genders according to rule 2- used 
in a collective sense, is subject to the same rules as the adjective , 
(vide adjective rule 4). 	. 

Ex. 1. 	1.1161-"ki oig 	Iii6it Zsila-t '04 .2-Ki 	3,iia. My brother *and 
sister are just dead. ' . 	 ' 	. 	 . 

2. 	'Ntekt mutt crit Iiidli 	l'-gt .aqice-I1T1 My father and my uncle have 
come. 	 • 

8. The verb in its participial tenses, having two or more no-
minatives as its subjects Or two or more objective ,cases as its ob-
jects of the Arne or different genders according to rule 2. .used 
in a.disjunctive sense, is subject to the same rule as the adjective. 

Ex- 	lit6R1 	i -g lit6til CIR, crii 4%''IttC? Have you seen either my 
son or my daughter ?  
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9. 	The verb occupies the last position in the Sentence, wheth- 
er it be predicative, imperative, or interrogative,, of which it sus- 
tains the burthen. 

NOTE. 	Hence the participle, 	whether expressing action contemporane- 
ous with or preceding the action of the verb, being incapable of sustaining the 

. burthen of the sentence, must be placed before it. 	This remark is applicable to 
every form of expression however simple or complex. 

1. Predicative. 
Ex. 	.Htri 5iticn ,4h1.21 A 7A. The sun enlightens the earth. 

2. Interroggtive. 
Ex 	(.M cilqicl ' ciP„ 61(79,11 ? When will you go to Europe ? 

3. Imperdtive. 
rm. 	1.1161O LA 	14.I oiNt Bring the book to me. 

Excep. 1. 	In a negatiire sentence, the verb is generally plac- 
ed before the negative particle atzfl, and frequently before the 
other particles as well as the particle ',it, also a few words used 

- 
• adverbially, as ,-,A truly, &c. 	 , 

• Excep. 	. 	When there is in sense a repetition of the action 
of the verb, provided that the verb have been previously express- 
ed, the latter verb is sometimes omitted. 	This is not elegant, and 

• though allowable in familiar conversation, is not to be tolerated 
-in composition. 	Neither is the anticipative understanding of a 
verb, so common in English*, congenial to Gujarati. 

10. 	The verb when expressing transitive action or action 
passing over to an object, or issuing in a point, or mental states, 
having an external object, or impartative action of any kind go- 
verns the dative. 
• Ex. 	•ellR1 aith?,I wat Send my servant. 

• 
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- 	11. 	The verb when expressing action•that does not pass over 
to or affect its object, governs the accusative. 

Ex 	1  cfkik YAL I have considered. 

(See Acc. and Dat). 

. . 	2ND. , PART.*  

Analysis of Compound Sentences. 

1. When of a compound sentence one clause is .dependent 
on a preposition, it is put before the other clause or clauses 
which are related to it. 

NOTE I. 	This comprehensive rule embraces a most important class of sen- 
tences viz. those which express comparison, priority or subsequence in place or 
time, similitude, &c.  

NOTE 2. 	Hence it frequently happens that the clauses of sentences of such 
import sustain mutually different positions, and contain mutually different ele- # 
ments in the English and Gujarati languages. 

Comparison. 
Ex. I. 	litqkr.i -(I 	cli le,tith GAt-tcti eveta .21141 ea Some 

animals can walk quicker than a man can run. 

2. 3(riRldt 11Mcil kkcIt i cttall 411 taqf I am able to read Gujarati bet- 
ter than I speak it. 

Place. 
Ex. 	litdKl ctabit 64614 ;A -act qtaca v•—;:q 1.thtzt g.tit i'% A man is 

sleeping behind the tree which is in my garden. 

* The rules comprised under this part, which is intended to develope the syn- 
tax of sentences, are strictly deducible from the rules of the first part, and there- 

. 	 0 
fore their introduction may seem unnecessary. 	The student of a new language 
differing so entirely from his own, will however be grateful for deductions made 
for him. 	If left to himself, he refuses to admit his own conclusions from gram- 
matical premises, and needs the evidence of sense to assist his own logic. 
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• 
Time. . 	 . 

Ex. 	3a Vi li. 	:4,1 wir-ll'AVfl -'-k q.tol ell An eclipse of the moon 
took place after I had gone to sleep last night. 

Similitude. 
Ex. 	6z{l.46V51 	 1-•.i -1k i. 	 .'"k.i'5Cti'44toli ti?, 1 	Oa Do not imitate those 

who practise religion from ostentation. ' 	 . 

2. 	When of a sentence, one clause is prefaced by a relative ' 
pronoun or adverb or any other relative part of speech, or when 

• 
such parf of speech is understood and the other is prefaced by 

N 

its correlate, the former clause is placed first. 
N. B. 	. Hence &c. see note 2. rule 1. 
NOTE. 	This comprehensive rule embraces an important class of sentences, 

viz, those which express hypothesis, those which relate to persons, quality, quan-
tity, degree, place; time, mode, similitude, Ste, 

• Time. 
EX. 	• ct 	V{ wiNt cad Vt.CCL 6a1 .461 He will not go until you give• 

the "coinmand. 
Quantity. 

Ex. 	-6:,--gi t-t 	-at 	witui-z-,,q., 	(-Dili 4,q wii ii tvy I give you back as 
much as you have given me. 

Quality. . 	 . 
Ex. 	'6;,---ii.  coiCki aim clNictil 	,...Cit -c'tcti ci 	ett- ''U Be as learned as your 

father was. 	**  
NOTE. • When the idea expressed by any relative part of speech is in the 

mind of the speaker subsidiary to some other idea already expressed, its expres-
sion is likewise subsequent. 

Ex. I. 	ctit vtficit.rt elpTit Be you wise (primary). 
2. 	6:y--41 	ciliN owt ',lel 	%tactile jii As your father ,also was wise 

	

(subsidiary). 	. 
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One of two theories may serve to elucidate this fact, viz. first that after the 
analogy of the relative pronoun, the ()the': relative parts of speech have a reflec-
tive as well as anticipative relation, or. secondly that the correlate with its ap- 
pended sentence, is to be understood as following the first clause. 	• 

3. When a sentence occurs whose clause's are conjoined by 
.the disjunctive virtual conjunctions tacit, attn (notwithstanding), 
or any , word of tantamount meaning, the clause which these 
words serve to disjoin is placed first. 

N. B. 	Hence, &c. see note 2. rule 1. 

Ex. 	Li`i-A. ;41iQlz 	qt Gl't 	Smell tacit '-iq litqkit -ciiliktli qtft 
Men do not reverence God, notwithstanding that He does them much good. 

Observe. 	•CuktQl being a correlate is contained in rule 2. 
4. When of a compound sentence, one clause contains the 

subject and the other the predicate, that which contains the sub-
ject is placed first, however complex the nature of the subject or 
predicate may be. 

N. B. 	Hence, &c. see note 2. rule 1. 
NOTE.. 	Although the correlate pronoun Zi and the definitive 	 --.)1, "iiii, are 

made use of to sustain the burthen of a clause and thence become themselves 
the subject of the predicate, it will be conducive to perspicuity to consider in 
each case the whole clause, together with the sustaining pronoun as the subject. 
Hence under this rule are comprehended clauses, which independently contain 
both subject and predicate, but which relatively to the other clause are a simple 
subject, as also clauses composed of every mood Or the verb save the Imperative, 

This will be illustrated by the following examples. 

Subject. 	 Predicate. 
Infin. 	zi6vme71-ti 	41,,,tcti 	I 	4.t 	40 cii3176, 	• 

I like to teach the ignorant. 

Indic. 	ei IS kftRai ateltTt 1-114. 	. 	I 	1t t kit 	et h 
It is a good thing for me that I have obtained the knowledge of God. . 
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Conan.. crakitet qty-iN ling iii i.30 1 	lis 	itill 
I want a man to conduct 'a school. 

, 	 'AkTik'cRll 511.0-1Yl 	hilt 
Involved subject. 

hQ41 71 gli v--L4eit kttki 'hZciRt' 
Actions can alonebe called good, which we do from love to God. 

5. When of a.' sentence one' clause contains the governing 
verb, and the other the object of the verb, the latter however 
complex in its nature precedes the former. 

N. I. 	Hence, &c. see note 2. rule 1. 	• 
NOTE: 	As the correlate and definitive pronouns sustaining the burthen of 	, 

sentences, are capable of becoming the objects as well as the subjects of the 
verb, the remark under rule 4 is applicable mutatis mutandis to this rule. 
'One example will suffice. 	 . 

Objective of the verb. 
Ex. 	4ki kill ;IR 'o.qt "i8 IkkA I 	6V7  t1111.  ;Y'.11 (441 I have 

never seen among the Hindits, a. man who would always speak the truth. 

6. When of an interrogative sentence, one clause contains 
the subject matter of interrogation and the other the words 
which are the medium of interrogation, the former clause is 
placed first. 	• , 

N. B. 	Hence, &c. See note. 2. rule 1. 	.  
Ex. 	"Atiiti ,,molict  "ma eg -65-1.41  It% -A? who is there that can change 

his own nature ? 	•  

7. When of ,a. compound sentence, the one clause expresses 
action and the other clause the end to which the action is direct- 

t ed, the clause expressive of action is placed last. 
N. B. 	Hence, &c. see, note 2. under rule 1. 

, 	 J 

Ex. 	i dolt uOricit .12iik 'D..tizil tot I have come to teach you. 	. 	. 
. NOTE. 	It is frequently requisite to express finality by the contingent mood, I 

either in' the former or latter clause. 	Neither can be placed in the latter clause, 
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unless prefaced by the conjunction 1, 	If the ideas of finality are much involv- 
ed and are contained in several sentences, then to avoid obscurity that' are fre- 
quently placed in the latter clause. 	SpeCiality of design as regards the action, • 
or the end of the action, can be expressed by the speaker by a stress of voice, 
but is not so easily expressed in composition. 	It may however be laid down as 
a general rule, that if the primary design be to express the end of action, the 
terms expressive of it are placed first either in the infinitive or in the contingent 
mood. 	If the primary design be to express action itself, the terms expressive of 
it are placed first, the end of action being 'expressed in a subsequent clause, 
headed by 1 or 'alilti .g. 	If it be required to express very decidedly the end 
of action, some word denoting finality as '6.11Q, precedes the verb expressing 
action, and -g connects the two clauses. 

Ex. 	i 1' 	.a71.1iD Jeuipm 	Itill sci ciell -27iii •him 1 	I have pun- 

ished him to the intent that he might not do such a thing again. 

8. When of a compound sentence, the one clause expresses 
the source or origin of action and the other the action, the clause 
expreskve of the former is put first. 

N. B. 	Hence, &c. note 2. rule 1. 
Ex. 	i 44 au j.-,..ii  liD Eityl 	3t11 I am tired because I have walked a 

great way. 	. 

NOTE 1. 	If the primary design be to express the action, and the subsidiary 
the source of the action, the sentence expressive of the former is plabed first. 

Ex. 	lil6N gig "Jil-ll 141h 1. 	6.11.1i ig.  ts ppt'i.i: My brother has come 
because he has some business here. 

NOTE 2. 	If the primary design be to express the source of action, it is ex- 
pressed in the former clause, a pronoun being placed before the word de-
noting origin. 

x. 	111 ni moil 1,11 ii Iii.2 41,..,i 24,:74, He came here because the c. 	 • 
people drove him away. 

9. When of a compound sentence one clause expresses or in-

volves-any action relating to speech or thought, and the other 
20 
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clause expresses the subject matter of such speech or thought, 
the former clause may be put first or last, as may be most suitable 
to circumstance and conducive to perspicuity. - 

N. B. 	Hence, &c. see note 2. rule 1. 
NOTE.. 	The subject matter of thought or of speech is txpressed as nearly as 

possible according to the order of nature i. e. to what did 	actually transpire, 
whether in outward action or.  internal thought and feeling. 

Hence the persons and tenses, &c. used, are frequently different from those 
used in English to represent the same fact, as will be seen at once by the 
following examples. 

Ex. I. 	7-1; 1.t 	(4.-8 	lia t  tof He told me he was sick. 	• , 

2. 6441 .a (RI •RIl5,l 01 I thought that he would soon recover. 

3. .c.174 'at. 	hd 1 It IV,I tiViitil 614'274 i He desired me to leave his house. 

4. .Y1,1-Litxt VctVi ''.116Y .3.1t1 1 vet •RiAt 120 Mr.—saya that he is .not 
well to day. 

• Excep. 	Where the use of the "person corresponding to fact 
would necessarily, lead to ambiguity, it is not employed. 	, 

Ex. 	41t-Cyl .g.e.ci, 1 i .141-1,1 atiR 4q Mr.—says that I am a good servant. 

Here 'the p9wrson originally employed was the second -  or third, 
but the use of either in this case would be ambiguous. The fast 
is therefore employed. 
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. 
Fir. INTERLINEAR TRANSLATIONS. 

Extracts from iEsop's Fables.* 

art. 	'{t. j' 

Word. 	1. 
• . 

Dog and him of: Shadow. 

Ak 	 lkt tlsl 4ii 1.11..1 It 	•S'gl 	4ltOt 	40 	61(1 7,1 '44J 	cn. 

A 	dog' mouth in flesh 'of piece having put in river crossing other side in 

siitt 	oill 	'Cl.lit 	.'ilrll.11 	tilltll ' qtql 	41i. 	4C1 ,c0. 'ci-tt 	licl ail 	wii4 
going was him_ by own 	shadow water in 	saw then him of mind in 	came 

• 21tt 	It tr "{i41-  0l Iii.Rl ;il h4ll 	lin 	miC2.47A 	"4 i 	.-27.4 ,,f1 
that this some other dog flesh of piece having taken is going that I him 	of 

'At% 	aft. 	-i'41 	ti6T 	:i': Izil eflAilk 	hR 	.4lctli 	l".11 GItitsfl 

near from snatching will take such thought having made own 	mouth opening 

.clot 	4i "a 	"(lett 	.DNI 	(It 	iitig.st 	111 .1 	lii.q •41Qct 	Iiiii.li zi 
• 

	

covetousness from it to take went then mouth 	in of flesh water 	in 	fell it 

	

'A- 	'.'zi i 	et 4r. rtZt 	t;1 	-4 	icll ' it 

under sunk that again him to was found, not. 

- 	* Although the original is in Bitlbodh character, it is considered as assisting 
the early student unacquainted with that character to put it in the Gujarati. 

t For the sake of preci3ion, words are disjoined, which in the original are 
connected. 	' 	 . 
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kilk. 

ESSENCE. 
it 

qk%.t.ek mitio, 	5"v 	wilq 	cl lii 4<-114 	1 x(41,1 	cv ii; t .{164 
God by 	us 	to what has given that in content not reposing what man other 

d' ti,itl tr8A 	t' 	-Ct 	el 	liZt 	2.,t 	. -qtca 41 'ilIti 	Zlei 

litf take to desires.  him to that not will be found and himself of neaewhat may be 

-a 	,te, Mtt!  

that also will go, 
• cild. . R. 

Word. 2. 
oitit 	, wt 	Isl.. 

Bullock and Frog. 

i"-ii 	4e:it: 	unsi 	Ili 	aR-al d'at 3  clie eli•rli aii-trishl 	kkcti ,  6cli *At 

A 	bullock pasture in grazing was there small small frogs walking were them 

lii i i5Ih.i,34 	uttIt 	ett 'Al 	cill 	aikun 	liQ314 'a 	cild "{lam 

in of one frog bullock of feet under being'squeezed 	died 	that word other 

"iSg 	ZR cOn .4'14 	Lila 	IA 2,t 	101 Wick 1 '27tilt Tu-g2t 
frOg by home going 	his 	"mother to said and again said that 	so 	great 

Vct 	'It 	Ittt ilctX (Til 	 tZi'at -a 	kli(qtrn - IstlI:ndli '4a 
livingothing me by any day on seen not was that having heard frog 	her 	belly 

44 	getutn ;11eicu (mall 	• -a 	, vct 	"hilt %"ii2t a? 1Sgt 

much puffing out to say began that that living thing 	' so 	big 	is ? 	frog 

zitAt , lit 	v7̀11 	wt.( 	ttilt 	t'ikit 	'is.s . 	k'Q' 	1 	tfl 	qi 	. '4i 
said mother ' this 	than 	very 	big 	is 	again that ' 	from more- 	belly 

gc-ucn - •sYt ;AA 	MLitt I'? -4 ti'l--44t 	lit, , i 	Ilz.' 	_1'2 	"v5I4efl 
puffing out frog 	said 	so great is ? 'it said tnOther thou belly burst so much 

.fi ZVci0Otell 	'a 4.1 	'Nl11 ,rter 'ZI kfigit* 	R'4 	is n. tiqw 
puff out yet 	it of so great will be not 	it 	hearing pride by fronvvery much ' 
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kcAcit 	titan 	-ziaqt Iti .qa ktS13ti wiTi .ci Not1301'. 
to puff out began so much in belly burst and she died. 

Mk. 

Essimcs. 

314A ;11(1141 	Rigt 	:41ttel 	,Atkat' 	hki sillict 4 ut‘Lult 	bkett 
Poor by on power according expense to make rich 	of imitation to make 

614-41 	"di - sY1 41 	tra 	ail t eviZt. 
he go then frog of way in he will be killed. 

Extracts from the Panehoptikyan. 	Page 78. 

clic% 
Word. 

IttlAk cteilet It 	"itglila 	At% 	312474l lal -iill 	44 	Rha " 
A 	pond in krunbrigariv name by tortoise was him of friends Sringkat and 

41ka ..,ii% 3 	a 	44 	"d cltilt1 	i'l 	wit,n -(1o4 lslutWl 	4illt 
Vikat name by by two geese that pond to shore by coming daily tortoise with 

g,it 	&., t 41 	ctivtt 	h. 	2'ik etkro "?t, 	' ,zi 	lit GRRItt killeterr 
pleasure pain of converse would make one year that country in 	rain 	fell not 

274all ettall *At ut4i §httfot41 "4 	kM hlaPil 	4.il 	It§13. 	4.ell 

so that well 	ponds 	all dried went that time tortoise geese to says oh! friends , 

tt,tql 	gleit i 	litcYlat 0 	lli 	 Q.2•i 	'ZI t'41(4il 	tiltst 	wig 

water without I 	shall die now 	how shall we do they said oh! patience 	not 

1 	,hf6Atat 	tivt 	.41 -4(At ji ,it 	6( 	taker,/ Itil liiilil 
do leave said is great destruction of time in even who patience not leaves him 

littraTt • g66,a 	.{11 Iicult .41-4 au 	JA 	'A 
' 0 

tp•relnedy 	appears and again 	own friends of calamity time in who use in 
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167 witiztt -a 	vi 	41 	1-4i tl ?. 	.aii 	d 	gtf. affcti 167 	hk 	6 

not comes that friend what use of ? wherefore thou any care not make 	we 

hitf 	*WI Iittahl611111 tal 	(.1 	Al 	 'Zi ‘.11-. k <:ithSt 	(Itttn 	htatuil 

some remedy 	seek out 	after.those geese by 	a 	stick 	britiging tortoise'' to 

A 	i 	2.11  1 tit h11 	. 	Zfl 	bazoli 	t6->itgri ,ths 	TA 	OA 6'41 
said thou this stick to mouth by with middle in tight 	hold and two ends we • 

47i 	(Pilii 	;lint 	.11 	tii.41 	G14k lYt 	ctli 	tig—G111—tritiv 
two persons selves 	of slipulders on placing thee to taking arising will go and 

(Mg ql.Q11 	411 	lig 	Vil'i 	"W,t" ""V:Rtik ;1s t 11Rq 	ct. t 	I.4 
where water may be there will place but take care 	if 	road middle in mouth 

	

G14133.1 	Qt 	i 	Ml; 	hlaCil 	61 	h41 	At 	''ct t wit1/2t4 
thou wilt open ihen thou know tortoise by 	yes 	said and geese 	him to 	sky 

i'i~t 	hi 	titf 	pie-ill 	i 	(;)`titr , '273ih t.1- 	 it IttP134t '27iisi 	%Pia 
road in by taking went that seeing 	a , city 	of . men together were 	and 

wii3K41 	..5i1/2 	u{161.1 	'I'ut-i-3'a .. 	',fit 44;1 i h 	Malkti 6: 6Y '.-4 
finger making one 	other to shows oh ! see 	see what wonderful is that a 

.ilk 11 	°'t 74 ri‘4 VINI a 	:i 	ctatlii 	ig 	a4h 	•Zik-i (lug 	ci 

stick 	to two birds stuck 	are and middle in something ring like' 	seems that 

T.;11 	ail 	-4341 	6;)lg 	hiat6it 	..) 	tils,sY 	ourf 	.61 	‘4 • 	ciik 	-̀ it'll 
people of assembly seeing tortoise to patience not remained that time in those 

.,ZiNt 	•nt 	%t, 	licit 	i% 	''-'111'4.. l 	islctl 	%Al 	.a.j'i*tl 	Ili cIttS1 

people what for met aie 	so geese to to ask proceeded so much in 	wood. 

sArl 	iiti 	"qa-3t4 	a 	-4.*t 'i3t •?t 	tits cRcl 	 •Ai-,11‘m'il. 

from mouth got loose and below fell it to people by 	soon 	killed. 

Extracts from the EN Mitra. 
• ' 

c,tkiliti 
Likshmarj. 

• -.(it 	•C'l . •Tt 	tilt 	q*i 	4ctt 	•25.1'4. 	ditil 	, "elds4, 	wiled elleti • ts; 

-A 	very 	poor 	S'Antaji such name by labourer was him, to little 	little 	six 
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litiki 	dqi V-iti 14 Isli 	(qktli 	lil. 	-i'l 	q6lt '''cl 	9041 * 

	

children were them of belly how shall be filled therefore one 	day him to much 

	

4fot tiff - t 	Iii .{114 	''a-x13, tiq 	,i,-, 	-ct tikki lit 	'44.1 	klli AA 	aier 

	

anxiety was it 	in other such was that that year in grain well ripened not 

	

}tl2 	wttol(Tti 	clk41 hkclt Ql 011Ctil iat tfilt• 4(tt 	kV!, E161 -1-16.10 
therefore preceding year than grain twice dear was. SAntaji night day trouble 

	

h- 	' 	 W.; IiiAR.1 711 	Tel- 1 `1111il .. t*ll.41 	%Col 	‘lictl•Sctl; 11...t4I 
would make yet children to coarse thin bread belly filling give to eat to full pice 

--ct 	11-q 	'rig 51'41 	4 	tAl 	V'-t 	111 kt.S74l. "5:4 	t`1cRICP.1 

him to would be found not ' so • he much suffering in fell. 	one 	day him by 

-4Irtlett .41tiCt1t I%lctki 	'al ,741(rtiotit wt:i wit '''''It lit 	.i.ti§wito,(17;i Iic6, wi,, 

own 	all 	children to near 	called 	and 	eyes 	in tears bringing says 	oh 

41Klki ettOrti 7'8(.1%4 	-Cle-1 	tRI 	.11t"ti 	tiki ''....5\ i MIO 	?Q•dict 	h ..'4 
niy 	dear 	children this year grain dear very is-  I so much 	labour make 

)l'it4. cl1.0 	.q1 	aRltl 	•514-ill 	trill 	Ii Ii 	licicit . 141 'D--qcfl 	1-4K1 
yet 	your 	belly 	be filled so much 	grain me to 18 found not such 	my 

wtctktil a cliiedell 	;''' •!,Kil t101 oil 1'11401 11%k`1 n L<Ill 	51th 	.terti 
condition is you see 	that 	all 	days 	of 	my 	hire so much 	one 	bread .. 
lii 	„.R2-1 gltA 	1.a2 	1-0 	jY'Lti 	11th ..Z1*tt 	lit 	cra cii . 

4 

in expended is therefore me to as much as is findable so much in management 

alit" 	hqt 	,/10:i .{16;1 	Olt • 61'04 	elgt uli. 	"AA 	rvitki 	-‘4 
you by make 	must 	other 	any remedy 	not and so Much by your 	bellies 

otkcli 	etgl -srt 	*vii' 404 cilt 	c•tril 	utak 	- '•-q 24, 	)11(41*, 	• 
are filled not that true but well 	alive you will be saved so much having spoken 

-ii taRl 	Ull 	*Z1 °PAW gl not% 	Wirztl4 	lgr ).3t -ci -utit Gran 
' he silent rernainLd that poor 	bronward was speakable not and he eyes high 

Ict etl 4l41-4( 	. 	‘lcil 	%lz"Zit 4 	6;iltR 1":%thki 	`it; 	'Icti 	%1341 
• 

God of opposite making to weep began that seeing children also to weep began 
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Mtn eta 	..4clIell 	lial 	1ii 1Zcil %104I 	4% 	3l1:1111 	4% 	flidili 	4% 
and 	each self of mind 	in 	to say began 	we 	poor 	we 	little 	we 

Mott4lo4.41tRl 51kR tto 	hkeilkl uil'A 	Ala in 	6A. 	- 	(VA . 	• 
unfortunate 	us 	on pity make our father to help be oh! us to hunger from 

likcil 'itikl 	i41. 
to die do let not. 

Extracts from the Gospels. 

gatevit stilli ciA.c1-Altn• 

John of Glad Tidings. 

.iigli 	mvit.: 
• , First 	Chapter. 

et. 	wilVk 	WI tit 	t- .1t 	Alui tikcR '41 tal t"?ll a CI 	Alat 

1. 	beginning in word was and the word God of near Was and the 	word 

tftctk. i?11,. 	k. 	71 	2.1A% 	trkik *41 kttrti i?ll. 	a. 	tit kltiti •Zitl 

God was. 	,2. 	it beginning in God of near was. 	3. 	him by every made 

Eli ,. 	671)hilf - 	Ott 	Eli .4 	.?t 	ell 	cfletl 	*4tt 	ati--4Ztd. 	w. . 	-ct 

was and whatever made was that him of without made been nbt was. 	4. 	him 

lit pctet. ti a 	74 	 a. ctet liletr4 	i wissYcllq 	d'. 	1. 	a 7'1 winectli 
in 	life 	was and the 	life 	man 	of . !light 	was. 	5. 	and that 	light 

4'tlk ?if, ti 4 Ill 	2414tkraN 1 1 	lilri . 147: 	. 	Aldt 	eli% 	gkclk 

darkness-in  was but'darkness by it to received not. 	6. 	John name by-God 

til Thhc4127iTil -LI 	lite?' 	cll. 	9. 	7t 	.141ZQ 	t•flt1 	wit&At 1 
from 	sent 	a 	man was. 	7. 	he testimony to on account came that 

21611ctltd1 	4441 	Cl 	kilZQ 	 •241 	1.4 	kilk 	1- 	.4!•fl 	Jtitti cfl•miti 
. light concerning he testimony might give this for that him by 	all 	belief 

h.k. 	c. 	"4 msicu47tIR 	. ai?ll iel '4 winfctiom kpitft 	'41 
might make. 	8. 	, that 	light he self not was but he 	light concerning of 
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,zliZQ 	witticti 	MAL 	tc. 	(W3L1 	I'll 	.5-' 	.114' 	MN 	'CIZi 	x§t•2t 
testimony 	to give 	came.. 	9. 	world 	in who 	any may come him to light 

o'llk.'16've *u-t 	wtsictlCi till. 	'to.' 	"'cl 0/31c0ii 	i''cll 	3'1 	6'131.C1 .Ziaa• 	ill 

maker that true 	light 	was. 	10. 	he world in was and world him by made 

allf-tell 	'4 	6v3ia 	 WCc-1 '2-ilocullt -161°. 	U. 	ii *AtcttettliNitcztt 4 of  

been had but world by him to knew not. 	11. 	he 	own in 	came 	but 

	

"IlctlerA 	.‘rtY;1 	IVA( • lg. 	`X X'. 	iiel 	,TY'acit'Ll'ill 	..ais 	litAt 

	

own by 	him to 	received not. 	12.. 	but 	as many by him to 	received 

'l2Atttqtrt 	 ....AI:i"'qZ.,.0 	crit4.1,R, 	cfikitkt .%,,,ttki•Tik -41; tiklkollCillill 

so many to that is him of name on belief makers td by him God of 	sons 

etctilil 	wi.Mlk moll( 	ka. 	;,i'i41 iitAgi 	..167 cleft 1Z 	161' 

becoming of authority gave. 	13. 	who blood from not and body by by not 

citlt 1.110141011 	titaitn, 	,11.4Q1 	gkeRgl, epicstai 'aiiuit. 	atm. 	•rdul -. 6- 
and 	man of desire frdm not but GOd from 	birth received. 	14. 	word body- 

et-itt ?I wit,lepti "iit 	6 	-*it 1161111 jYtili,.141 	(1414124'4 
taker was and 	us in 	• lived and we him'of glory saw grace and 	truth 

.211t11 	°Viol( '71 ell-'7' 	Qt .it wi-411.1411-tt t.. t. 	eel. 	-(=t 	411qt 
perfect father of 	only one 	son . 'of 	as 	glory was. 	, 15. ' him respecting .. 

g'it.t 	•itegt 	',wit 	tint qtArt Iri 	1 	-',' 	•tritta 	- 	, VI' 
John by testimony gave and voice raising said that whom concerning me by said 

ii 	1 	?il60 	40.3% 	'P MI,Tlil 6) .'cl iil6t1'a-+111151 i'cll -Z1 	746.1t B, 

had that me Of behind who corner 	is he me of before was he 	this 	is 

1A 	71 1•1161,1 -PcItirpt i?tl. 	14. 	*('-1 Z4 	-ehticttEa witmii •kittt 

because he me of 	before 	was. 	16. 	and him of fullness from 	we 	all 

iktt kt 	ii`tt ••11.441-11 tag11. 	1\s. 	it 	1.R1l4 	6k'cl 	.10lk-4 	wiliti 

grace on grace received have. 	17. 	because Moses of through law was given 

kiel 	g*.41.kci zit ii,ti con maviq mt.ii. 	le. 	g'ket s  aItC4 0 'tit 
but Jesus Christ by grace and 	troth 	came. 	18. 	God to any by ever seen 

21 • 
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shit 27:Aia274k Cl%kl 6' 	ulltt at qicn wit3m i'% "%ck-31 	7-in -allt(IttlZit• 
not 	only one 	son. who father of breast before is him by him to made known. 

9.. 	;?ate titC11127-lt "iii. gk2ItZ111 NM tAlwil a cittl ti=fitAt a &A 
19. 	what time at Jews 	by Jerusalem in from priests to and Levites to John 

Y131 gtacil 	Ic.41l1 	cl 	-Il% 	i',:t 	.lctl'k 	klii-§.i1 	•aii 	It 
near to ask 	sent that you who are that time in what testimony him by fulfilled 

. 	ko. 	CA 	4%ti Yli 	a fAR Mt ,Tig 1% v404 
that this is that. 	20. 	him by confess made and denial made not 	but confess 

Ali 1 	-ktiikrt dita. 
made that I Christ not., 

The above expressed by Roman Characters.* 

1. 	Eitlibbhe sabda hato ne to gbda isvar ni pise hato ne to sl.bda isvar 
hato. 	2. 	to arimbhe isvar ni, P'6.se hato. 	3. 	to thi aghalting peda 
the.pi.ng  ne je kingi peda thaping to -tena vina peda the:ping nohotting. 
4. to 	mug ji.viin !tatting ne to ji.viin manasming ajvg,king batting. 
5. n6 to ajvilting Xndhe.riming thAping pan indhe.ra.6 to ne mitiyo 
nahi. 	6. 	ihon name isvar thi moklgelo ek manes hato. 	7. 	to sihedi 
ne lidhe gvyo ke ajvilg, samIndi ni salted. pdre 6 gnu ke to thi andhing 
-visvis kare. 	8. 	to ajvilbig to pote nohoto pan to ajvalla samIndi salted 
ipavg, g.vyo. 	9. 	jigitt me,ng je koe ive to ne prakas karnir to kharting 

1. The unaccented a is sounded as a in 'America. 	When accented, 
thus a, it is sounded short as u in cup. When accented thus 6., it is sound-
ed as a. in the French la. . When accented thus a it is somewhat broader. 

2. 11 is never sounded short but as oo more or less lengthened. 
3. 1 is not sounded short as the English, but as long e or ee. 	When 

accented shus i, it is sounded as i in fin. 
4. 6 is the English a, in name, more or less lengthened when not ac-

cented it is short as e in jein. 
5. ng final is merely a soft nasal. 
6. o is alwayS long as in bone.  
* Let the student carefully observe, that in conformity with the Alphabet :— 
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ajvahing halo: 	10. 	.te jagat m6ng Kato ne ji-igat to thi ped6, thie hati 
pan jliglite to ne olkhyo nah1.• 	11. 	to pot6,n6. m6ng 6,vyo pan potinie 
to ne manyo nahi. 	12. 	panjetl6o6 to ne manyo etle to n6,' nam par 
visv6,s karnarao ne teo ne isvar ni dikr6o thttvino adhik6r 6pyo. 
13. 	. jeo lohi thi nahi tath6, dehe karin6 nahi tath6, manas ni ich6 thi nahi 
pan isvar thikinitm r imyo. 	14. 	ne sidada dedh6ri thiyo ne apnfing 
ming rehyo ne hame teno mahlma joyo kripi tath6, sachpan samptirca 
bapn6 eknaek dikrk na, jevo mahima hato. 	15. ihone to samandi s6,11edi 
41 ke je samiindi me kahyting hatting ke m6h6ri 'pichal je 6,vn6ro the 
to mihari, agail hato to ej the kemke to m6,116,.r6 pehel6,ng hato. 	16. 	ne 
to ni siimptirnta thi ape .slindh6 krip6 	par krip6 painya chaiye. 
17. 	kemke miss ni hastak s6stra ap6,yting pan isti khrist thi kripa 
tathi 's6chpan ivying. 	18. 	isvar ne. koie kid joyo natio'. eknoek 
dikaro je bap ni chiti agal die te ne to ne olkliivyo. 	19. 	je v6,re 
ihudioe inisalern in6,ng 114 yajako ne tatha levio ne ihon pise ptichavi 
Moldy& lie tame kona cho to vire je sa,hedi to ne ptiri to é the ke. 

.20. 	to ne kabtil kidliting ne inkir na kidlio pan kabtil kiching, ke hting 
khrist nathi. 	 ' 

.tt21161 ill Art: cmcrauet.. 
Matthew of Glad Tidings.. 

ttiall 	"wiql. 
Fifth 	Chapter. 	, 

tt. 	71 	11.il.,l t ;Yln .4t6ts 	qk ofilt 	CI 	7411 	'"halt 
1, 	and he people to seeing mountain on went and he was seated at that time 

it 	ell 	It 1L 	ii all 'At% 71V-lt. 	k. 	• 	•Cii;1 	 tit 	..'llcll ,rtl 	iitZl. 
him of disciples him of near came. 	2. 	and him by them to 	self of mouth 

tfi 	.1‘ l 	YA 	1. 	.3:• 	cli 	witcpit 	citc4V6Al 	1 	tti 	"A 
with instruction made 	that. 	3, 	• humble spirit them that have to blessing 	is 

14a 	kcl.kol ¶ 	kw/ n'a'il al si3.,. 	y. 	. 	Zlk hk'ilkAl 	4.4 

	

becauie heaven of kingdom them of is. 	4. 	mourning makers 	to blessing 
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.-tX -Oil 	Wa•ill 	Qrtli.11 	'W ill. 	'I. 	R'''t%sSl a CP:'-tl 	tcrt 	1): 

is because they consolation shall find. 	5.. 	who meek are 	them t6 blessing is 

'A .Z1 .-7il 	In 	;it 	ctt -ti 	ktil-tX. 	.. 	°In 	.11%."41 
because they country of inheritance- shall find. 	6. who righteousness of hungry 

• rtzll 	clk•Zlt 	B> -Ziv-I4l 	41 	5i 	.0.l. 	.Z-P-sit 	vici 	eal. 	9. 

and' thirsty 	are them to blessing is because they satisfied shall be. 	7. 	who 

t tivi 	i'%.(iv--41 	.t1 	73, 	--aA "'Z-tti, 	4L 	4p-131. 	e. 	...k-4 	Ill 
merciful are them to blessing is because they mercy shall find. 	8. 	pure mind 

cilctil4-)il 	.,l•:rt 	ZA 	II.l 	.' l.a..4l.'Sct 	a 	6:Y)70. 	Z. 	•rtMl6 	l`t`rilk t 
that have to blessingis because they God to shall see. 	9. • peace 	makers to 

41 	i.3s 	1111 	'ZI'D-Alct 06 0 	l-'74l, ..cilZ.. 	.°. 	diic(1 	-°'1 

blessing is because they God of 	sons shall be called. 	10. 	righteousness to 

tAlri 	-2 -It 	t 	-Cit 	•2cl(qc% .42-Al 	- 	.tct 	;a 	Ilfg 	•R4L 	d 
on account who 	to people persecute they to blessing is because heaven of 

16)i 	'7127-il 	4 	 i%. 	rt. 	(7v16t 	-&-ll 	1-ltM. 	414 	- 51-1 	-7-Cgli 

kingdom them of is. 	11. 	when people me to on account you to insult 

lilk3i 	clliKi it 	ctil41.1 	ciliRIGIqk 	ct6 41 iSi curt 

shall strike and you behind shall stick.and you 	on 	every kind 	of evil word 

. 	643A 	 gl. 	cll 	crai 	41 	6:. 	1. 	ciii -34 EtAt 	4L341 6V).0.25=It 
false shall say then you to blessing is. 	12: 	you glad 	be 	and very be glad 

i 	110. kr-R31, Ili 	kt:t • 	4 *-tA -0A 	criRt ta 	mool rtt 	0141kl 

because to yon,heaven in reward much is because you from before of future, 

Y4a1lklill 	'2741-16Y 	cll-2:4c4tt. 	la. 	ciii $teicti 	i 	fi.i 	-eat 	6-4 ;,-,1 41i 
sayers 	to 	thus 	persecuted. 	13. 	you earth 	of salt 	are 	now if salt 

crakctlt Ztv--4 -scll .(-1 efilli 411 eip.V.zi auck -• yi—lcit 	l'i . 1.31 	ait 	tot 
tasteless 	be then it by how,salt can be it 	out throw away and people of feet 

clla 	44 itf ''''''riCti 	41.11 ofiftt 	ig' wAi 122.' `l 	(-1 	xatcfl -d winicui 
under to be trodden except Other any use of 	not. 	14. 	you earth of 	light 
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i3q 41614 tik di 1Ak -s311i 	b;61 	•tli 141. cot. t 	qqi 	§fit;i 	ctiklel 
are 	hill, on of city secret remain can not. 15. and light having made vessel 

c,It7l lig 1 i el gl 404 	141 	,ik 	V3.> .'ci 41 	7-1 	is  wttpictiq 44? 
under any places not but candle-stick on 	places 	it from 	it of . 	light 	all 

tikalt 	t tn. 	1k. 	•'(11-1 cli:t 11-94 '-'16Ycil4 Ill 	oil 	wiptc,t .2-A4 

.house of (them) to falls. , 	16. 	so you your 	light 	people of before 	so 

U1•14 S.:kl' 	 g.?.1'7̀-4 clAll k'n hk•Q011 "6")l '7i 	1 	krikA Aioll clAlkluiltl 

light make that they 	your good 	works may see and heaven in of yOur father 

1{1 kacil 	. 	1 9. 	clii .6-41-1 di 	.kfl-l;Y'l 	1 	.2R-4t 12.0 (qcfik 

of praise may make. 	17, 	you thus not understand that I law to and future 

-g- tikP-41 all ctiCll 	'4311 	kr.11 wAl ti3q' 	-̀ 4311 hIcir.rit wiriqt 
sayers 	of words to frustrate to make come have frustrate to make 	come 

11th tit; i tifil §kctt mili4t i. 	lc. 	lafg 	c11.1 	.11;-'1 ht%Grg 

not taut I stable to make come have. 	18.° 	because I you to certainly say that 

	

2.'llhl4 t liticii ?46,14-ftP7l ctig—Htfl .itkat lint '--xl 	m6tt" 	lit,t `it; •IZIS'  
sky 	and earth pass away there up to law 'on of one 	jot 	or tittle even all 

44 	too 	411u 6,/1iik 141. 	lte. 	Iii 	.5-)1 -Qs,/ mi412741 

accomplished been without goer 	not. 	19. 	wherefore these light commands 

Ai1l.1 .2-'i 	'4% 6;)l Ilg 	 cti,tli- 	t "1-lOgll t nit -fdPiicit 'CIL 	kr-RA 	all 
in of one even if any shall break and men 	to so'shall teach then heaven of 

kine 	lit -Z-t 	c.-(1't 	- 4127.i 	,ttl 61i) Itinv741 	goikt- 	—rpt 
kingdom 	in he lowest shall be called but 	if 	any them to shall keep and so 

4'..tqb- 	 Zit *Z-1 	kctkot 11 	.t6Y 	lit -.%V8 	'il.cti21. 	k0. 	.01-g 	I  
shall teach then he heaven of kingdom in best shall be called. 	20. 	becaUse 

	

cl.it tsW -g .v.11111 41 rtto ki*cilAt 	1 	4141 	§kc11 67Y) rilA 
I you to say tat scribes of 	and 	pharisees of righteousness than 	if your 

atca 	.9.1f4 	dt ,Z1.270t1 	ketk31 Ill 	kW/ 	lii 1.11 	W13  I 	la 

righteousness good not 	be then heaven of kingdom in you shall go not. 
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The above expressed by Roman Characters.* 

1. 	ne to lokone joine OW par gayo ne to betho etle,tena siso to ni 
parte •avya 	2. 	ne to ,ne teo ne potana moho thi iipdes kidho -ke. 
3. din atma vita° ne dhiin che kemke svriig ming raj teo ming che. 
4. • sok karanarao ne dhitn cite 	kemke teo &las° pamase. 	5. 	je 

	

rangkada che teo ne dhiin cite kemke teo des no varaso pa.mase. 	6. 	je 
nithi na, binikha tatha, tarsa che teo ne dhain che kemke teo tritpta thase. 
7. 	je• dayalii che teo ne dhrtn che kemke teo daya. ,pamase. 	S. 	Odh 
nom valio ne di-16.n che kemke teo isvar ni drasti 'aims& 	9 	sale*, kar- 
narao ne dhan che kemke • teo isvar na dikarao kehevase. 	10. 	niti ne 
lidhe jeone lok satave che teo ne dhan che kemke svarag neng raj ice() 
ming che.. 	11. 	jahare lok maltase lidhe tkmane menang marase ne 
tamari ptitle lagase ne tamara 	tipar harek tare ni jtithi vat kehese 
tahare amane dhrin che. 	12. 	tame lthis thao ne ghaita harkhao kemke 
tamare svarag mang phid ghanting die kemke tamara thi agati na. bhavis 
kehenar6.o 	ne teoe 	emaj satavya 	hate:. 	13. 	tame 	prathavi 'ming 
mithting chO have jomithting. iiisvad thayung to to 	thi kern rnithiing 
thae te. !Altar pherigki deva, ne lok na pag tale ch5,mp51 Java vina bija 
k5.ngi kam ming nathi. 	14. 	tame prathavi ming ajvalting cho pahad 

par ming seher chanting rai sakatting nathi. 	15 ne divO karine,vasan 
.. 	•- tale koi miikatting riathi pan divi par mukeche to thi ajvalting sandhang , 	. 

ghar nang ne padeche. 	16. 	tem tame tamarting ajvating erting prakas 
karo ke teo tamari rildi karnio joe ne svarag mang na, tamara  bap ni sttiti 
kare. 	17• 	tame etn na samjo ke hung sastra ne tattla bhavis kehenarao 
ni vato ne khandan karava.avyo Chung khandan karava avyo nathi pan 
Ining thapan karava avyo chting. 	18. 	kemke Hog tamane nische ka- 
hting Chung ke akas ne prathavi gujati jae tatting stidhi sastra mang 
no ek Wino ke matra pan sandhting sidh thaya vin6. janar nathi. 
19. 	math e sehej agnao mang ni ek pan jo koi todase ne manaso ne 
tein sikhavase to svarag na raj mang to kamisht kehevg46 pa4 jo koi teo 
ne pale no,  tem sikhavase to to svarag na raj tnang saresht kehevise. 
.20. 	kemke Ining'tamane kahuing cluing ke sistrio ni tatha pharisio ni• 
niti karatang jo tamari niti sari na hoe to svarag na raj mang tame jaso 
nabi. 

* See power of vowels. 
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V. FAMILIAR PHRASES 

Rendered into Gujarati, in Native and Roman Characters. 

Where are you going ? 	ti 	gdi 6.07ilai? 	tame kalhangjaocho ? 

Whence have you come ? 	4'11 higgi 2JiMl ? 	"tame kahingthi avya ? 

Call the servant 	Nl . 	;IlcrtNI 	chakarne bolfivo. 

This sugar is not clean 	wit vito4 &Ilk =tan 	a khan saph nathi. 

Bring more from the 	i 	
of 1k 	Mita 	ulloi litr bajfir manthi biking lei 

bazar 	 I. 	wifql 	 avo. 

Who told you so ? 	clliliii 	? 	tamane koi:16 kahyang ? 

f 	ciii aytiii.61 .1 7isi 	hidi tame japocho lie to ki- 

? 	 hang reheche Do you know where he 

lives ? 	 Cli -i=ll ai Ihiq 	III tenang rehevanang the- 

I 	MAI l'il ? 	 kfinfing tame jaipcho ? 

Glielcti 120 	hang jkiato nathi. 
I do not know 	. 

1.1t litvi elta 	mane malum nathi. 

Bring a towel 	 kIitc,t ciNt 	Tumid Ifivo. 

Call a washerman 	-gtti qtkiR ;Itc.ii41 eiNt koi dhobina bolavi livo. 

Take me into the Fort 	}la 44pit titf evt16-41 	mane kiliming lei jao. 

Call a palkee and four 	:--i 	4V:iv-a 	atik alt- a palkhi ne char.  bhoio- 

Inimmals 	 giqi. 	;11(41.4l 	ne Wins. 

How many bearers do I 

require ? 	t. 
1 ert I cA 01141 iitril ? 	ketia bhoio joiy6? 

Four are enough 2IR t,Ml 1A 	 char' ghava ch6. 

l Visql Its liltili 	no rIsto mane malum 
I don't know the road to 

vita 	 nathi. 
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Direct me zt1 k4.'cll 'VAL mane rasto bativo. 

This rice is not clean 'wit oilcl 'a-11.'11i olta a bilk chokho nathi. 

Wash your hands cliRl 6l4 V•x-ll tamara hath an°. 
, 	. 

I want a servant 1-lll. 	.6% 2,11R. 67Y.-itti maitre ek chaker joiye. 

Db not let any body come -gt A •uticicit  et it koine avava na do. 	• 

Whom hive you served? ci74 110.1:a 24thi ym ? tame kolpichakari kidhi? 
What is your name ? chili. ellli 4 'ix? tamarang nam sting the? 

taman4 randating ava- 
Can you cook ? li 	cli cl 	kk -6; wileil 	? 

. 	de ch4? 

Bring a chair '3V-it c,iNt kharehi lay°. 

/I will give you ten rupees 'i t-11-l-i t.4.1 kiftwit 1.1411 hang tamane das Tapia 

a month . 2'il'{1.94 mahino apis. 

That is quite enough 'Cl 	tQl'i-% t6 ghaofing ch4. 

Ile is ill 'Z'I 41R l ''S> to mando ch4. 

tamari khasi pramao4 
Do as you please 	i ellitlj -141 5Pia.i Al 

karo. 

Say, I am not well 
ItZtl 1 Ill6ll 

etql 

Vci •Rill koho ke maim jiv Oro 

nathi. 

I have fever 1.l t  clict wil.qiA mane Ow aveche. 

You must take some me- 

dicine 

a__ 
("PO. '2J-llidS ski' _., "ltal 

. 

a t mar4 osad karavting 

joiya. 

hung tamane vittichi 
Shall I read to you? cll-l. cii-ft R.1(40413? 

siimbhaliviing ? 

We shall have rain eikkll 	2Jiletil vat.* avase. 

There is no air in the wil ":"Ilk,filit ill cit wit- a ordiming .kangi vit 
1 

room ccll 4141 ' avato nathi. 

What can we get here to 

eat? 
414.4i 

  	
4Le.ti 

  hiang sang sting khaVine , 

male. 

Send for some plantains IC-ti ii4tRt Wiling miingtivo. 
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Go and see son &'1,*;Y'l jaine jojo. 

hung kahingehling to 
Listen to what I say 	4 i hi taqfii szfiefiii 

Ombhalo. 

Be quiet tell 5siZI china roho. 

Clean my shoes 1.1161kt ;l)l•Si ck k 	l nrithira jodti saph karo. 

Make the coffee and 

bring it 
hlii t'illcfl *-iltll kaphi lienfivi lavo. 

Come quickly Aztdi wiNt 'vehela Iwo. 

See who is there 	' ?5.4t Vgl% ii 	• Jfio ke kona che. 

Is this water good to drink? *Au Lits(t Lticit 	AO i,%? a pini Ovine Or6ogche? 

Bring me some soap iq 41l% tilzil kangi sabfr lavo. 

Bring water for a bath elleicti t Ilittfl cillzli nithavene pirjilavo. 

Ask him his name Re Illi ii314  
tenting nini plicho. 

Where do you live ? (1;1 kW' 5,1 19A ? tame kahing rohocho ? 

Bring more rice ufll (qlcl 4i4t 	• bijo bhfit lavo. 

Loose the dog tetkl. 	algil kfitaran6 chodi do. 

What shall we do now? 6-4 wiiiiii 4 	flii? have irprje sung karie? • 

There are no more cups 

You have not brought 

u[ 	.44lC4t 0141 

eLi Fitin 7lad %Ott' 

Wing peyfilang nathi, 

jething jolye tetlfing 16- 

enough ettfl vy6 nathi.' 

That is right 	 •Ci gik Is to thik che. 

Do not trouble me 't 	c1 34Q A It mane tiisdi na do. 

mahare ghanring k6m 
I am very busy lil6a tats  kill ill 

che.• 

tilmane vanchating gva- 
Can you read ? • 	) clli t ctiaicli wile iR? 

' 

cl'it 	wiaav Aiwa 

de che ? 

trunane Inggreji bolating 
Do you speak English? 

wilCa? avade nhe? 

22 
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Where is his house ? 	'clai ttk hi6 'St ? 	tenting ghar killing che? 

What kind of man is he? 	-a Int Ittepi 7a ? 	to Whey° mitna, cite? 

Put this book in its place 	wit ‘114.(,.(11hliti •Tst 	a chopadi thekine mfiko. 

Sit on the floor 	oti-274 i• ZAZIl 	bhfinge par b4o. 

Move this table 	wil -1-16Y eglArghlt3.1 ilia( it m4j bije thelcat:te melo. 

'Bring this couch this side 	witIlatIstoptli criAl 	a cauch yeill Om lfivo. 

Why have you been so 	cp.t. 	ziac41 cit. "Ii 
ta'mane' etli Tar k‘m lfigi? 

long ? 	 (Itl3a? 

I want to go out 	Ille. 	titl0. 641)t, 	mahfire bahfir javfingche. 

hamaping mane plrfir§*fid 
I have not time now 	eitli 	g•fkM otgl 

nathi. 

Is Mr.—at home ? 	klIZYJI Zik .-tt ? 	Oheb gher che ? 

I shall not keep this stir- 	 a chalcarne-  hfing mill ,  
• wit 	1 P2̀1 i 441  kr414  vant 	 rakhi. 	• 

What is this called in gujarfiti ming fine sung 
16>/klc011 21tVi 	.'.6:‘,>? 

Gujarati ? keheche? 

Put out the lamp 	aq I ZMt•Ztt 	 divo holaVo. 

Light the lamp 	CRtt 10toliZtt 	divo salgfivo. 

Pay the bearers. 	%IOTA karktt 'aMiZtt 	bboione paisi fipo. 

Get the carriage ready 	30 cloAIR ht 	041 taifir karo. 

( 	 javine vlichit die ke 
Is it time to go ? 	isictl 	cl'utcl:i'0 461? 

nahi ? 

Saddle your master's Al' uiteit 	41,Svik 	,V et 	0.hebni ghoclit par jin 

horse °At 	 bandho. 

Come back quickly 	%tat cettQ wtrZtl 	pachit jaldi two. 
Bring a light 	 (Q ciizti 	• 	divo lfivo. 

What o'clock is it ? 	l*ll cit3ll ? 	. 	ketli vfigyfi ? 

You do not do this tight 1 	2-ill 	l'at 	nil 	£1 	kc'll a kfim tame thik karati 

t 	01tH 	 nathi. 
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Lay down the carpet 	3,:vtlz tilttt setranji pfitharo. 

Bring some bread 	lLf.41 clt NI rotali lavo. 	' 

Shew the book to me 	'ai 	..tl'A.fl'v'till-  mane chopadi clelthadoi 

clliRl 	61.4.1ricil 	ill'isEl Wraith hisabni chopad. 
Bring your account book 

(ANt lavo. 	 • 

Give 4ne your account 	, 	(Th0,l 41.PIlut Mid MR1 tamftro hisab mane apo. 

Have you spent all the 1;4 	"Ott 	qgskIl ""v•Rzfl tame badha paisa khara- 

money ? ? chi chakit? 

Mr.—is gone for a walk 	.9,11Zui 341 ot-Ztl saheb pharava gayo. 

Mr...--is gone in the car- ' , saheb gadimang besine 
.4W.t ott.11'ait ''ikill 	4il-t4t ' 

riage gayo. 

Give my compliments to •itilis§ut 	lit6l1P.1t-1Pi It.: sahebne mahari salim 

Mr.—and say Zl 	'741111 **g koho ne bolo ke. 
. 

Mr.—is gone out on 	, 
Ill4,u1 til.314 	0.0k Zikla 0  

saheb ghodit par besine 

horse-back gayo. 

Have you any money ? 	rt'lKt ttli.t 4l1.21l il? tamari pase paiSa die ? 

5 -,-1 	.itQ.p4 	P•Ilk 	Oral' te .  mai:lasne char raphi 
Give thiS man four rupees, 

( 	MR l apo. 

What has happened to , 	 .., ,_ 
clIt°1 	Ell, t% ? 

tamane sung thayang 

you? che? 

Clean the furniture 	2ltlil°1 4lk 	''3,l saman saph karo., 

I do not understand 	.94116-Al  el 41 hung sgmaljato nathi. 

My pronunciation is not c 
liteCki GlatR .9,0,t ertql 

good 
maharo uchar saw nathi. 

. 	• 
The table is broken 	'1.1sY oiPflAV 

e 
mej bhigi gai. 

"i3), I am in a hurry 	sli. 	GIclricrt mane utlival che. 

Never mind , 	 iti lircll oterf ka'ngi chinta nahi. 

Is any body there ? 	rag Id' i'A ? tabling koi ch4 ? 
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Thii cup is cracked 	.• 	2,All'Agli q•SY1 M a peyalang taclki gaping. 

I have no*money 	-..ti61 	4133  `it pit 12(1 maharl p44 paisa nathi. 

I will give it yon to morrow 'i %CR :41,i 	mit(1.94* 	. hung kale tiimane apis. 

Come the day after to ' 	 4, I.R}1  tiO witc.teyi eparain &Aide avjo. 
• morrow 

Call the carpenter 	t.itD,s.' 	rAveticti c4 It 	- stitharne bolavi Jiro., 

a lagada ho piino ketlo 
How broad is this cloth? 	wil (1N,sti 441111-4A? 

the ? 

Enquire what is the price 

of grain 

My servant is gone out / 

ttellql Azirl 1131 

, 
lilell allhk.  uil6lk 	13.41 

daqini kimgt pacho. 

maharo cliakar bahar 

gayo. 

Pull the punka • 	‘-il "Z3Nl . piimgkho kliehcho. 

Explain to ine 	 1.1 i Jtfaiavlcit mane shnjayo. 

Teach me Gujarati 	''l 	46-leklcfl 9WIRI mane gujarati bhaljavo. 

Do youlnow the English 	'cl'zi 	wi01.-kt 	oilAll -wit- triniane-  'thiggreji 	bhasa 

language ? 	 . 	era? ' 	 ' avadeche? -• 

If I make a mistake)  tell 
*' 	

„ 	. 
cYl i 	4-'cll I•lll'.6 

jo hung chuk karang to 

me. mane koho. 

I saw him yesterday 	.51 a i 4 ii 	6;)tzit ici I me kale tene joyo hato. 

Bring two seers of milk 	Wilk t4 «i 4l baSer dialh lavo. 

Do this-every day 	lo'v ..,tale isl(1 roj roj karo. 	' 
• -, Pay the postage ' 	eitovit iiii•zit wivit tapalna pa4zi apo. 

Take 	this letter to 	the 	'-tl.O.li '0All 'hlA4 	44.. 
• 

-  Post Office 	 64i5il 
lapalmang a kitgal lei jito. 

Have the, horse shod 	ZU.St 	itc 	"Ittil ghoOane hal bandhavo. 

Go on with your work 	milk 	l'41 %kql :14251l tamarUng kam karya jito. 
You have made a mistake 	cl'il '' 441 tame chak kidhi. 
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Come back quickly 	sveiCi qttst wiRt Al& Piehit tivo. 

Go early in the morning 	kIttlV46til 6.Vi • 'vtvikr4 vehelajajo. 

Procure it as it is wanted 	411:r 	iittri, Aotfit 	- jolting joitfing miingitvo. 

Do not get it all at once 	Alllti zti .ie siunt*Iing levang nahi. 

This tea is not good 	' 	?At atle kAi eigl 	' a chah sari nathi. 

What is the price of this •-: wit-qncril ytivt 41 tx ? a petini kimat si elit? 
, box? 

Where is the padlock of 
wil.'itid'lli hitt -A? 

a petinfing Wang kilning 

this box ? che ? 

Get dinner ready 	%it§ c a... milk At kharping taiar karo. 

Seven persons are to 	 • 	. 
.6iel littti soisliki '6, 

sat minas° jiimnargng 
• • 

dine che. 

Remain in waiting 	6t6v 	IlZt hajar roho. 
,. 

Tell him to stop a little ''''. -4, .tZI -g 4.1%k ki't 
tene koho ke abut. 

rakho. 	• 
• , Who. wrote this letter? 	241 hiwtt liet. cli •ii 	1 ? a kigal kotte 1Millyo? 

What is the cost of this? 	mt.{1 41 Alict ii? 	. ani si kimat che ? 

Whatis the day of the week ? 2A(16"/ hZI AR ii  ? aj kahyo vie che ? 

What is the day of the 
nts-vcil 241 tilivi I3? ajni si tarikh che ? 

Month? 

This is the sixth day of 

the month 
t.3' it clttut 113' chathi tarikh che. 

Let him go 	 -.(1 t 6-vcitt t4n4 java do. 

Whose servant are yOu ? 	(1 	IlQi°N'll allhk ' i 3 l ? tame konno chaltar oho? 

Speak the truth 	4114 WRil sachung bolo. 
; . 

-a Come next week 	*4muuctisfig 24ttcti &ate atvidie avjo. 

Wake me in the morning 	kplA . 1 t evott,11 savar4 mane jagadjo. 

You have come very late 	t'A W.Cl,St•ewilttil tame mohodi iyyg. 
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I do not like this wit ,.i 
	

.R.4 ,lioti crita 
 A mane' sar' rung lagatang 

• nathi. 

Come at the right time 	coAti kik micii574)1 • viikhlit par avjo. . • 
Do this carefully .2.4 

 
i 
	

Ili viaikti
.

a it 	%
,

1 
 a kam klAbardarithi 

karo. 

Take care of the child 	'itkkt1 .40-0a. i chokarine ambhalo. 

Stop the Orli 	 oltSi gadi rakho. 

Bring fish for breakfast 	/ 	lunli :41R mtkv,ti c4(41  
nasty sarii machalang 

lavo. 

Tell him to sit down 	.1/4cl 	!..4.21..t• tene b4tido. 

• hung hanianing avang 
I am coming directly 6.1i0.1i "'id 8.3G1' • 

chling. 

I will come after dinner 	triqloi ?•414141 himg jamine Avis. . 

Bring some hot water 	• 	ti,'-tRa crtilil hanang pini lave. 

This water is not hot 	21il `llql t'd etql a Patti hanang nathi. 

Bring cotton for bedding 	-S11tS1 	.kitR ot eirit  godadine,  Ora rini..livo 

Bring a tnaund of cotton 	27:t 	1,1% 0-14:iRl a mar! rill!. les°. 

Come and visit me 	ci 	1.t t  litieti .ixti4t6=it tame manz millava avjo. 

I shall be glad if you visit 	
.' cl 	li 	lililcll ttei .9.0 

tame mane malo to gha- 

me nung sirung. 

He was to come but he 71 	2Alictqll 	6i-lt 	4t4 .c-1 to avavano hato pan to 

has not come 	- vAtAt 141 avyo nathi.. 

' This man cheats very 
wit I'll0Pl tlkl t'ilt 	;A 

a mynas ghano dago 

much 	- kareche. 

He is not to be trusted 	'al-ii kltf ojeol I  ...Kt eno kangi bbaroso nathi. 

Do you understand what hang kahang chung to 

isay ? 	• 
. 	

-' 	. t w9Tct cif 	k .  t? ' 	• 
tame sa'mjocho ? 

Open all the windows 	Rltblta ligtil. 	Iltat sit'ghali barione tighado. 
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This bungalow is very 
w 	 i il tiol&li tAt klAt 	53 

a biinggalo ghano Oro 

good che. 

- 
	toning blificlang Wang 

What is its rent ? 	"lo'l gill -g24 ii ?  
che ? 

Five majors are wanted 	kliai Itril '51"ttiti panch majaro joiy4. 

Four carts are required 	' auk DilSt char gadang joiye. 

,hired bullocks are wanted Gall attit 6-Y'lgZI bha,44na bglad joiye. 

- 	pelt Gi'tk 	IN*1• Qua hang tend npar kagal 
I write him a letter 

'Tiwfbn . lakhi mokli. 

I 'want a. boat to go to 	4V1 *Pict 1 kIlk "lith oRt- &rat java sari ek batelo 

Surat 	 Tit j'YlWt1 joiy4. 

I wish to go to morrow 	hie..‘t 1.1161., 6' 	ii 4,16 m‘hare javang cli. 

What you will take for this? 2-1li 4Zillt 	• afing sang ler. 

That is very cheap 	ii 44 kpdd T'. to ghanfing sastang cU. 

• ,., 	...: tamarang Oman gha- 
Your goods are very dear/ cPttk kiNil 44 liti tA 

nag mongghang che. 

We are going to take a walk ail k scti 6yttrzi tsA hame pharava jaiechaiye. 

Dismiss him 	 ."2-- 	km wiFit one raza apo. 

Dinner is on the table 	"uil * ;'t 6Y kik i,‘3 khanimg raj par che. 

Have you dined ? 	ct5i 6v4l k6 l ? tame jiimi rahya ? 

I want a pen and ink 	41g htili 'lgT•t' sal kaltun lavo. 

He is come back 	.a 'Al wil';'il 761 to pficho avyo che. 

M
• 

in( i  wick cnoicit sot- gj hang bahar jamava 
I dine out to-day 

li. toi 	• jating chting. 

Do that work well 	*Cl hill '-cdli 't 	Al . 
c 

Le kgm sari pathe karo. 

Speak softly 	 q-1•11 t1bi 74t;'il dhime dhime bolo. 

Shut that door 	. *a t'illii u*O4 	l to barrAng badh karo: 

Open this door 	wit ./ilki 114111 a bfirming -6ghacjo. 

Keep it always open 	674 Vill kl't hamo .6ghadting rakho• 
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